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Many jurisd ictions th roughout Canada and the United States utilize Spring Load Restriction 
(SLRs) on low  volume roads to  minim ize the damage during spring thaw. The main objective o f 
th is research is to  develop a SLR method fo r use in northern Ontario (the Lakehead University 
(LU) m ethod). In order to  achieve this objective a detailed review and assessment was 
conducted on three potentia l SLR methods fo r the ir use on low volume roads in northern 
Ontario. The three methods assessed were an empirically based approach developed by the  
M innesota Departm ent o f Transportation (Mn/DOT), a semi-empirical approach developed by 
the  University o f W aterloo and a therm al numerically based method using the fin ite  element 
code TEMP/W.
Each o f the methods was calibrated fo r tw o  study sites, Highway 569 in northeastern 
O ntario and Highway 527 in northwestern Ontario. These methods were calibrated using 
historical data collected from  these study sites including air tem perature data and observed 
frost and thaw  depths determ ined from  the rm istor measurements. The Highway 569 study site 
was calibrated fo r the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 seasons while the Highway 527 
study site was calibrated fo r the 2008/2009 season only. The calibrated methods were then 
used to  predict the application and removal dates fo r SLRs fo r the tw o  sites fo r the 2009/2010 
season.
Pavement stiffness testing was conducted during the freezing and thawing seasons at 
the tw o  sites using a Light W eight Deflectom eter (LWD). The purpose o f LWD testing was to  
examine the changes in pavement stiffness resulting from  progressive freezing and thaw ing o f 
the pavement structure. The results o f the LWD testing indicate a significant decrease in 
pavement stiffness during pavement structure thaw ing between depths o f 0.2 and 0.4 m.
Based on these results and an extensive lite ra ture  review, a 0.3 m threshold thawing depth was 
selected to  trigger SLR application. LWD testing also indicated a slight increase in pavement 
stiffness w ith in  2 weeks o f com plete pavement structure thawing. Using these results it was 
decided tha t, fo r this research, SLRs could be removed 7 days after complete pavement 
structure thaw ing.
During the calibration o f the three SLR methods it was discovered tha t the W aterloo 
m ethod requires significant adjustments to  the frost and thaw  depth algorithm coefficients at 
the  onset o f the thaw ing period. It was also determ ined that the accuracy o f the therm al 
num erical modelling simulation is strongly associated w ith  the boundary conditions used fo r 
the  model.
The assessment o f the three methods indicates tha t the Mn/DOT method can closely 
pred ict the SLR application date (w ith in 1 to  2 days) and was less accurate in predicting the SLR 
removal date (w ith in 6 to  9 days). The W aterloo and TEMP/W methods did not display the 
same degree o f accuracy as the Mn/DOT method when used in a predictive mode.
Based on the LWD test results and the SLR calibration and prediction results, it was 
decided tha t the LU method should fo llow  the M n/DOT method and use threshold Cumulative 
Thawing Index (CTI) values representative o f northern Ontario conditions as a trigger fo r 
application o f the SLRs. In this method air tem peratures are adjusted by reference 
tem peratures which are then used to  calculate a CTI. When the CTI exceeds a value 
corresponding to  a 0.3 m pavement structure thaw ing depth, SLRs w ill be implemented. SLR 
removal w ill be based on average pavement structure thaw ing duration. Furthermore, LWD 
testing during the predicted thaw ing season w ill be used to  fu rther develop the method by 
qualify ing pavement stiffness reductions during the onset o f thaw and stiffness rebound after 
com plete pavement structure thawing. Also, the  TEMP/W thermal numerical model w ill be 
used as a too l to  fu rthe r refine the LU method through assessment o f other pavement 
structures and environm ental conditions.
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Approxim ate ly 20% (3, 715 centre line kilometers) o f Ontario roadways are low volume roads 
which are subjected to  in frequent but intense tra ffic  loading. These roads are often built w ith  
m inim al sub-base and surface treatm ents. During periods o f spring thaw, melt w ater becomes 
trapped in the thawed sub-base soil between the pavement surface layer and the underlying 
still frozen subsurface. This increase in w ater content reduces base stiffness and the overall 
bearing capacity o f the  pavement structure. In order to  reduce road damage during these 
weakened periods, jurisd ictions typically implement Spring Load Restrictions (SLRs), often 
referred to  as half loads, to  all truck tra ffic  tha t utilize these roadways. For this reason accurate 
im plem entation and subsequent removal o f the SLRs is imperative to  maximizing the life o f the 
pavement structure and m inim izing the  economic hardships endured by the trucking industry 
during these periods.
The accurate application and removal o f SLRs requires knowledge o f pavement stiffness 
and strength and corresponding frost and thaw depths (Figure 1.1). An appropriate SLR 
method therefore, requires accurately determ ined implementation and removal dates based 
on pavement perform ance. Achieving acceptable accuracy is a d ifficu lt task due to  the 
variability  o f pavement structures, roadway locations, weather conditions and the relationships 
between w eather conditions and heat transfer into and out o f the pavement structure tha t 
need to  be encompassed in an SLR method. Further to  this, freezing and frost action and 
subsequent thaw ing have an effect on pavement conditions and corresponding stiffness and 
strength tha t can be observed through changes in the pavement deflection measured w ith , fo r 
example, a fa lling weight deflectom eter. It is therefore essential tha t a SLR im plem entation and
removal program correlate frost and thaw  depth estimates w ith corresponding pavement 
deflections to  confirm  pavement structure behavior.
M ethods fo r applying SLRs may be grouped into empirical, semi-empirical or analytical 
numerical methods. Empirical methods rely on SLR application and removal dates from  
historical pavement observations, pavement observations made during the current spring thaw  
and /or corre lation o f historical air tem perature indices, such as a freezing or thaw ing index, 
w ith  frost and thaw  depth and pavement stiffness and strength fo r specific sites. Semi- 
empirical methods go a step beyond the empirical methods in tha t algorithms based on 
correlations between historical air tem perature indices and pavement structure frost and thaw  
depths are used to  estim ate frost and thaw ing fron t depths in a pavement structure fo r the 
current spring thaw  conditions. For analytical/numerical methods, such as fin ite  d ifference and 
fin ite  e lem ent software codes, freezing and thaw ing fron t migration can be simulated fo r a 
given pavement structure w ith  a given set o f boundary conditions and pavement structure 
material properties and moisture conditions.
Currently in Ontario, SLR application and removal dates are based on historical 
pavement observations and corresponding application/removal dates and current spring thaw  
visual observations. There is a need to  develop a more rational SLR method fo r Ontario. This 
rational m ethod could be an empirical, semi-empirical or analytical/numerical-based m ethod or 
a hybrid com bination. Empirically based methods are easy to  apply but are lim ited in tha t they 
are very site and clim ate/pavem ent structure condition dependent; i.e. they were developed 
from  measurements and observations at specific sites and they must be recalibrated fo r 
d iffe ren t locations and conditions. The method used by the Minnesota Department o f 
Transportation (Mn/DOT) is an example o f an empirical method. Numerical-modelling based 
methods, on the o ther hand, allow simulation o f freezing and thawing depths under various 
climate and pavement structure conditions but require the most input parameters o f any o f the 
methods fo r a given site. Quantifying the parameters and boundary conditions fo r a variety o f 
site conditions can be d ifficu lt and expensive.
The challenge, there fore, and the subject o f this research is to  develop a rational SLR 
method fo r Ontario tha t accounts fo r variations in pavement structure and climate conditions
th roughou t the province, accounts fo r pavement stiffness and strength issues as related to  
freezing and thaw ing depths and yet can be readily implemented by the transportation 
authority.
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Research
The fo llow ing  objectives have been developed to  assess current SLR methods used in northern 
jurisd ictions as well as to  develop an SLR method fo r Northern Ontario.
1. Compare and assess current SLR practices including empirical and pavement strength 
based m ethods used throughout Canada and the United States. This assessment 
includes design details o f low  volume roads, freeze/thaw effects, material thermal 
properties and environm ental conditions to  examine the ir influence on the various SLR 
practices.
2. Assess and compare three SLR methods in terms o f effectiveness, accuracy and ease o f 
im plem entation. An empirical method developed by the Minnesota Department o f 
Transportation (Mn/DOT), a semi-empirical method developed by the University o f 
W aterloo tha t utilizes correlations between air temperatures, surface tem peratures and 
measured frost and thaw  depths and a finite-element-based thermal numerical model 
form  the basis fo r this comparison and assessment.
3. Assess the role and application o f a Light W eight Deflectometer (LWD) in the 
im plem entation o f SLRs. Compare pavement deflections, corresponding surface 
deflection modulus and composite modulus values obtained from LWD measurements 
on low  volum e roads th roughout the w in ter/spring  season w ith Falling Weight 
Deflectom eter (FWD) measurements and measured frost and thaw depths.
4. Develop the  Lakehead University (LU) method fo r applying SLRs in northern Ontario.
To achieve these objectives a flow  chart o f tasks (Figure 1.2) was followed. Each o f the 
three SLR methods w ill be calibrated at tw o  specific sites fo r up to  three w inter/spring seasons. 
Using the available w in te r/spring  season data, the methods will be calibrated so that each
m ethod can be used to  predict the application and removal dates fo r SLRs for a follow ing 
w in te r/sp ring  season using only measured and forecasted air temperatures. The results, 
accuracy o f the methods in both the method calibrations and the ir use in a predictive manner 
w ill be assessed to  determ ine the benefits and drawbacks o f each method. Light W eight 
Deflectom eter (LWD) testing w ill be conducted throughout the w inter/spring season to  observe 
the  pavement stiffness and strength changes. The LU method will be developed using the 
m ethod assessment and LWD results and w ill be implemented as indicated in Figure 1.3.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The organization o f this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review including an 
exam ination o f material and therm al properties, current SLR methods, thermal numerical 
m odelling and pavement deflection analysis. Chapter 3 describes the study sites used fo r 
model calibration and predictions. Chapter 4 outlines development and calibration o f the three 
SLR m ethods fo r northern Ontario conditions. Chapter 5 outlines the pavement stiffness data 
collection tha t was conducted at the tw o  northern Ontario study sites. An examination o f the 
th ree  calibrated methods in a predictive manner w ill be provided in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 
outlines the  developm ent o f the LU method fo r SLR placement and removal using the method 
prediction and LWD results. Chapter 8 provides the conclusions o f this research and 
recom m endations fo r fu rthe r work. The appendices include comprehensive details o f model 

















Figure 1.1 SLR Implementation and Removal Criteria
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Figure 1.2 LU Method Development Flow Chart
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Figure 1.3 LU Method Implementation Flow Chart
2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Low Volume Roads in Ontario
Low volum e roads are classified as those roads which carry less than 1000 vehicles per day 
(Ningyuan et al., 2006). These roads are traditiona lly used by the transportation industry to  
access rem ote locations and are thus subjected to  infrequent but intensive loading patterns. In 
Ontario, approxim ately 20% (3,715 centre-line km) o f the roadway network consist o f low 
volum e roads (Ningyuan et al., 2006). The typical pavement structure fo r these roadways 
(Figure 2.1) consists o f hot mix asphalt o r a surface treatm ent as the pavement surface material 
and a base and sub-base consisting o f granular material. In some instances a hot mix binder 
w ill be placed between the pavement surface material and the base material. The subgrade 
layer w ill vary w ith  location and consist o f materials native to  the area ranging from  organic 
m a tte r to  bedrock (Baiz et al., 2007). Roadways in these areas o f low population and tra ffic  
levels are o ften  bu ilt on a natural foundation w ith  a minimal sub-base. Most o f the low volume 
roads in Ontario consist o f th in  b itum inous pavement surface layers which categorize the roads 
as flexible pavement structures. Flexible pavements typically transfer tra ffic  loading from  the 
pavement surface through the subsequent pavement layers in such a way that the whole 
pavement structure w ill bend w ithou t cracking or breaking (TAG, 1997). Most o f these roads 
are designed to  handle year round tra ffic ; however, they are not designed fo r frost effects and 
are therefore susceptible to  prem ature deterioration (Baiz et al., 2007).
2.2 Seasonal Freezing and Thawing of Roadways
Frost action is a complex process which involves frost heave during a freezing season followed 
by a loss o f strength during the thaw ing season (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). A combination 
o f unsteady heat flow  near the ground surface fo r variations in air temperatures along w ith
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crystal ice nucléation and growth, provide the necessary conditions fo r form ing a lternating 
bands o f soil and ice. The form ation o f ice bands coupled w ith the segregation o f ice during the 
freezing season results in an increase in volume o f the so il/w ater system and/or soil 
consolidation (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). This increase in the volume o f the so il/w ater 
system is the  essential action involved in frost heaving.
During the freezing period a frozen subsurface layer exists bordered by an unfrozen 
layer below and subzero tem peratures above. The frozen and unfrozen layers are separated by 
the  0°C interface tem perature in which surface tem peratures above this point are below 0°C, 
w h ile  tem peratures below this point are above 0°C (Figure 2.2). Under these conditions energy 
is released from  the frozen zone through the surface o f the roadway and the thickness o f the 
frozen zone increases. The freezing rate and amount are governed by the pavement structure 
frozen therm al properties.
During the onset o f the spring thaw ing season the pavement structure w ill typically 
experience thaw ing from  the top downward (from air tem perature increases) and from  the 
bottom  upward (from the geothermal gradient). In the thaw ing period surface tem peratures 
above 0“C in conjunction w ith  warm ing o f the bottom  o f the pavement structure by the 
geotherm al gradient results in the creation o f tw o  0°C interface tem perature boundaries, one 
at the top o f the  frozen zone and the o ther at the bottom  o f the frozen zone (Figure 2.3). As a 
result o f these conditions, energy is transferred into the frozen zone thereby thawing the 
frozen layer and thus reducing its thickness. The rate at which energy is transferred during the 
thaw ing period is a function o f the subsurface unfrozen therm al properties.
This process results in melt w ater being trapped between the relatively impermeable 
pavement surface layer above and the still frozen soil below. In some instances, depending on 
the properties o f the subgrade material, a second layer o f trapped water overlain by the frozen 
soil and underlain by the low  permeability subgrade may be present. The presence o f trapped 
w ater results in decrease in the strength o f the subgrade and sub-base and in turn reduces the 
material's ability  to  support the overlying pavement structure (Van Deusen, 1998).
Mean annual surface tem peratures do not vary in a constant manner from 
corresponding mean annual air tem peratures (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). Many factors
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Ground therm al properties 
Subsurface drainage
In order to  estimate surface tem peratures from  air temperatures, empirically designed n- 
facto r values are used. The n-factors can be determ ined fo r both the freezing and the  thaw ing 
seasons. The n-factors are defined as the ratio o f the surface tem perature index to  the air 
tem pera ture  index. A tem perature index is calculated fo r both the freezing season and the 
thaw ing season. These indices utilize the degree-day concept to  describe the intensity o f the 
air and surface tem perature variations. For example, a mean daily tem perature o f -4°C fo r 4 
days equals an air freezing index o f -16°C-days. The air and surface freezing indices represent 
the  cum ulative value o f negative degree-days during the freezing season, while the air and 
surface thaw ing  indices represent the cumulative positive degree-days during the thaw ing 
season. Table 2.1 indicates typical n-factor values fo r both the freezing and thaw ing seasons 
fo r various surface materials.
2.3 Thermal Properties of Soils
The greatest influences on the depth o f frost and the length o f tim e tha t the frost remains in 
the ground are the w ater content and the therm al properties o f the soils in question, including 
the  unfrozen w ater content, therm al conductivity, heat capacity, therm al d iffusivity, and the 
la tent heat o f fusion. The therm al properties are greatly influenced by the material properties 
o f the soil constituents, including;
•  Grain size
1 0
•  Plasticity index
• Liquid lim it, and
•  Quartz content.
2.3.1 Unfrozen Water Content
As not all w ater in a soil sample experiences phase change at a specific and exact tem perature, 
d iffe ren t amounts o f unfrozen w a te r w ill be present in a soil at d ifferent freezing tem peratures. 
This variance can be expressed as a function o f unfrozen water content versus tem perature, 
and varies based on many factors tha t contribute  to  the amount o f unfrozen water present in a 
frozen soil sample. The main factors tha t influence unfrozen water content are: tem perature, 
specific surface area o f the solid phase, pressure, chemical and mineralogical composition o f 
the  soil, and o the r physio-chemical characteristics (especially ionic exchange capacity) and 
solute content and com position (Johnston, G.H, 1981). The therm al properties o f ice and w ater 
are significantly d iffe ren t and the am ount o f each found w ith in a soil sample w ill have an 
impact on the frozen soil behavior. For this reason it is im portant to  understand the ice-water 
phase relationship w ith in  the subsurface materials to  effectively determine the rate o f frost 
developm ent and am ount o f fros t w ith in  the pavement structure. This relationship is related to  
grain size, w ith  coarser grained materials having much low er unfrozen water contents 
compared w ith  fine r grained materials.
Tice e t al. (1976) have developed a power curve using characteristic soil parameters 
(constants a  and (3 tha t are em pirically derived dimensionless constants tha t account fo r the 
change in units from  °C to  %) and tem pera ture  (9 expressed as a positive number in degrees 
Celsius below freezing) to  express the unfrozen w ater content (w„) o f a sample (Equation 2.1).
M/u =  aeP (2 .1)
For cohesive soils, the values o f a  and (3 can be calculated using empirical equations 
(Equations 2.2 and 2.3) tha t relate the closing o f a standard groove in a liquid lim it test using 25
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(wn=25) and 100 (wn=ioo) blows at tem peratures o f -1 and -2°C, respectively, and the 
corresponding w ater contents o f the  sample.
W u,e=i =  0.346w;v=25 ~  3.01 (2 .2)
^u ,0=2  — 0.338w^=ioo ~  3.72 (2 .3)
Then, taking the log o f both sides o f Equation 2.1 and substituting ^^^and 0=2  in fo r w^, it
is possible to  solve fo r both a and P using simultaneous equations.
Using the pow er curve (Equation 2.1) has provided excellent accuracy and consistency 
when compared to  d ila tom etry, adiabatic and isothermal calorimetry. X-ray d iffraction, heat 
capacity measurements, nuclear magnetic resonance, and d ifferential thermal analysis tests 
reported by Anderson and Morgenstern (1973) on various soil types, provided that the soils 
being considered do not contain excessive amounts o f soluble salts.
Solutes, such as salt, in the soil w ater w ill shift unfrozen water content versus 
tem perature  curves tow ard  lower tem peratures. Ladanyi (1989) found that an increase in 
salin ity reduced the ice content w ith in  a frozen soil, thereby reducing the frozen soil strength 
and increasing its rate o f creep at a given tem perature.
If p lasticity index values are available, the unfrozen water content can be estimated 
using a method developed in the Soviet Union (USSR 1969). This method utilizes a 
m ultip lica tion o f the w ater content o f the  soil at the plastic lim it, by a variable term ed kg (Table 
2.2) tha t depends on the soil type and tem perature.
2.3.2 Thermal Conductivity
The therm al conductiv ity o f a soil is defined as the quantity o f heat tha t will flow  through a unit 
volume o f a soil medium o f unit thickness in unit tim e under a unit tem perature gradient 
(Andersland and Ladanyi, 1994). The main factors tha t contribute to  the thermal conductivity 
o f a soil are the w a ter content and dry density o f the soil being tested. It has been observed 
tha t when the w ater content o f the sample is kept constant and the dry density is varied, tha t
1 2
any increases in the  dry density result in increases in therm al conductivity. Conversely, when 
the dry density is kept constant and the water content is varied, any increase in w ater content 
results in an increase in the therm al conductivity (Andersland and Ladanyi, 1994).
When examining the therm al conductivities o f frozen and unfrozen soil it was observed 
tha t in most cases the  therm al conductivity o f a soil is greater when frozen than when it is 
unfrozen. The reason fo r the increase in the therm al conductivities o f the frozen soil over an 
unfrozen soil is d irectly related to  the higher thermal conductivity o f ice compared to  liquid 
w a te r (Table 2.3). A major exception to  this observation is a sandy soil w ith a moisture content 
less than about 7% which indicates a reverse in the therm al conductivity behavior, i.e. the 
therm al conductiv ity o f the  unfrozen soil is higher than the frozen soil (Andersland and Ladanyi, 
1994).
There are several methods available to  calculate the therm al conductivity o f a soil, 
including approaches developed by Kersten (1949), Johansen (1975) and most recently Coté 
and Konrad (2006), amongst others. Farouki (1982), while working fo r the U.S. Arm y Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, examined the available methods fo r calculating 
the therm al conductiv ity o f soil, w ith  the exception o f the Cote and Konrad method. Each 
m ethod was tested using a variety o f grain sizes, moisture contents, dry densities, and 
tem peratures in order to  establish the most accurate method to  be used in calculating the 
therm al conductiv ity o f a soil sample under specific conditions. Of the methods found to  be 
applicable the Johansen method proved to  be the most adaptable to  varying conditions. The 
Kersten m ethod provides an easily obtained approximation, however the results are not always 
accurate due to  the  reliance o f this method on quartz content, while Coté and Konrad's method 
expands upon the Johansen method. Kersten, Johansen, and Coté and Konrad's methods are 
examined further.
2.3.2.1 Kersten’s Method
The Kersten (1949) method utilizes Equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 along with soil moisture 
content and dry density to  establish the therm al conductivity. The equations were developed 
through extensive testing on natural soils and crushed rock (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004).
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The equations are fo r both coarse-grained soils (silt-clay content < 20% and consisting o f 
p redom inantly  quartz) (Equations 2.4 and 2.5) and fine-grained soils (50% or more silty-clay) 
(Equations 2.6 and 2.7), fo r both frozen (-4°C) and unfrozen (+4°C) soils.
Unfrozen Coarse-grained: k  =  0 .1442(0 .71ogw +  0.4)(10)°-^^'^^Pd (2 .4)
Frozen Coarse-Grained: k  =  0.G1G96(10)°’®^^^P‘* +  [G.GG4 6 1 (lG)°'^^^^Pdjy^
(Z 5 )
Unfrozen Fine-Grained: k  =  G.1442(0 .91ogw - G.2 )(lG)°-^^'^^Pd (2.6)
Frozen Fine-Grained: k  =  G.GG1442(lG)^^^^Pd 4- [G.G1226(lG)°'^^^'*Pd]w (2 .7)
W here the  fo llow ing  parameters w ith  associated units must be used: 
k = therm al conductiv ity (W /(m *K))
W  = W atts, m = meters, K = "Kelvin 
w  = gravim etric w a te r content o f the soil sample (%)
Pd = the  d ry  density o f the soil (kg/m^)
The therm al conductiv ity calculated using the above formulae d iffe r from  measured 
values by less than ±25%, which is sufficient fo r practical application due to  the heterogeneity 
o f natura l soil properties in the  fie ld (Farouki, 1981). However, it should be noted tha t when 
applying the Kersten equation to  high quartz content sands outside the ones used to  f it  the 
Kersten equation (e.g. Fairbanks sand, Lowell sand, standard and graded Ottawa sand) the 
Kersten equation underpredicts the thermal conductivity (Farouki, 1981). In summary, when 
Kerstens m ethod is applied to  coarse soils or soil materials it "overpredicts fo r those w ith  a low 
quartz content w hile  it underpredicts fo r those w ith  a high quartz content". In e ither case the 
deviations are too  large to  be acceptable. Use o f Kersten method when estimating therm al
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conductiv ity  o f soils outside o f the ones used to  f it  Kerstens equations should there fore  be 
lim ited  to  coarse soils w ith  interm ediate quartz content" (quartz content o f approxim ately 60%) 
(Farouki, 1981).
2.3.2.2 Johansen's Method
As m entioned above Johansen's M ethod is the most adaptable method to  use w ith  varying soil 
conditions. Johansen's M ethod utilizes both the dry (kdry) and the saturated (ksat) therm al 
conductiv ities o f the m ineral soil in question, as well as an empirically derived factor referred to  
as the  Kersten num ber (Kg). The main equation (Equation 2.8) used in the com putation o f the 
therm al conductiv ity is:
k  =  ( k g a t  ~  k d r y ) K g  +  k j ^ y  ( 2 . 8 )
W here:
k = Therm al conductiv ity (W /(m*K))
ksat = Saturated therm al conductiv ity (W /(m *K))
kdr/= Dry therm al conductivity (W /(m *K))
Kg = Kersten num ber
The Kersten num ber is calculated in one o f three ways (Equations 2.9 through 2.11) 
depending on the  grain size and degree o f saturation ( S r ) .
Coarse-Grained Unfrozen Soil w ith  Sr > 5%: Ke =  0.7 lo g S r- f 1.0 (2 .9)
Fine-Grained Unfrozen Soil w ith  Sr > 10%: K« =  log Sr +  1.0 (2 .10)
Frozen medium and fine sands and fine-grained soils: Ke =  Sr (2 .11)
The saturated therm al conductivity can be computed fo r e ither a soil tha t is frozen 
(Equation 2.12) o r one tha t is unfrozen (Equation 2.13).
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Saturated Unfrozen Soil: kgat =  (2.12)
Saturated Frozen Soils Containing Some Unfrozen W ater (Wg): ksat =  k s " " k " '^ " k w "  (2.13)
W here:
kw = Thermal conductivity o f w ater (0.57 W /  (m*K)) 
kj = Thermal conductiv ity o f ice (2.2 W /  (m*K)) 
ks = Thermal conductivity o f the soil constituents (W /(m*K)) 
n = Soil Porosity
Wg = Unfrozen w ater content (%)
The value o f ks is determ ined through the use o f a geometric mean equation th a t utilizes 
the fraction o f the quartz o f the to ta l solid contents (q), the  thermal conductivity o f quartz ( k q )  
and the  therm al conductiv ity o f the o ther mineral components ( k g ) ,  and can be computed using 
Equation 2.14, where A = 2.0 when q > 0.2 or A = 3.0 when q < 0.2.
k s = k jA k J “ ‘  ̂ (2.14)
Johansen's m ethod also requires the com putation o f the therm al conductivity o f a soil in 
a dry condition, which is accomplished through the use o f a semi-empirical equation (Equation 
2.15) developed by Johansen (1975).
kdry[W/(m * K)] = -------0-137pd + 64.7-------^  20% (2.15)
2700
W here:
Pd = Dry density (kg/m 3\
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If the degree o f saturation is less than 5% for a coarse grained unfrozen soil and less 
than 10% fo r a fine grained unfrozen soil, use o f another method should be considered. Farouki 
(1981) has found tha t unfrozen coarse grained soils that have a degree o f saturation above 20% 
provide the best agreement between calculated and measured therm al conductivities when 
compared w ith  o ther applicable methods. These agreements fall w ith in  the range o f ±25%. 
W hen examining unsaturated frozen coarse soils Farouki found tha t again Johansen's m ethod 
gives the  closest estimates o f therm al conductivity. He also suggested that due to  the ease o f 
calculations, Johansen's method should be used in calculating the therm al conductivity o f 
coarse and fine soils w ith  varied quartz contents and a degree o f saturation above 20%. Similar 
conclusions were also made when a comparison o f applicability to  saturated soils was 
conducted, in which Farouki (1981) suggests the use o f Johansen's method to  calculate the 
therm al conductivity.
2.3.2.3 Coté and Konrad Method
All o f the  o the r methods available to  calculate the thermal conductivity o f soils are quite 
inaccurate when used to  estimate the values o f base-course materials. Coté and Konrad (2006) 
have m odified the methods developed by Johansen in order to  more accurately define the  
therm al conductiv ity  o f these materials. It was observed that when saturated soil freezes while 
in a hydraulically closed system the volum e o f the voids w ill increase by 9%. This in tu rn  results 
in an increase in the porosity o f the saturated frozen soil. W ith large pores the degree o f 
saturation w ill increase consistent w ith  the porosity o f the soil, thus resulting in an increase in 
the degree o f saturation o f approximately 9%. Equations 2.16 and 2.18 were developed by 
Coté and Konrad to  account fo r the increases in both porosity and degree o f saturation, 
respectively:
Porosity o f Saturated soils freezing in a closed system: — ( i+ fo 9^  (2 .16)
W here:
Of = Porosity o f saturated frozen soil
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rig = Porosity o f an unfrozen soil as expressed by Equation (2.17)
Porosity o f unfrozen soil: nu =  l  —— (2 .17 )
Ps
W here:
Pd = Dry density (kg/m^)
Ps = Density o f the solid particles (kg/m^)
Degree o f saturation fo r a frozen soil: ^rf = ) (2 .18 )
W here:
Sru = Degree o f saturation fo r an unfrozen soil
In o rder to  ensure tha t the effect o f mineralogy o f dry crushed rock be considered in the 
therm al conductiv ity they replaced the thermal conductivity o f ice and water w ith  therm al 
conductiv ity o f air when using the geometric mean method. These modifications resulted in 
errors o f less than 15% when examining unfrozen materials and less than 20% when examining 
frozen samples.
2.3.3 Heat Capacity
The heat capacity o f a material represents the amount o f heat tha t is required to  raise the 
m ateria l's tem pera ture  by 1 degree (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). The units o f heat capacity 
are (kJ /  (kg "€)). When the heat capacity is defined as a ratio o f the material's heat capacity to  
tha t o f water, it is referred to  as the specific heat capacity and is measured in the same units as 
heat capacity. Due to  soils consisting o f numerous materials, including solids, w ater/ice, and air 
the heat capacity o f a soil in its entire ty must be representative o f every constituent present. In 
order to  accomplish this, mass fractions o f the materials (i.e. solids (m,), water (mw), ice (m j 
and air (mair)) are m ultip lied by the ir corresponding specific heat capacities (i.e. solids (Cs),
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w a te r (cw), ice (q), and air (Cgir)), fo r a specified volume (Equation 2.19) in which "m " is equal to  
the to ta l mass (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004).
c [kJ/(kg °C)]= (l/m)*(Csms + c«mw + qmi + Cairmair) (2 .19)
W hen the specific heat capacity o f a soil is divided by the volume, while at the same 
tim e  ignoring the  negligible air term  the volum etric heat capacity (cv) o f the soil is defined as 
fo llow s (Equation 2.20).
Cv [kJ/(m^°C)]= CmPf = Pdf (Cs +  CwW u + qWi) (2 .20 )
W here:
Pf = the  frozen bulk density (kg/m^)
Pdf = the frozen dry density (kg/m^)
Wg = the unfrozen w ater content (%)
Wj = the  frozen w a ter content (%)
Cm = specific heat capacity of the total soil mass (kJ /  (kg°C))
Heat capacity values fo r common surface and subsurface materials can be seen in Table
2.3.
2.3.4 Thermal Diffusivity
The ratio  o f therm al conductiv ity (k) over heat capacity (c) and bulk density (p) is defined as the 
soil therm al d iffus iv ity  (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). The therm al d iffusivity essentially 
provides "an index o f the rate at which a material w ill undergo a tem perature change in 
response to  external tem perature changes" (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). This is represented 
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(2.21)
The therm al d iffusiv ity o f ice (11.2 x 10^ m^/s) is much greater than that o f w ater (1.4 x 
10'^ m^/s); therefore the therm al d iffusivity o f a frozen soil w ill be much larger than tha t o f an 
equivalent thawed soil, which indicates tha t "the average tem perature o f a mass o f saturated 
frozen soil w ill increase more quickly than tha t o f a mass o f unfrozen soil w ith equal dimensions 
at an equal difference between the initial tem perature o f the soil mass and tha t o f the 
surrounding soil" (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004).
2.3.5 Latent Heat
The la tent heat o f fusion indicates the amount o f heat energy tha t is absorbed when a unit 
mass o f ice is converted in to  a liquid at the m elting point (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). The 
to ta l energy involved w ith  la tent heat o f fusion is reliant upon the to ta l amount o f w ater 
contained in the soil sample and can be calculated using Equation 2.22 (Andersland and 
Ladanyi, 2004).
L =  (2 22)
W here:
L = Volum etric latent heat o f fusion (kJ/m^)
Pd = Soil dry dendsity (kg/m^)
L' = Mass latent heat o f w a ter (333.1 kJ/kg) 
w  = Total w ater content (%)
Wg = Unfrozen water content (percentage dry mass basis)
For coarse grained soils such as sands and gravels, the unfrozen water content (wg) term  
w ill be quite small and fo r this reason will be considered zero in most practical problems. This
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assumption has been found to  provide acceptable latent heat o f fusion values estimates 
(Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004).
2.4 Spring Load Restrictions
In order to  m inim ize the damage to  low  volume roads, many jurisdictions throughout Canada 
and the United States implement SLRs during the spring-thaw weakened period. Ideally, SLRs 
should commence when thawing fro n t m igration exceeds a depth which results in significant 
pavement structure weakening. Studies such as Hein and Cole (2002) and Kestler et al. (1999), 
indicate tha t SLR implementation at the onset o f thawing fron t m igration into the pavement 
resulted in appropriate start dates, w hile  others have found tha t a significant decrease in 
pavement stiffness does not occur until thaw ing reaches a specific depth w ith in  the pavement 
structure. In one such examination. Van Deusen (1998) studied the effect o f air tem perature 
on frost and thaw  penetrations which indicated tha t there is a dramatic decrease in aggregate 
base stiffness at approximately the tim e  tha t the thawing fron t passes through the base layer 
(shown as the  Granular A base layer in Figure 2.1). Furthermore, Ovik et al. (2000) indicate tha t 
pavement deflections measured w ith  a Falling W eight Deflectometer (FWD) at numerous test 
sections o f varying composition at the M innesota Road test site significantly increase when the 
pavement structure has thawed to  between 300mm and 600mm. Rutherford (1989) found tha t 
the thickness o f the asphalt concrete layer played a significant role in pavement strength. Thin 
pavements (2 in.) reached a critical condition at the tim e o f base thaw, while thicker pavements 
(4 in.) did no t reach this condition until some subgrade thawing had occurred. A significant 
issue regarding the implementation o f SLRs is the effect tha t thaw ing followed by refreezing, 
which is common during most thaw ing seasons, has on the im plem entation date.
SLR removal is also a complicated process. Andersland and Ladanyi (2004) indicate tha t 
SLR removal should occur when the pavement structure has com pletely thawed, thus, allow ing 
natural drainage conditions to  be restored. Hein and Cole (2002) have found (through 
pavement deflection testing) tha t the duration o f pavement structure weakness can be double 
tha t o f the tim e required to  achieve complete pavement structure thawing. Extensive fa lling 
weight deflectom eter testing conducted in New Hampshire has found that pavement strength
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is not fu lly  restored until about a week after fu ll pavement structure thaw ing is observed (Berg, 
2010).
2.4.1 SLR Application and Removal
Historically, SLRs in Canada and the northern United States (US) have been implemented and 
removed using one or a com bination o f the follow ing:
•  Engineering judgem ent
•  The use o f prescheduled calendar dates
•  Visual observations
•  Pavement deflection testing
•  Empirical model methods
SLR methods vary by jurisd iction. Table 2.4 indicates the various SLR methods used by 
each Canadian province(C-SHRP, 2002). Empirical correlation methods used in the US by states 
such as M innesota and Wisconsin, provide a relationship between air tem peratures and 
pavement conditions tha t can also be used to  determ ine effective SLR im plem entation and 
removal times.
Many o f the current methods (engineering judgement, visual observation and pavement 
deflection testing) require a 3 to  5 day lag tim e between observed pavement distress and SLR 
im plem entation. This lag tim e  is needed to  provide sufficient notice to  the transportation 
industry which allows fo r companies to  make appropriate arrangements. During this period the 
pavement structure is subjected to  fu ll loads, and potentia lly w in ter weight premium loads, 
while  in a weakened state, resulting in damage to  the roadway.
Visual observation techniques are beneficial when used in conjunction w ith o ther SLR 
methods. However, this m ethod cannot be used to  assess the depth or amount o f thawed 
material present w ith in  the sub-grade and sub-base o f the road structure. Because the 
im plem entation o f SLRs in this method requires the observation o f pavement distress, much 
roadway damage can occur in the early and most damage-susceptible thaw ing period.
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The use o f prescheduled dates effectively eliminates the problems tha t are associated 
w ith  the lag period. However, th is method can dramatically increase the length o f tim e tha t 
SLRs are applied to  a roadway as restrictions may be in place when the pavement structure is 
com plete ly thawed or long after pavement strength has completely returned. This results in 
increased costs to  the transportation industry. Conversely they may be applied too  late if  an 
unseasonably warm period occurs in late w in ter, which would result in damage to  the roadway. 
As clim atic changes become more prevalent it becomes more d ifficu lt to  effectively establish 
appropriate prescheduled dates on a year-to-year basis.
Numerous SLR im plem entation methods have been developed to  predict the pavement 
structure response to  changes in air tem peratures using empirical methods (e.g. Mn/DOT 
m ethod) or to  predict freezing and thaw ing trends using semi-empirical methods(e.g. W aterloo 
m ethod described in Section 2.4.1.2) techniques. In many cases these methods are used in 
conjunction w ith  pavement deflection testing conducted w ith  a Benkelman Beam (BB), FWD, or 
Light W eight Deflectom eter (LWD) to  qualify the ir findings.
2.4.1.1 Mn/DOT Research
The concepts used in developm ent o f the Mn/DOT method (MN/DOT, 2004) were first 
researched by the  Washington State Departm ent o f Transportation (Ws/DOT) (Ovik et al., 
2000). The Mn/DOT method uses reference tem peratures and measured air tem peratures to  
calculate daily Freezing Index (FI) and daily Thawing Index (Tl) values. The FI is defined by the 
Mn/DOT as the "positive cumulative deviation between a reference freezing tem perature and 
the mean daily air tem perature fo r successive days" (Ovik et al, 2000), and the Tl is defined as 
the "positive cumulative deviation between the  mean daily air tem perature and a reference 
thaw ing tem pera ture  fo r successive days" (Ovik et al, 2000). These values are then used to  
calculate a Cumulative Thawing Index (CTI) which indicates the need fo r SLR im plem entation 
(Equation 2.23) (Mn/DOT, 2004).
n
CTI = ^ (D a ily  Thawing Index -  0.5 x Daily Freezing Index) (2.23)
i= l
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W hen Î Tmaximum+Tminimum _  T^eference) >  0°C
Daily Thawing Index = (h m-irnurn+Jmnirnum _  and
Daily Freezing Index = 0°C
•  When ( T.mmrnn.tTrr^inimrn _  Treference) <  0°C 
Daily Thawing Index = 0°C and
Daily Freezing Index = 0°C -  _  Treference)
W here:
CTI = Cumulative thaw ing index calculated over a period from  1 to  n days (°C-days) 
Tmaximum = Maximum daily air tem perature (°C)
Tttiinimum = M in im um  daily air tem peratures (°C), and 
Treference = Reference air tem perature (°C)
The Mn/DOT method uses a floating reference tem perature to  convert recorded air 
tem peratures into corresponding surface tem peratures. The negative reference tem peratures 
are subtracted from  the air tem peratures (Equation 2.23) resulting in tem perature increases, 
which account fo r the increases in solar energy during the spring thaw ing season. Beginning on 
February 1̂ * the reference tem perature is set at -1.5°C, and decreased weekly by 0.5°C, until it 
reaches -9.5°C during the week o f May 24*'^- May 30*'’ (Mn/DOT, 2004). Table 2.5 indicates the 
reference tem peratures applied throughout the spring thaw  season. The 0.5 factor applied to  
the FI in Equation 2.23 is a refreeze factor tha t is used to  account fo r the partial phase change 
o f w ater from  a liquid to  a semi-solid during periods o f refreeze (Mn/DOT, 2004).
Numerous studies conducted by the Ws/DOT show tha t using a Cummulative Thawing Index 
(CTI) o f 15°C-days corresponded to  150mm o f thaw ing fron t penetration. The 15°C-day CTI
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value is used to  indicate when SLRs should be implemented to  optim ize SLR placement, while  a 
30°C-day CTI value is used to indicate when SLRs must be in place to  avoid substantial amounts 
o f pavem ent damage (Ovik et al., 2000). This method was adjusted to  represent M innesota 
conditions. For the Mn/DOT method the SLRs are implemented when a 3-day forecasted 
tem pera ture  period gives a cumulative thaw ing index (CTI) greater than 14°C-days, w ith  
predicted increases well in excess o f 14°C days. For this method SLRs, w ill remain in effect until 
an exam ination o f the follow ing variables fo r several cities w ith in  each frost zone is considered 
(M n/DOT, 2004):
1. Measured and forecast daily air tem peratures (cumulative thaw ing index)
2. Cumulative spring precipitation
3. Accumulated fall precipitation measured during the preceding year
4. M axim um  cumulative freezing index resulting from the preceding w in te r freeze period
A contingency plan also remains in place specifying a m inimum duration o f SLRs o f 4 weeks, 
w h ile  the  maximum duration w ill not exceed 8 weeks.
2.4.1.2 University of Waterloo Research
The W aterloo  method (Baiz et al., 2007) also requires the use o f reference temperatures. Unlike 
the  M n/DOT method which uses defined weekly reference tem peratures, the W aterloo 
reference tem peratures are calculated on a m onthly basis using site specific data. The 
reference tem peratures are determ ined from  the intercept o f a best f it  line o f measured air 
tem peratures and corresponding pavement surface tem peratures (Figure 2.4). The reference 
tem peratures are subtracted from  the average daily air tem peratures and used in the 
calculation o f daily FI and Tl values and determ ination o f the start o f the thaw ing season (day io) 
(Figure 2.5). These FI and Tl values are then input in to the algorithms in Equations 2.24 and 
2.25, to  calculate freezing depth (FD) and thawing depth (TD) (Baiz et al., 2007).
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0  <  i  <  in  =>
FD j =  a +  b^fFTi +  c ^ T I i )  
TDi = d + e ^ i + f ^
(2.24)
+  (2 .25 )
W here :
i = 0 Day on which ÎAir firs t falls below 0°C
i Num ber o f days after the day indexed as day i = 0
io Day a fte r which the Tl consistently rises above 0°C-days
FD; Depth o f frost on day / (from the pavement surface, in negative cm)
TD, Depth o f thaw  on day / (from the pavement surface, in negative cm)
FI; Freezing Index value on day / (in ”C-days)
Tl; Thawing Index value on day / (in "C-days)
a,b,c,d,e,f Calibration coefficients used during the freezing season
g,h,l,j,k,l Calibration coefficients used during the thawing season
Follow ing determ ination o f the m onth ly reference temperatures, calibration coefficients 
are calculated w ith  a best f i t  regression analysis o f the FI, Tl and the corresponding measured 
site specific fros t and thaw  depths w ith time. Equations 2.24 and 2.25 can then be used to  
simulate the fros t and thaw  depths w ith  tim e w ith in  the pavement structure (Figure 2.6). W ith  
th is m ethod SLRs should be implemented on day I'o which determines the beginning o f the  
thaw ing season and removed when the algorithm indicates complete pavement structure 
thaw ing (Figure 2.6)(Baiz et al., 2007).
2.4.1.3 Alaska Research
SLRs in Alaska are im plem ented, amended and removed based on decisions o f a regional 
maintenance engineer (ADOT&PF, 2007). These decisions are based on the follow ing:
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1. Historical Data
2. Therm istor Data
3. W eather forecasts
4. Field observations and photographs
5. Any o ther objective data which help forecast potentia l roadway damage
Historically, the SLRs have remained in effect fo r approximately 6 weeks and notification 
was given online in a public access forum  and in local newspapers. Currently, a method is being 
developed by the ADOT&PF tha t uses a therm istor probe profile to  issue fact-based weight 
restriction notice (TAT, 2006). The regional maintenance engineer monitors the thaw  
progression indicated by numerous therm istor instrumented sites across Alaska to  ensure tha t 
SLRs are not unnecessarily in effect.
2.4.1.4 British Columbia Research
The province o f British Columbia in conjunction w ith  the Forest Engineers Research Institute o f 
Canada (FERIC) have examined the effects o f allowing transportation vehicles equipped w ith  
Tire Pressure Control Systems (TPCS) to  resume fu ll load hauling on thaw  weakened pavement 
structures (Mabood et al., 2008). Results o f this examination indicate tha t fu lly loaded logging 
trucks equipped w ith  TPCS were able to  use the thaw  weakened roads three to  five weeks prior 
to  SLR removal w ith o u t measureable pavement ru tting  or cracking (Mabood et al., 2008). In 
response to  th is study the province o f British Columbia introduced legislation tha t exempts 
tucks equipped w ith  TPCS from  adhering to  SLRs on approved roads throughout the province.
2.4.1.5 New Hampshire Research
The New Hampshire Departm ent o f Transportation (NH/DOT) developed a method tha t utilizes 
FI and Tl values determ ined from  an examination o f air temperatures, surface tem peratures 
and the  sinusoidal air tem perature am plitude (Eaton et al., 2009). This is accomplished through
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firs t assuming a tria l am plitude value and inputting it in to an equation (Equation 2.26 below) 
developed by Sanger (1963).
|FI| = (365/11) [y'AZ -  _  FoCOS-:(^)] (2.26)
W here:
I FI I = The absolute value o f the freezing index, °C-days 
Vo = Mean annual air tem perature, °C 
A = Am plitude o f the sinusoidal variation, °C
Variation o f the amplitude value is continued until the calculated FI is equal to  the 
absolute value o f the air freezing index determ ined from  mean m onthly air temperatures. N- 
facto r values are applied to  the air freezing index and air thaw ing index to  determ ine pavement 
surface FI and Tl values. This process is repeated until calculated values equal the value o f the 
air freezing index m ultip lied by the freezing season's n-factor value. Next, daily air and 
pavement surface tem perature values are determ ined using the mean m onth ly air 
tem peratures and annual sinusoidal tem perature amplitudes. Then, the difference between air 
tem peratures and pavement surface tem peratures between February 15th and May 30th are 
used in daily SLR calculations. The daily SLR calculations are conducted in a similar manner to  
tha t done in the Mn/DOT method; however the NH/DOT uses an initial reference tem perature 
o f 0°C instead o f the -1.5°C tha t is used by the Mn/DOT.
These relationships were used in the development o f the Enhanced Integrated Climactic 
M odel (EICM) used by New Hampshire, which is a subprogram of the Mechanistic Empirical 
Design Guide (MEPDG) software. The EICM is a fin ite  element based, coupled heat and mass 
flow  program. This program requires tha t air tem perature, precipitation, wind speed and 
estimated percent sunshine be input as upper boundary (i.e. pavement surface) conditions.
This program utilizes a fixed tem perature tha t is equal to  the average annual air tem perature at 
a depth o f 9.1 m, as the bottom  boundary condition. The pavement structure properties are 
determ ined through an in terpreta tion o f tw o  input material properties, grain size and A tte rberg  
lim its. Using the EICM to  predict freezing and thaw ing fro n t depths, the NH/DOT will
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im p lem ent SLRs when thawing firs t begins to  penetrate the pavement surface and w ill be 
removed approximately one week after the subsurface has completely thawed (Berg, Personal 
Communication, 2010).
2.4.1.6 Thermal Numerical Modelling
Thermal numerical modelling used in this research is based on the principles o f fin ite  element 
analysis. A numerical model is used to  mathematically simulate a real life process (TEMP/W, 
2007). A therm al numerical model can simulate the physical process o f heat flow  through a 
fu lly  or partia lly saturated, frozen or thawed subsurface. For this reason there are many 
advantages to  using a numerical model over a physical model, such as (TEMP/W, 2007):
•  The speed in which a numerical model can be developed relative to  a physical model, 
where a numerical model may be constructed in minutes to  hours while a physical 
model requires days to  months.
•  Physical models are typically constrained by a narrow set o f conditions, while  almost 
in fin ite  scenarios can be developed and tested using a numerical model.
•  Numerical models have no d ifficu lty accounting fo r gravity while laboratory work 
typically requires the use o f a centrifuge as gravity cannot be scaled.
•  Numerical model results can be obtained fo r any location throughout the cross-section 
o f the model, while a physical model w ill only provide external visual responses and 
data from  specific instrumented points w ith in  the model.
The therm al model does have some lim itations when compared w ith  traditiona l physical 
modelling, however. The most significant o f these lim itations is tha t due to  the extreme 
com plexity tha t would be required in the mathematical equations certain conditions are not 
accounted fo r when the model is developed including (TEMP/W, 2007):
•  Pore w ater pressure changes
•  Volume changes, and
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•  Chemical reactions
•  Complexity o f the boundary conditions, particularly the upper pavement surface 
boundary condition
For the purposes o f this research the therm al numerical modelling software, TEMP/W, 
developed by GEO-SLOPE International Ltd. was used to  simulate subsurface freezing and 
thaw ing trends. This software is specifically designed to  simulate therm al changes in the 
ground due to  environmental changes or the construction o f a facility and is described in more 
detail in Section 2.5 (TEMP/W, 2007).
2.4.1.7 Summary and Assessment of SLR Methods
All o f the potentia l SLR methods provide advantages and lim itations w ith  respect to  accuracy 
and /or potentia l ease o f im plem entation. An examination o f each method outlin ing the main 
advantages and lim itations o f each can be seen in Table 2.6.
W ith  the exception o f the British Columbia research, all o f these methods can be largely 
grouped in to  empirical, semi-empirical or analytical/numerical methods. The Mn/DOT method 
is the most empirical o f the methods using only air tem perature values as inputs into an 
empirically-derived formula. The W aterloo and Alaska methods both utilize a semi-empirical 
method. However the difference between the tw o methods is tha t the W aterloo method uses 
an empirically-derived formula to  determ ine the depths o f frost and thaw  from  which SLR 
placement and removal is determ ined, while the Alaska method reinforces field observations 
using a com bination o f forecasted air temperatures and therm istor data to  determ ine SLR 
placement and removal. The therm al numerical modelling method and the New Hampshire 
method are the most analytical o f the methods, requiring numerous inputs. The analytical 
methods have the ability to  be the most representative o f a system, however require the 
largest am ount o f variable data.
This thesis w ill examine the Mn/DOT, Waterloo and therm al numerical modelling 
methods to  determ ine which method provides the most appropriate indication o f SLR 
placement and removal fo r tw o  northern Ontario study sites. These methods were chosen fo r a
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detailed assessment as they encompass a range o f complexity and input requirements. The 
M n/DOT m ethod is the least complex requiring the fewest inputs, while the therm al numerical 
modelling method is the most complex requiring the most model inputs (thermal model). The 
W aterloo m ethod lies between the Mn/DOT and therm al modelling method as it provides a 
balance between model inputs requirem ents and complexity.
2.5 TEMP/W Thermal Numerical Modelling
TEMP/W  is a fin ite  element software program tha t is used to model thermal changes through 
any type o f porous or solid material using comprehensive formulae (TEMP/W, 2007). These 
form ulae make it possible to  simulate complex scenarios tha t encompass m ultip le regions and 
varying material properties, w hile  applying a wide range o f possible boundary conditions. In all 
TEMP/W  analysis there is an inherent assumption tha t moisture content does not change 
during calculation o f the solution. The phase change o f water is accounted fo r w ith  the 
summation o f ice and w ater contents continuously equal to  the tota l moisture content. If the  
effects o f moving w ater on heat transfer are assumed to  be an im portant parameter, TEMP/W 
can be coupled w ith  SEEP/W (a groundwater flow  fin ite  element program available through 
GEO-SLOPE International Ltd.).
For TEMP/W to  accurately simulate physical behavior numerous conditions and 
variables must be established and defined including:
•  Analysis type (transient or steady state)
•  Convergence criteria
•  Time step
•  Region developm ent
•  Mesh size and shape
• M ateria l properties
•  Boundary conditions
Once these variables have been defined and applied, the model w ill undergo numerous 
iterations per tim e step to  establish tem peratures at nodes throughout the model.
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2.5.1 Model Development
Model development Includes the defin ition o f analysis type, convergence criteria, appropriate 
tim e step, regions and mesh size and shape. Material properties and boundary conditions are 
described in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, respectively.
There are three types o f analysis available in TEMP/W. The firs t type is a steady state 
analysis in which tem perature and heat flow  rates are not changing w ith tim e. This type o f 
analysis is required to  establish the in itia l conditions o f the model. A steady state analysis 
cannot be used to  determ ine how long it takes to  reach the final condition but instead w ill 
in te rp re t w hat the  subsurface w ill resemble given the specific set o f initial boundary conditions. 
The second type o f analysis is a transient analysis which by definition is one tha t is constantly 
changing. The in itia l conditions established w ith  the steady state analysis must be provided 
along w ith  current and fu ture  boundary conditions fo r the analysis to  proceed in tim e. The 
th ird  type o f analysis is the convective heat transfer analysis, which is used to  couple the 
TEMP/W software w ith  the SEEP/W software.
The convergence criteria are divided in to three categories. The firs t category allows fo r 
user determ ination o f the maximum num ber o f iterations and the tolerance applied to  the 
model. The phase change region category allows the user to  implement the num ber o f Gauss 
regions per ite ra tion. The final category allows the user to  define the type o f equation solver to  
be used. The user has the option o f using a direct equation solver or a parallel d irect equation 
solver which is typically used w ith a larger mesh size.
Determ ination o f the appropriate tim e step is based on the described duration and 
frequency o f simulation output during a specified freeze/thaw event. The step size increases 
can be set as e ither linear or exponential.
The mesh size and shape are autom atically generated by TEMP/W based on the shape 
o f the region and the size o f the grid (Figure 2.7).
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2.5.2 Thermal Modelling Material Inputs
The TEMP/W  therm al numerical model requires tha t each region w ith in  the model be assigned 
a specific set o f material and therm al properties. The material properties can be obtained 
through geotechnical characterization o f the pavement structure, while the therm al properties 
can be estimated from  the material properties using the equations presented earlier. The 
la ten t heat o f w ater and the phase change tem perature variables are assumed to  remain 
constant th roughou t the  duration o f the model and are therefore set as constant values under 
the "U nits and Scale" tab. All o f the other thermal properties are defined under the "M ateria ls" 
tab. The m ateria l properties can be defined using the functions in one o f the fo llow ing five 
m ateria l models (TEMP/W, 2007);
1. None (used to  remove part o f a region o f the model in an analysis)
2. Full therm al:
•  Thermal conductivity vs. tem perature function
• Unfrozen w ater content function
• Frozen and unfrozen volumetric heat capacities
•  In situ volum etric w ater content
3. Coupled convective therm al (w ith SEEP/W):
•  Thermal conductivity vs. water content function
• Unfrozen w ater content function
•  Volum etric heat capacity vs. water content function
4. Simplified therm al:
•  Frozen and unfrozen volumetric heat capacities
•  Frozen and unfrozen therm al conductivity
•  In situ volum etric water content
5. Interface:
•  Thermal conductivity
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Examples (screen captures) o f the therm al conductivity and unfrozen water content 
functions can be seen in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.
The fu ll therm al model is typically used in TEMP/W therm al analysis as it provides a 
comprehensive representation o f the subsurface thermal behavior. All o f the functions in the 
fu ll therm al model are dependent on tem perature only and are therefore only valid when there 
is a constant w a ter content (i.e. although w ater is able to  undergo a phase change, the overall 
am ount o f w a ter/ice  is fixed throughout the analysis).
The coupled convective therm al model requires tha t the therm al functions be 
dependent on both the water content and the temperature.
The sim plified therm al model can be used in cases where the latent heat o f phase 
change is no t o f particular importance. In the simplified model there is no release o f la tent 
heat and all phase change is to  occur at the specified phase change tem perature and not over a 
range o f tem peratures (TEMP/W, 2007).
2.5.3 Thermal Modelling Boundary Conditions
Accurate defin ition  and application o f boundary conditions are key components o f a numerical 
analysis (TEMP/W, 2007). The fin ite  e lem ent equations fo r a therm al analysis just p rio r to  
solving fo r the  unknowns are represented in Equation 2.27.
[K]{T} = (Q} (2.27)
W here:
[K] = A m atrix o f coefficients related to  a model geometry and material properties 
{T} = A vector o f the  tem perature at the nodes, and 
(Q) = A vector o f the  heat flow  quantities at the nodes
The unknowns in any thermal model w ill be computed relative to  T values specified at 
one node and e ither a T or Q value specified at another node (TEMP/W, 2007). These specified 
T and /or Q values are the boundary conditions o f a model. Specifying either T or Q at a node is
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the  only option available when considering boundary condition specification; however, these 
conditions can be applied in a variety o f ways. It should also be noted tha t if T values are 
specified the therm al numerical model w ill calculate corresponding Q values while alternatively 
if  Q is specified, T w ill be computed.
In all TEMP/W modelling, boundary conditions can be applied directly to  the fo llow ing 
geom etric items (TEMP/W, 2007):
•  Region faces
•  Region lines
•  Free lines
•  Free points
Tem perature and climate boundary conditions are used to  represent the specified 
tem pera ture  at a node. The fo llow ing steps outline the process o f establishing a tem perature 
based boundary condition:
1. Determ ine the type o f tem perature boundary condition (thermal, to ta l flux, o r unit flux) 
based on known and unknown variables.
2. Determ ine from  the fo llow ing which method w ill be used to  apply tem perature data to  
the  specified nodes:
•  Constant tem perature: Temperature value w ill remain constant throughout the 
therm al numerical analysis
•  Temperature function: Temperature data w ill vary based on specified tim e step 
(example screen captures shown in Figure 2.10).
•  Thermosyphon: Used to  remove heat from  the model (an example is a cooled 
pipeline).
•  Convective surface: Used to  introduce heat in to the model (an example is a 
heated pipeline).
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3. If required, create a m odification function tha t w ill be applied to  the tem perature data 
in the tem perature function (example screen captures shown in Figure 2.11).
4. Apply the tem perature boundary condition to  the desired nodes w ith in the model.
The application o f climate boundary conditions is more complex and requires far more data 
inputs than does the tem perature boundary condition option (Figure 2.12). The fo llow ing is 
a list o f required clim atic boundary condition inputs:
Location latitude 
Solar energy data source 
D istribution pattern 
Start date
M in im um  and maximum tem peratures 
M in im um  and maximum relative hum idity 
W ind speed
Precipitation amount and duration
2.6 Pavement Deflection Testing
Non-destructive pavement deflection testing has long been used to  establish the stiffness and 
strength o f a pavement section. The most common mechanisms used to  measure a pavement 
response from  an applied load are the Benkelman Beam (BB) and the Falling Weight 
D eflectom eter (FWD). The deflection measurements and corresponding interpreted pavement 
modulus values can be used to  supplement a SLR program. A significant drawback to  using 
these devices is the high cost and large size o f the equipm ent used. Many studies have 
examined using a Light W eight Deflectom eter (LWD) to  determ ine pavement strength 
parameters as an alternative to  using these other devices. Steinert et al. (2005) found tha t the 
LWD could be used as a suitable replacement to  a FWD fo r the purposes of estimating 
composite modulus values o f pavement sections fo r some pavement thicknesses. Dynatest 
(2006) indicates tha t the LWD is best suited fo r unbounded materials such as sand or gravel and
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is not well suited fo r testing on asphalt as the device lacks the force necessary to  obtain 
accurate measurements. It has also been noted however, tha t in general correlation 
coefficients tended to  increase as the pavement thickness decreased (Steinert et al., 2005). To 
this end, the  accuracy o f the LWD is lim ited to  thin pavement surfaces and substantially 
decreases as the pavement thickness and corresponding rig idity increase.
2.6.1 Light Weight Deflectometer
A LWD w ill create a non-destructive shock-wave through the subsurface as a result o f the 
im pact o f a fa lling weight (Steinert et al., 2005). Steinert et al. (2005) found tha t fo r the best 
results the largest drop weight, largest plate diameter, and largest drop height should be used. 
Velocity transducers and accelerometers are used to  measure the deflections resulting from  
applied load. Once deflections are determined and force is calculated (based on drop height 
and mass o f weight) modulus values can be calculated.
2.6.1.1 Dynatest 3031 LWD
The Dynatest 3031 LWD is one type of device available fo r pavement deflection testing. This 
device has a maximum drop height o f 850 mm which can easily be adjusted by moving the 
catch assembly up and down using the engraved scale along the guide rod (Figure 2.13). The 
drop weights can be adjusted from  10 kg to  20 kg by adding additional weights (Figure 2.14). 
The load is dropped onto buffe r pads which protect the load cell. The load cell (Figure 2.15) 
measures the  force o f the impact and the velocity transducer, or geophone (Figure 2.16), 
measures the  deflection. For this LWD loading plates o f 150 mm, 200 mm or 300 mm can be 
used and tw o  extra geophones can be added to  measure deflections at specific distances from  
the centre o f the device.
Force and deflection results from  the LWD are transferred to  a Personal Digital Assistant 
(PDA) via B luetooth technology. Through software installed on the PDA, test results including 
force, deflection and surface deflection modulus values can be displayed graphically and 
numerically (Figure 2.17). The entire test results are saved in the PDA's internal mem ory and 
transferred in to  an accompanying program called LWDmod.
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In LWDmod, collected data can be observed and quality assured. Using this program all 
erroneous results can be removed and fu rther statistical analysis can be conducted. Using the 
pavem ent structure layer thicknesses and assumed seed values (LWDmod default values fo r 
m odulus values at corresponding reference stress levels and exponents fo r nonlinearity) 
LWDmod can be used to  estimate composite modulus values from the surface deflection 
m odulus values obtained through testing. Surface deflection modulus values represent the 
m odulus values calculated solely on the deflection values measured at the pavement surface, 
where as the  composite modulus value is representative o f the entire pavement structure. It is 
also possible to  p lo t deflection data, deflection details, surface deflection moduli, and drop 
statistics fo r one or all o f the test locations using LWDmod (example screen capture shown in 
Figure 2.18), which can then be im ported into M icrosoft Excel. LWDmod can also be used to  
create a comprehensive report which can include the following:
•  Test results
o  Point num ber 
o  Location 
o  Drop num ber 
o  Time 
o  Plate size 
o  Force 
o  Stress
o Distance o f additional geophones 
o Deflection measured at each geophone 
o  Surface deflection modulus 
o  Temperature 
o Notes
•  Analysis results
o  Location 
o Thickness
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o Composite elastic modulus values
2.6.2 Pavement Deflection Data by Other Sources
Research comparing pavement deflections and stiffness w ith observed frost and thaw  depth 
has been conducted at the Minnesota Road (MnROAD) testing site. The MnROAD test site is a 
section o f roadway constructed w ith  differing pavement structures which are exposed to  
varying and controlled tra ffic  patterns. This test site is used fo r m ultiple studies to  closely 
m on ito r pavement performance under varying environmental conditions. Using the MnROAD 
test site, Ovik et al. (2000) discovered tha t pavement surface deflections significantly increased 
when the pavement structure had thawed between 300 mm and 600 mm (Figure 2.19).
Steinert et al. (2005) researched the relationship between LWD composite modulus 
values and FWD composite modulus values. This research found tha t the correlation between 
LWD and FWD composite modulus values was strongly associated w ith the pavement thickness. 
Figure 2.20 shows the comparison between LWD and FWD composite modulus values when the 
pavement thickness is less than 127 mm. Figure 2.20 indicates that the tw o composite modulus 
values correspond well w ith  an R̂  value o f 0.87. Examination o f Figure 2.21 provides a 
comparison o f LWD and FWD composite modulus values when the pavement structure is equal 
to  152 mm. This correlation is not as good, w ith  a reduction in the R̂  value to  0.56.
2.7 Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) in Ontario
As o f 2005, the Ontario M in istry o f Transportation (MTO) had installed 113 Road W eather 
Inform ation System (RWIS) stations th roughout the province (Buchanan and Gwartz, 2005).
The RWIS stations employ real-time pavement and atmospheric sensors to  obtain current 
pavement and weather conditions. Data are stored in the RWIS data logger so tha t historical 
data can be observed and compared to  the current data. RWIS stations in Ontario currently are 
capable o f collecting and displaying (Figure 2.22) the fo llow ing data (TWNCS, 2009):
•  Current air tem perature
• M in im um  and maximum recorded air tem perature over the previous 24 hour period
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•  Dew point tem perature 
Relative hum idity 
Forecasted wind chill factor 
Forecasted heat index 
W ind speed and direction
Maximum wind speed (gusts) over an evaluation cycle 
Probability o f precipitation 
Precipitation intensity, rate and accumulation 
Surface status (i.e. wet, dry, ice covered) and tem perature 
Subsurface tem perature and m oisture content
Subsurface data are collected from  the rm istor probes installed w ith in  the pavement 
structure. These probes record the electrical resistance variations tha t occur w ith changing 
tem perature. These variations are then converted in to corresponding temperatures.
2.8 Environmental Considerations
The im plem entation o f SLRs has both positive and negative environmental impacts both in the 
short term  and the long term . As truck tra ffic  increases during periods o f SLR im plem entation 
numerous adverse environmental impacts are created including increases in road noise, heat 
generation and vehicular emissions. Furthermore, increases in distance tha t are incurred when 
making m ultip le  trips increases wear on tires and transportation vehicles mechanical systems 
which require replacement.
A lternatively the placement o f SLRs can have significant positive environmental impact. 
Ovik et al. (2000) found tha t for a typical low volume road application o f SLRs will increase a 
pavement lifespan by approximately 10%. This increase in lifespan w ill reduce the amount o f 
rehabilita tion or replacement required on the roadway, thus, reducing the negative impacts o f 
construction including those created during extraction, manufacturing, transportation and 
placement o f materials (Ahmed et al., 2006). Further to  this, Amos (2006) found that a 53%
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increase in pavement smoothness resulted in a 2.46% increase in fuel efficiency, thus, 
illustra ting  tha t a well maintained road is an essential part o f reduced vehicular emissions.
A fu rthe r environm ental condition to  consider is tha t the forecasts fo r the Canadian 
clim ate indicate average annual tem perature increases by 2 to  3°C by as late as 2069 and as 
early as 2040 (Stewart, 2003). These changing temperatures will in turn  affect the start and 
duration o f the freezing and thaw ing seasons. Climate changes have already begun to  show 
m ore variab ility  than they have in the past. These changes must be considered when 
examining fu tu re  SLR programs.
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Table 2.1 Typical n-factor Values (Andersiand and Landayl, 2004)
Freezing, Thawing,
Surface «/ «f Sources*
Snow 1.0 — 1,2
Pavement free of snow and ice 0.9 —— 2,4
Sand and gravel 0.9 2.0 2,4
Turf 0.5 1.0 2,4
Spruce trees, brush, moss over 0J9 0.37 1,3
peat soil (under snow)
Trees and brush cleared moss 0.25 0.73 1,3
over peat soil (under snow)
Vegetation and 6-cm soil 0.33 1.22 1,3
stripped, mineral soil surface
Gravel 0.6-1.0 1.3-2 1,3
(Probable range, northern
conditions) (0.9-0.95) 1




conditions) (0.9-0.95) b 1
Concrete pavement 0.25-0.95 1.3-2.1 1
(Probable range, northern
conditions) (0.7-0.9) b 1
“ 1: Lunardini,1978; 2: McRoberts, 1974; 3: Lunardinj 1985; 4: Department of
the Army 1966.
Table 2.2 k„ Coefficient Table (U.S.S.R. 1969)
Sands < 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Silty Sands 1 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sandy Silts 2 -7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25
Clayey Silts 7 -1 3 0.5 0.65 0.6 0.5 0.45 0.4
Silty Clays 1 3 -1 7 * 0.75 0.65 0.55 0.5 0.45
Clays > 17 * 0.95 0.9 0.65 0.6 0.55
Ail pore w a ter is unfrozen
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Air 10 °C 1 0.026
W ater 0°C 4.22 0.56
W ater 10 °C 4.19 0.58
Ice 0 “C 2.09 2.21
Snow Loose 2.09 0.08
Snow Compacted 2.09 0.7
Concrete
Sand and Gravel Aggregate 0.89 1 .3 -1 .7
Lightweight Aggregate 0.74
Concrete, Asphalt 1.05 - .152
Quartz 0.73 8.4
Granite 0.8 1 .7 -4 .0
Limestone 1 .3 -5 .0
Shale 1.5
Sandstone 1 .8 -4 .2
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Alberta Start: 30cm thaw  and a heat flow  model 
End: FWD testing
Saskatchewan Start: 2nd or 3rd week in March 
End: Maximum six weeks after start
Manitoba Start: Southern Zone: March 23 
Northern Zone: April 15 
End: May 31
Ontario Start: Variable, typically 1st Monday in March 
End: Variable, typically M id-M ay
Quebec North: March 24 - May 25 
Central: March 6 - May 12 
South: March 21 to  May 19
New
Brunswick
Southern Zone: 2nd week in March to  m id-May 
Northern Zone: Third week in March to  end o f May
P.E.I Start: March 1 
End: April 30
Nova Scotia Southern Region: March 2 - Arpil 24 
Central/Northern Region: March 2 - April 27
Newfoundland Start: February 
End: April
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Table 2.5 Mn/DOT Reference Temperatures Used When Calculating the Cumulative Thawing 
Index (Mn/DOT, 2004)
January 1 -  January 31 32 0
February 1 -  February 7 29.3 -1.5
February 8 -  February 14 28.4 -2
February 15 -  February 21 27.5 -2.5
February 22 -  February 28 26.6 -3
March 1 -  March 7 25.7 -3.5
March 8 -  March 14 24.8 -4
March 15 -  March 21 23.9 -4.5
March 22 -  March 28 23 -5
March 29 -  April 4 22.1 -5.5
April 5 -  April 11 21.2 -6
April 12 -  April 18 20.3 -6.5
April 19 -  April 25 19.4 -7
April 2 6 -  May 2 18.5 -7.5
May 3 -  May 9 17.6 -8
May 1 0 -M a y  16 16.7 -8.5
May 17 -  May 23 15.8 -9
May 2 4 -M a y  30 14.9 -9.5
June 1 -  December 31 32 0
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Table 2.6 SLR Methods for Canada and the Northern United States
0000000000000000000000000000 Limitations
M n/D O T
M ethod
- W eekly reference tem peratures
- Calculation of Freezing Index (FI) and Thawing Index (Tl)
- Im plem ent SLRs when specified Cumulative Thawing 
Index (CTI) value reached
- Measured air tem perature
- 3 day air tem perature  
forecast
Air tem perature values are 
the only input making this 
method quick and easy to  
apply
The most empirical o f the  
approaches. Does not account for 




- M onth ly reference tem peratures
- Calculate Tl and FI
- Develop algorithm coefficients
- Calculation of frost and thaw  depth based on measured 
freezing and thawing indices using algorithm
- Measured air tem peratures
- Pavement surface 
tem peratures
- Measured frost depth
- Measured thaw  depth
Uses database of reference  
tem peratures and algorithm  
coefficients Frost/thaw  
depth prediction from air 
tem peratures
Needs a database o f reference  
tem peratures and algorithm  
coefficients based on numerous 
sites. Does not directly account for 




- Historical and therm istor data collected along with  
w eather forecasts and field observations
- Regional m aintenance engineer decides when to 
im plem ent amend and remove SLRs
- Air and pavement structure 
data
- W eather forecasts
- Field observations
Use o f therm istor data 
allows actual subsurface 
conditions to be observed
SLR Im plem entation largely based 





- Transportation vehicles with reduced tire pressure 
allowed to haul fully loaded on thaw  weakened  
pavem ent
- Not applicable Reduced stress on the  
pavement structure due to  
larger tire surface area
Only available for vehicles equipped  





- FI and Tl values are collected
- EICM program used to simulate frost and thaw  depths 
which are used to guide im plem entation and removal of 
SLRs
- Numerous w eather 
variables (i.e. tem p., wind 
speed, % sunshine)
- Pavement structure
Transferable to  any 
pavement structure under 
any climactic condition
Numerous model inputs required  
including upper boundary condition 




- Utilizes a finite elem ent approach
- Requires Input o f specific upper and lower thermal 
boundary conditions, pavem ent structure and thermal 
properties o f pavem ent structure materials
- Transient analysis simulates freezing and thawing front 
m ovem ent
- Measured air tem peratures
- 3 day air tem perature  
forecast
- Pavement structure
- M aterial therm al 
properties
Easily transferable  
to any pavement structure 
and /or climate conditions 
for which an analysis can be 
conducted
M odelling software requires 
numerous inputs and requires 
specific pavem ent structure 
inform ation and definition of 
boundary conditions
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P avem ent Surface Layer
G ra nu la r A Base
G ra nu la r B Sub-Base
Subgrade
Figure 2.1 Typical Low Volume Road Pavement Structure




Geothermal Gradient Geothermal Gradient
Figure 2.2 Freezing Season Energy Transfer
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Above 0“C Surface temperatures
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Dally Average Surface Temperatures (°C)
Figure 2.4 Waterloo Method Reference Temperature Determination for the Highway 569 Site 
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Figure 2.6 Waterloo Method Simulation Using Developed Algorithm (Baiz et al., 2007)
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Figure 2.7 Mesh Changes Based on Region Shape
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Figure 2.9 Unfrozen Water Content Function Used in TEMP/W Model
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Figure 2.10 Thermal Function Used in TEMP/W Modelling
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Sinusoid (hrs) Const. Avg'd (hrs) Slope Avg'd (hrs) 
Modifiers
These values always modify the original data. Apply 
Add Offset - Scale (% )
Reset





0 0 1 0 100 100 0
>C)
Min








1 -5.9 -5.9 75.0 75.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 24.0 .A,:i
2 -9.0 -9.0 75.0 75.0 2.0 0,0 0,0 24.0
3 -7.5 -7.5 75.0 75.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 24.0
4 -5.1 -5.1 75.0 75.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 24.0
5 -3.7 -3.7 75.0 75.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 24.0
6 -2.5 -2.5 75.0 75.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 24.0
7 -1.3.1 -13.1 7R.n 7S.n 7.0 0.0 0.0 74.0 y?
Copy Delete Delete A#
Close
Figure 2.12 Climate Boundary Condition Function Used in TEMP/W Model
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Figure 2.13 Dynatest 3031 Scaled Guide Rod and Catch Assembly
Figure 2.14 Drop Weight Configurations
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Figure 2.15 Dynatest 3031 LWD Load Cell
Centre Geophone
Figure 2.16 Dynatest 3031 LWD Centre Geophone and 300 mm Loading Plate
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M i  15
Fofce(kN) Press(kPa) Pulse(ms) 
F I 11.3 I 159.4 I 3T
Offeet(cm) Defi.(um) Emod(Mpa
D1 0 181 198
D1 Deflection
Force








Drop Load (kN) | DO (Micron) | Energy | En
1 9.4 139.8 0.337 0.767
2 9.7 131.4 0.375 0.882
3 10.1 128.6 0.293 0.680
4 10.1 126.5 0.268 0.629
5 9.8 1227 0.268 0.665
6 10.0 124.6 0.236 0.567
7 10.2 125.2 0.229 0.537
8 10.3 128.0 0.244 0.555
9 10.3 127.2 0.237 0.542
10 10.1 122.7 0.218 0.530
11 10.2 125.8 0.229 0.532
4
Figure 2.18 LWDmod Graphical Output
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Figure 2.19 Deflections with Frost Depth at the MnROAD Test Site, 1996 (Ovik et al. 2000)
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Equation Y = 0.746”X-»- 76.39
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Figure 2.20 FWD and LWD Composite Modulus Value Comparison (Pavement Thickness < 
127 mm) (Steinert et al., 2005)
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Equation V = 1.339*X -i- 11.151






Prima lOO P F W D  Composite Alodnlus (IMPa)
Figure 2,21 FWD and LWD Composite Modulus Value Comparison (Pavement Thickness 
152 mm) (Steinert et al., 2005)
Site Status 
NR-10 Nagagami River (eoooio) 
MTO Northeast
Current Time: 8/18/200914:19 EOT
Data Tune: 8/18/200914:12 EDT
Air Data | Wind Data
Temp RH jce ’.v WBIb Min Max i SpdAvg SpbGsi joirAvg DifGst
18C 61% l i e 140 15C 250 i 20kph 32kph W w
Precipitation Last Precipitation Period Accumulation
Type Intsnsify j Rate Start Time End Time 10 min. 1 hr j 3 hr. 6 hf. j 12 hf. 24 hr.
None None |o.Ocph - - - 0.00 cm 10.00 cm 0.00 cm 0 .2 2  cm 0 .2 2  cm
Surface Data
Sensor j Status Sfc Sub Frz OF Chem Dpth j loe Cona Salin
34 0C 240 oo - - Omm|- 0 mhos 0 History
35 1C 240 oo - - 0 mmj- Omhos 0 History
Hwy 11 E/B - Bridge (2) - - - - - 1" - - History
Subsurface Data
Temp
Hwy 11 E/B (40cm, Puck 1) (0) 240 History
Hwy 11 E/B (150cm, Fuck 1) (1) 220 History
Figure 2.22 Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) Data Display
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3.0 SLR Northern Ontario Study Sites
3.1 Ontario Conditions
The province o f Ontario covers l,068,580km^ o f land and has a north /south  span o f 1730km 
(educationcanada.com). Due to  the large size o f the province conditions can vary significantly 
from  locations in the southern parts o f the province to  locations in more northern sections. An 
exam ination o f average annual daily air tem peratures (climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca) fo r tw o  
locations in Ontario, Toronto (more southern) and Thunder Bay (more central), fo r 2008 
indicated large differences in tem perature. The average annual air tem perature fo r Toronto 
was 9.2°C, while  the average annual air tem perature fo r Thunder Bay was 2.5°C. This 
corresponds to  a tem perature difference o f close to  7°C on an annual basis between the 
southern and the central regions o f the province. This poses an issue w ith  respect to  
developm ent o f a unique SLR method tha t would cover the entire province. For the purposes 
o f th is research tw o  study sites are used to  examine the difference between the conditions in 
the Northeastern (Highway 569) (Figure 3.1) and Northwestern (Highway 527) (Figure 3.2) 
sections o f the province. The Highway 569 study site is located approximately 3 km east o f 
Highway 11, while the Highway 527 study site is located approximately 8 km north o f Highway 
811 (see insets on Figures 3.1 and 3.2).
3.2 Thermistor Installations
At each o f the study sites, a therm istor string was installed in a borehole drilled at the centre o f 
the roadway (Figure 3.3) to  m onitor tem peratures and allow in terpretation o f freezing and 
thaw ing fro n t depths. The therm istor string was assembled w ith therm istors placed vertically at 
depths o f 5 cm, 15 cm , 30 cm, 45 cm, 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 105 cm, 135 cm, 165 cm, 195 cm, 
225 cm and 255 cm, from  the top o f the pavement surface (Figure 3.4). Thermistors are
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sintered semiconductor sensors that measure resistance, and these resistance measurements 
are converted into corresponding temperatures (www.omega.ca). The signals from  the 
therm istors are transferred through buried cables (Figure 3.5) to a datalogger which is housed 
at the side o f the roadway. Data stored in this datalogger (Figure 3.6) can then be obtained 
through direct downloading o f the inform ation to  a com puter (Highway 527) or sent via 
te lephone cable to  a data collection location (Highway 569). Air tem peratures are also 
measured at these sites.
Technical issues were encountered w ith  respect to  data collection from  the therm istors. 
It was observed tha t many o f the therm istors were either not recording data or tha t the data 
tha t were being recorded were incorrect. For this purpose, a criterion was developed 
(Appendix A) to  ensure tha t erroneous therm istor readings were removed and tha t only reliable 
the rm is to r readings were used fo r analysis.
3.4 Frost and Thaw Depth Determination from Subsurface Thermistor 
Measurements
Frost and thaw  depths were determined at each study site through the w in ter/spring  seasons 
using an analysis o f the therm istor measurements. Two Excel macros (Appendix B) (Baiz et al., 
2007) were used to  determ ine the depth o f the freezing and thaw ing fronts respectively. These 
macros were used to  interpolate the depths o f the 0°C isotherm between tw o  successive 
therm istors, one having a measured tem perature above 0°C and the next having a measured 
tem perature below 0°C. This interpolation was conducted on a daily basis from  the freezing 
season through the thaw ing season to  establish measured frost and thaw  depth at each study 
site fo r each study period.
3.5 Highway 569 Study Site
The Highway 569 study site (Figure 3.7) was selected to  observe the pavement surface and 
subsurface conditions during seasonal freeze/thaw  cycles fo r a low volume road under 
environmental conditions present in northeastern Ontario. This Highway is a provincial 
secondary highway tha t is classified as a low volume road and subsequently subjected to  SLRs.
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This roadway is 28 km in length and forms a loop o ff o f Highway 11, having both its northern 
and southern extents connecting w ith  Highway 11. Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 outline the 
Highway 569 study site pavement structure and the RWIS and therm istor data available, 
respectively.
3.5.1 Highway 569 Pavement Structure
The pavement structure cross section fo r the Highway 569 study site was determ ined through 
an examination o f data obtained from  tw o probe holes (PH#5 and PH#6) drilled at the site. The 
m aterial type observations recorded during the drilling o f these probe holes (Table 3.1 and 3.2) 
provide guidance w ith  respect to  layer thicknesses and layer compositions. PH#5 was drilled in 
the  eastbound lane approximately 5 m east o f the therm istor installation, while PH#6 was 
drilled in the  westbound lane approximately 18 m west o f the therm istor string. Both probe 
holes were drilled in the outer wheel path o f the roadway. The logs o f these probe holes 
indicate a clayey silt layer beginning at a depth o f between 1.23 m and 1.32 m. This layer 
persists to  the  bottom  o f the probe holes, depths o f between 1.69 m and 1.85 m. As no o ther 
in form ation  is provided from  the probe holes, it  is assumed tha t this layer continues to  a depth 
o f 2.55 m at the therm istor string location; this is the depth o f the lowest therm is tor on the 
the rm is to r string. The logs o f these probe holes did not indicate a w ater table depth at these 
locations.
The Highway 569 test site pavement structure (Figure 3.8) consists o f an asphalt 
concrete surface layer, followed by a Granular A (specifications in Appendix C) sub-base layer, a 
second asphalt concrete layer, a silty fine sand layer, sand and gravel, silt and finally a clayey silt 
layer. The thicknesses o f each o f these layers are indicated in Table 3.3.
3.5.2 Highway 569 RWIS and Thermistor Data
The Highway 569 Road W eather Inform ation System (RWIS) stations did not record air or 
pavement surface tem perature values from  2005 to  2006. For this reason therm al model 
calibrations conducted during this tim e frame required these values to  be obtained through 
triangulation o f the three closest working RWIS stations (Baiz et al., 2007). The proxim ity o f
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each station to  the Highway 569 site was used to  weight the tem perature values provided.
That is, the closer the RWIS station, the greater the  emphasis tha t was placed on the 
tem perature values provided. Thus, a weighted average o f the three stations was used to  
estim ate the air and pavements surface tem peratures at the study site location.
As a result o f the rm istor e rror at the Highway 569 study site, the 2006/2007 season was 
not used fo r calibration. Therm istor repairs were conducted and during this repair tim e, air 
tem perature recording equipm ent was installed on site. This made it possible to  conduct 
therm al model calibrations using RWIS data gathered directly at the site, which was done from  
2007 to  the present. Figures 3.9 to  3.11 indicate the average daily air tem peratures and 
measured frost and thaw  depths fo r the Highway 569 study site fo r the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 
and 2008/2009 periods, respectively. It must be noted tha t the therm istor installation at the 
Highway 569 study site occurred after pavement structure freezing had begun in 2005. It was 
fo r th is  reason tha t no frost and thaw  data are available at the beginning o f the freezing season 
indicated in Figure 3.9.
Therm istor readings from  three depths were removed using the therm istor removal 
criteria  outlined in Appendix A. The the rm istor values at the 105 cm, 135 cm, and 165 cm 
depths showed inconsistent tem perature readings tha t fluctuated unrealistically between 
positive and negative tem peratures during the 2005/2006 study period. Figure 3.12 indicates 
the  difference between measured frost and thaw  depths w ith and w ithou t the removal o f the 
erroneous therm istors. During the 2006/2007 period all o f the therm istor readings at all o f the 
depths indicated error and could not be used in analysis. At this point repairs were conducted 
on the  therm istor string.
The repairs to  the therm is tor string enabled readings to  be taken during the 2007/2008 
w in ter/spring  season; however these readings were not w ithout error. During the 2007/2008 
period the 30 cm and 135 cm depth the rm is to r readings were shown to  be erroneous and 
subsequently removed using the established the rm is tor removal criteria. Furthermore, the 
therm istor readings between February 12, 2008 and March 15, 2008 at all depths indicated 
erratic readings which were excluded from  fu rthe r analysis. As a result o f the erratic readings, 
therm istor data between these dates were determ ined through linear interpolation.
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The therm is tor problems persisted in to the 2008/2009 period where again using the 
established criteria the 30 cm, 135 cm and 165 cm depth therm istor reading were removed 
from  analysis.
Table 3.4 outlines the data available fo r analysis fo r each study period at the Highway 
569 study site.
3.6 Highway 527 Study Site
Highway 527 (Figure 3.13) is a secondary highway, 242 km in length, stretching from  just north  
o f Thunder Bay, Ontario to  the tow n o f Armstrong, Ontario. Sections o f this highway receive 
d iffe ren t levels o f maintenance service depending on the ir locations, w ith  service levels 
increased on the section o f the  highway south o f Highway 811 and decreased on the section 
north o f Highway 811 (Petryna, 2010). Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 outline the Highway 527 
pavement structure, RWIS data and the rm is to r readings available, respectively.
3.6.1 Highway 527 Pavement Structure
The pavement structure o f low  volume roads in Ontario not only changes from highway to  
highway but also alters along the length o f the highway based on numerous factors including 
underlying subgrade and availability o f construction materials. For these reasons low volume 
roads in northern Ontario often do not fo llow  the typical design structure outlined in Section
2.1 (Figure 2.1). As w ith  Highway 569, this non-typical pavement structure was observed at the 
Highway 527 study site (Figure 3.14).
The Highway 527 study site is not constructed to  the typical low  volume road structure. 
The pavement structure consists o f fa r few er layers than tha t o f the Highway 569 study site.
Due to  the inability  to  drill a full depth borehole and install the therm istor string in a pavement 
structure tha t contains a large amount o f boulders, the Highway 527 study site was located 
w ith in  a section o f sand and gravel fill where a borehole could more easily be advanced. For 
this reason the pavement structure profile  consists o f only a thin pavement surface layer 
(50mm) overlying a thick layer o f sand and gravel fill (Figure 3.14). This pavement structure was
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defined by observations made during the drilling o f the borehole fo r the therm istor 
installations.
3.6.2 Highway 527 RWIS and Thermistor Data
The Highway 527 study site instrum entation was not operational until the fall o f 2007. Air 
tem pera ture  recording equipm ent was installed in the fall o f 2007, therefore all on site air 
tem pera ture  data were available fo r any calibration conducted after the fall o f 2007.
Therm istor data at the site however, were not available until January 10, 2008. For this reason 
only the thaw  season o f 2008 and the 2008/2009 fu ll season were available fo r analysis.
An examination o f the therm istor readings during the 2008/2009 study period at the 
Highway 527 site indicates tha t all o f the therm istors appeared to be working properly. 
However, fo r unknown reasons the datalogger did not record the therm istor readings between 
February 10, 2009 and March 30, 2009. A fte r th is problem was detected the datalogger was 
reset and all o f the  the rm is tor readings were again recorded properly. Furthermore, after 
March 30, 2009 the  the rm is to r data indicates tha t the frost depth exceeded the depth o f the 
lowest the rm is to r (2.55 m). For this reason no observed frost depth in known between March 
30, 2009 and the date o f complete subsurface thaw  (May 24, 2009). Figure 3.15 indicates the 
air tem peratures recorded and the interpolated frost and thaw  depths at the Highway 527 
study site during the 2008/2009 period, while Table 3.5 indicates the available data fo r th is site.
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Table 3.1 Highway 569 Probe Hole (PH#5) Information
PH#5
0 - 25 mm Asphalt Surface Treatm ent (AST)
25 - 210 mm Granular A, Brown, Moist
2 1 0 - 250 mm AST or Asphalt Concrete (AC)
250 - 490 mm Silty fine sand. Brown, Moist
490 - 1030 mm Sand and gravel. Grey turn ing brown. Very moist to  wet
1030 -1230  mm Silt, Grey, M oist
1230 - 1690 mm Clayey silt. Brown, Very moist and partially frozen
Table 3.2 Highway 569 Probe Hole (PH#6) information
PH#6
0 - 3 5  mm Asphalt Surface Treatm ent (AST)
35 -1 1 0  mm Granular A, Brown, Very moist
110 - 175 mm AST or Asphalt Concrete (AC)
175 - 300 mm Sand and gravel, brown. Very moist
300 - 710 mm Silty fine sand. Occasional gravel. Brown, Very moist
71 0 - 1320 mm Silt, Grey, M oist
1320 -1850  mm Clayey silt. Brown, Very moist and partia lly frozen
Table 3.3 Material Layer Thicknesses for the Highway 569 Study Site
7 m
^  S  * % -i '
' M itc i  1 tl
, Depth
Asphalt Concrete 0 -  0.025
Granular A  Sub-base 0 .0 2 5 -0 .2 1
Asphalt Concrete 0 .2 1 - 0 .2 5
Silty Fine Sand 0.25 -  0.49
Sand and Gravel 0 .4 9 -1 .0 3
Silt 1 .0 3 -1 .2 3
Clayey Silt 1 .2 3 -2 .5 5
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Table 3.4 Highway 569 Data Available for Analysis
Highway 569 Available Data
Air Temperatures Thermistor Readings
October 15, 2005 - May 18, 2006 December 5, 2005 - May 29, 2006
October 31, 2007 -  December 31, 2008 October 31, 2007 - July 2, 2008
January 1, 2009 -  December 31, 2009 November 14, 2008 - July 2, 2009
January 1, 2010 - April 22, 2010 December 8, 2009 -  April 22, 2010
-Note tha t lightweight deflectom eter data availability w ill be presented in Chapter 5
Table 3.5 Highway 527 Data Available for Analysis
January 10, 2008 -  February 10, 2009 January 10, 2008 - February 10, 2009
March 30, 2009 -  April 22, 2010 March 30, 2009-A p r i l  22, 2010











Figure 3.2 Highway 527 Study Site Location, Northwestern Ontario 
(https://customers.twncs.com/Roads/common)
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Figure 3.4 Thermistor String Profile
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Figure 3.5 Burying Thermistor Cables (Highway 527 Study Site)
Figure 3.6 Dataloggers Installed at Northern Ontario Study Sites
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Figure 3,12 Removal of Erroneous Thermistors at the Highway 569 Study Site (2005/2006)















































Figure 3.15 (a) Air Temperatures and (b) Measured Frost/Thaw Depths for Highway 527, 
2008/2009
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4.0 Development and Calibration of SLR Methods for Northern Ontario
Conditions
4.1 SLR Method Development and Calibration Procedure
The em pirical Mn/DOT method, the semi-empirical W aterloo method and the therm al 
num erical modelling based TEMP/W method were selected fo r fu rthe r development and 
calibration, as described in Section 2.4.1.7. A ir tem peratures and interpreted freezing fro n t and 
thaw ing fro n t depths w ith  tim e fo r the 2005/2006, 2007/2008, and 2008/2009 w in te r/spring  
seasons fo r the Highway 569 site and 2008/2009 w in ter/spring  season fo r the Highway 527 site, 
provided in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.5.2, respectively, were used fo r calibration. Coefficients and 
param eters required fo r the methods to  carry ou t the SLR predictions fo r w in ter/spring  
2009/2010 were developed from  these calibrations.
4.2 Threshold Thawing Depth for SLR Application
As indicated in Section 2.4, SLRs should commence when the thaw ing fron t m igration exceeds a 
depth which results in significant pavement structure weakening. The litera ture presented in 
Section 2.4 suggests tha t a thawing fron t depth between the onset o f pavement surface 
thaw ing  to  a depth o f 600 mm w ill result in significant pavement structure weakening. For the 
purposes o f this research a thaw ing depth o f 300 mm has been selected as the threshold or 
triggering thaw ing depth fo r applying SLRs. This depth was selected fo r the fo llow ing tw o  
reasons:
1. The Mn/DOT approach was developed through calibrating a 12 inch (300 mm) thaw ing 
depth w ith  a specified CTI (w ww .m rr.dot.state.m n.us). Maintaining this criterion and 
comparing it w ith  the frost and thaw  depth simulation methods (W aterloo m ethod
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and TEMP/W method) it is possible to  obtain a more representative comparison o f the 
th ree  methods.
2. S teinert et al. (2005) indicated tha t in general the pavement structure moduli were 
high when the pavement section was completely frozen and during the early part o f 
the  thaw ing period when the pavement structure is partially thawed.
W hen dealing w ith refreeze periods during the spring thaw, the Mn/DOT has determ ined 
tha t refreeze periods are too  unstable and do not add a significant amount o f strength to  the  
roadway to  consider removing the SLRs once they have been placed (www.dot.state.m n.us).
For th is reason, any refreeze period occurring a fter SLRs have been implemented are 
disregarded.
4.3 Mn/DOT Method Calibration
Calibration o f the Mn/DOT m ethod required historical air tem perature data which were used to  
develop a threshold CTI fo r each o f the calibration years. At each location during each study 
period the  in terpreted thaw  depths were plotted versus tim e and the date at which the 
thaw ing fro n t exceeded the SLR im plem entation depth o f 300 mm fo r at least three successive 
days, was noted. These dates were then compared w ith corresponding CTI values.
At the  Highway 569 location calibration was conducted fo r the three w in ter/spring 
seasons as described in Section 4.1. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the date at which the thaw ing 
depth exceeded the  300 mm threshold and the corresponding CTI, respectively, during the 
2005/2006 season. Equation (2.23) and the reference tem peratures given in Table 2.5 were 
used to  calculate the CTI values. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the 2007/2008 calibration, while 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 indicate the 2008/2009 calibration. Figures 4.3 and 4.5 show tha t significant 
thaw ing, fo llow ed by refreezing, occurred in spring 2008 and spring 2009. The initial thaw ing in 
fact exceeded the 300 mm threshold. In both o f these cases, a three-day forecast indicated 
tha t the  thaw ing depth would still have exceeded the 300 mm threshold and as a result 
triggered the application o f SLRs. Following the Mn/DOT procedures under these 
circumstances the subsequent refreeze periods were disregarded
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The CTI values fo r the three study periods when the 300 mm thaw  depth was exceeded 
(26.4 "C-days, 50.3 “C-days and 43.6 °C-days fo r 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009, 
respectively) were averaged to  yield a CTI value o f 40.1 °C-days fo r the Highway 569 location.
The Highway 527 study site calibration was conducted using the 2008/2009 data. 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the date at which the  300 mm thawing depth occured and the 
corresponding CTI. The CTI fo r the Highway 527 study site was found to  be 64.3 “C-days.
Calibration o f the SLR removal using the Mn/DOT method was based on thawing 
duration averages. For the Highway 569 study site the tim e required from  the onset o f SLRs 
(i.e. 300 mm thaw ing depth) to  the complete thaw ing o f the pavement structure was observed 
and recorded fo r each calibration period. The thaw ing duration was found to  be 10 days in 
2006, 24 days in 2008 and 55 days in 2009. Furthermore, follow ing Berg (2010) an additional 7 
days was added to  each thaw ing duration period. This is required to  allow fo r complete 
drainage o f the  subsurface m elt water. Once the subsurface has drained, the stiffness o f the  
pavement structure w ill be restored which allows fo r safe removal o f the SLRs. The average o f 
the  three thaw ing seasons plus the additional 7 days was found to be 37 days, which was taken 
as the  calibrated thaw ing duration fo r the northeastern study site.
A sim ilar SLR removal calibration was used at the Highway 527 study site. Again, w ith  
only one year o f calibration data available the thaw ing duration calibration was only based on 
the  2008/2009 thaw ing season. The thaw ing season duration (44 days) plus the additional 7 
days resulted in a calibrated thaw ing duration o f 51 days.
Using the  calibrated SLR im plem entation Tl value and removal based on thawing 
duration, a prediction fo r each study site was developed fo r the 2009/2010 season. This 
prediction w ill be used to  assess the ability o f the Mn/DOT method to  accurately predict a 300 
mm thaw ing depth and the subsequent need fo r SLR placement. Furthermore, thawing season 
durations w ill be examined to  observe if  SLRs are removed at an appropriate time.
4.4 The University of Waterloo Method Calibration
As w ith  the Mn/DOT method, the W aterloo method was calibrated using three w inter/spring 
seasons o f data fo r the Highway 569 study site and only one w inter/spring season o f data fo r
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the  Highway 527 study site. For each calibration year, daily average air and pavement surface 
tem peratures and average daily therm istor measurements are available as shown in Tables 3.4 
and 3.5. The average daily air and corresponding pavement surface tem peratures were p lotted 
m onth by m onth and the intercept o f the best f it  line fo r these values were the m onth ly 
reference temperatures. The reference tem perature p lo t fo r November 10 to  December 10 fo r 
the  Highway 569 site fo r the 2005/2006 season is shown in Figure 2.4. This procedure was 
reproduced m onth ly yielding a m onthly set o f reference tem perature values. These reference 
tem peratures account fo r the differences between air and pavement surface tem peratures due 
to  solar energy. The reference tem peratures are then used along w ith  measured air 
tem peratures to  determ ine a FI and a Tl as indicated in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 (Baiz et al., 2007):
Flo = -To
F lj+ i =  F li -  T i+ i (4.1)
IFIi <  0 => Fli =  0
W here:
I = Number o f days after the day indexed as day (i = 0) 
(i = 0) = Day on which Tair firs t falls below 0°C 
Flo = Freezing Index value on day I = 0 (in °C-days)
Fli = Freezing Index value on day i (in “C-days)
To = Average daily air tem perature on day i = 0 (in °C)
TIo -  —Tref
jT I i+ i =  T j+ i +  T lj -  Tref (4.2)
T Ii <  0 =» T Ii =  0 
W here:
i = Number o f days after the day indexed as day (i = 0)
(i = 0) = Day on which Tair firs t falls below 0°C 
TIo = Thawing index value on day i = 0 (in °C-days)
Tlj = Thawing Index value on day I (in °C-days)
Tref = M onth ly reference tem perature (in °C) (see Section 2.4.1.2)
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Linear regressions and the least squares estimation method as described in Section
2.4.1.2 were used to  calculate the calibration coefficients used in the W aterloo method 
(Equation 4.3):
Calibration coefficients = [X'X] x [X'Y] (4.3)
Where: 
[X 'X]  = X [i,V F 7 ,V n ]
X  [(A,B,Cor D)]
1
V F /
V t /- 
■ 1 ■
[ X ' Y ] =  VF/
-V r/.
A = M atrix  o f measured frost depths during freezing season (to calculate coefficients a, b and c) 
B = M atrix  o f measured thaw  depths during freezing season (to calculate coefficients d, e, and f) 
C = M atrix o f measured frost depths during thaw ing season (to calculate coefficients g, h and i)
D = M atrix  o f measured thaw  depths during thaw ing season (to calculate coefficients), k and I)
This procedure was followed fo r both the Highway 569 and 527 study sites fo r all o f the 
available study periods.
4.4.1 Highway 569 Waterloo Method Calibration
Plotting the FI and the Tl fo r the Highway 569 study site during the 2005/2006 season (Figure 
4.9) and selecting the date in which the FI begins to  continuously decrease while the Tl begins 
to  continually increase corresponds to  an io day o f March 20, 2006. Using this io day to  separate 
the freezing and thaw ing season, calibration coefficients "a" through "k" were established using 
the procedures described in Section 4.4 (Table 4.1). These coefficients were placed into the 
W aterloo m ethod algorithm (Equations 2.24 and 2.25) and a plot o f the measured and the 
estimated (i.e. calculated) frost and thaw  depths (Figure 4.10) was created to  observe the 
accuracy o f the model estimation fo r the given study period. The calibrated algorithm 
reproduces the frost and thawing fro n t depths w ith  tim e quite accurately, as shown in Figure 
4.10.
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This same approach was followed to  determine the calibration coefficients fo r the 
2007/2008 and 2008/2009 seasons. A plot o f the 2007/2008 FI and I !  values (Figure 4.11) 
indicates tha t the start o f the thaw ing season (day io) occurred on April 7^\ 2008. Using this io 
day and the  measured frost and thaw  depths, the calibration coefficients for this study period 
were determ ined (Table 4.1). Again, the measured and estimated values were p lo tted; the  
calculated results compare quite well w ith the measured results (Figure 4.12).
This calibration procedure was followed for a th ird  tim e fo r the 2008/2009 study period. 
An exam ination o f the Tl and FI values indicated tha t day io occurs on April 15^\ 2009 (Figure
4.13). This date was again used to  determ ine the calibration coefficients for this study period 
(Table 4.1). A p lo t o f the 2008/2009 measured and estimated frost and thaw depths (Figure
4.14) indicates tha t the W aterloo method provides good accuracy in reproducing the measured 
fros t and thaw  depths in a back analysis or history matching mode.
Reference tem peratures and calibration coefficients were developed using an average 
o f the  three calibration years (Table 4.1). These coefficients w ill be used for the prediction fo r 
the 2009/2010 freeze/thaw  period. A 5-day forecast w ill be used to  plot forecasted FI and Tl 
values, which in tu rn  w ill be used to  select day Iq.
4.4.2 Development of the Predictive Capability of the Waterloo Method
Using the coefficients determ ined from the 2005/2006 and 2007/2008 Highway 569 data, a 
pre lim inary prediction o f the  2008/2009 season was conducted to  assess this method in a 
predictive manner. Preliminary predictions were conducted using the 2005/2006 calibration 
coefficients (Figure 4.15(a)), the 2007/2008 calibration coefficients (Figure 4.15(b)) and an 
average o f the  tw o  study periods calibration coefficients (Figure 4.15(c)). The 2005/2006 and 
2007/2008 calibration coefficients are given in Table 4.1. It can be seen from these figures tha t 
d irect use o f the W aterloo coefficients from  one year to  the next results in erratic trends o f 
both the freezing and thaw ing fronts when thawing begins. The use o f this method w ithou t 
m odification to  the  coefficients can result in unrealistic results, such as the presence o f a 
thaw ing fro n t more than 3 metres above the surface o f the pavement structure (Figure 4.15(a)).
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An examination o f the algorithm developed fo r the Waterloo method (Equations 2.24 
and 2.25) indicates that coefficients "g" and " j"  are related to  the calculation o f initial depths o f 
the frost and thaw, respectively, im m ediately after day io (i.e. start o f the thaw ing season). In 
order fo r the W aterloo method to  be used effectively in a predictive manner the "g" and " j" 
coefficients must be adjusted to  coincide w ith the depths o f the estimated (i.e. calculated) frost 
and thaw  just prior to  day Iq (i.e. the end o f the freezing season).
The am ount o f adjustment made to  the variables "g" and " j"  was determ ined by in itia lly 
p lo tting  the frost and thaw  depths during the freezing season using Equation 2.24. This was 
continued until day io had been reached. Then, Equation 2.25 was used to  determ ine the 
thaw ing season frost and thaw depth fo r day io. This provided tw o sets o f frost and thaw 
depths fo r day io, one fo r the freezing season and another fo r the thawing season. As variables 
"g" and " j "  are not linked w ith e ither the  FI or Tl in Equation 2.25 they can be adjusted to  match 
the thaw ing season frost and thaw  depths w ith  the freezing season frost and thaw  depths on 
day io. Table 4.2 lists the adjusted calibration coefficients tha t were used in this prelim inary 
prediction.
It can been seen in Figure 4.16 tha t adjusting coefficient "g", which contributes to  the 
in itia l depth o f the  frost during the thaw ing season, from  791.3 to  990 and coefficient "j",  which 
contributes to  the  in itia l depth o f the thaw  during the thaw ing season, from  -861.8 to  -1175 fo r 
the 2008/2009 Highway 569 prediction using 2005/2006 calibration coefficients, results in a far 
closer match to  the measured results. For each set o f coefficients it can be seen tha t there is a 
significant difference between the calculated (Table 4.1) and the adjusted (Table 4.2) 
calibration coefficients "g" and " j"  fo r 2005/2006 and 2007/2008. For this reason, any 
predictions using the W aterloo method must have the coefficients "g" and " j"  adjusted using 
this procedure at the onset o f day io. This procedure is described in Section 6.1.2.
4.4.3 Highway 527 Waterloo Method Calibration
The Highway 527 site was calibrated in the same manner as the Highway 569 site, but only the 
2008/2009 data were available fo r use. A p lot o f the FI and Tl values at the Highway 527 site 
(Figure 4.17) indicates tha t day io falls on April 3, 2009. Reference tem peratures and calibration
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coefficients were determined in the  same manner as fo r the Highway 569 site (Table 4.3). 
Comparison o f Table 4.1 and Table 4.3 shows tha t the calibration coefficients fo r the Highway 
569 and Highway 527 sites are quite d ifferent, and the coefficients fo r the three years fo r 
Highway 569 vary quite significantly. Figure 4.18 shows tha t the estimated (i.e. calculated) frost 
and thaw  depth from the calibrated model closely match the observed results, as w ith  the 
Highway 569 analysis. The calibration coefficients from  this model along w ith forecasted air 
tem peratures w ill be used to  conduct a prediction o f the 2009/2010 freeze/thaw season at the 
Highway 527 study site.
4.5 TEMP/W Method Calibration
As w ith  the previous tw o  methods the TEMP/W method w ill be calibrated using three seasons 
o f data fo r the Highway 569 study site and only the 2008/2009 data set fo r the Highway 527 
study site. Calibration o f the TEMP/W method requires defining representative pavement 
structure material and therm al properties and appropriate lower and upper boundary 
conditions.
4.5.1 Mesh Properties
The mesh region properties in the TEMP/W model represent the various pavement structure 
materials present at each study site. The thermal model mesh is assigned both therm al and 
material properties. For the Highway 569 study site, these properties were estimated from  
probehole descriptions and observations. The probehole results indicate the nature o f the 
subsurface materials, but did not clearly indicate the presence o f a groundwater table. A t the 
Highway 527 study site, detailed borehole logging in form ation  was not recorded during the 
installation o f the therm istors and as a result the pavement structure material properties were 
estimated from  observations o f materials excavated from  the borehole.
For each o f the subsurface layers appropriate dry unit weight, degree o f saturation and 
specific gravity values were estimated. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 indicate the estimated material 
properties fo r each subsurface layer at the Highway 569 site and the Highway 527 site, 
respectively. Furthermore, published values (TEMP/W, 2007) of the thermal conductivity o f soil
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particles, water and ice and the specific heat capacity o f solids, water and ice, were used to  
determ ine the therm al conductivity, heat capacity and unfrozen water content o f each 
subsurface layer. The volum etric w ater content o f each layer is also required and was 
determ ined by firs t converting the dry unit weight (y^) into a dry density (pd) using Equation 
4.4.
kg\ /kN \ /1000\




Gs = Specific Gravity o f soil solids 
Pw = Density o f w ater (1000 kg /  m^)
Then, the gravim etric w ater content (w) is determined using the void ratio (e) and the 
degree o f saturation (S) as outlined in Equation 4.6.
S X  e
w (%) =  — (4.6)
Finally, a conversion (Equation 4.7) from  gravimetric water content(w) to  volum etric 
w ater content (0) was determined.
8((%b) == .YÇI X vv (4.7)
Y w
The frozen and unfrozen therm al conductivity values fo r each pavement structure 
material were determ ined using Coté and Konrad's (2006) (outlined in Section 2.3.2.3), while
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the  frozen and unfrozen vo lum etric heat capacities o f each material layer were determ ined 
using Equation (2.20). Tables 4.6 and 4.7 indicate the baseline thermal properties at Highway 
569 and Highway 527, respectively tha t were determined using these methods.
Conversion from  W atts to  Kilojoules is achieved through the follow ing equation.
W attsecond =  0.001 Kilojoules (4 .8 )
The therm al conductiv ity values used in the TEMP/WI model were calculated using the 
normalized therm al conductiv ity relationship develop by Cote and Konrad (2006) (Equation 4.9) 
and applying the conversion from  W attsecond to  Kilojoules indicated in Equation 4.8.
K S r
“  1 +  (K  -  1) -  Sr
W here:
kr = Normalized therm al conductiv ity 
Sr = Degree o f Saturation
K = Empirical param eter used to  account fo r d iffe rent soil types in the frozen and unfrozen state
4.5.2 Lower Thermal Boundary Condition
Two possible lower boundary condition options were assessed fo r the TEMP/W method. The 
firs t approach involved determ ining a depth at which seasonal air tem perature variations have 
no effect on the subsurface tem peratures. This approach (constant tem perature approach) 
involved examining the maximum and m inim um tem peratures obtained at each the rm is tor 
throughout 2007/2008 and extrapolating to  a depth and tem perature at which these values 
would remain constant (Figure 4.19). The second approach was to  use the temperatures 
recorded by the lowest therm is tor in the pavement structure therm istor string (lowest 
the rm is tor approach). Both o f these approaches were applied to a model o f the Highway 569 
study site fo r the 2007/2008 season (Figure 4.20). In each case the baseline mesh properties 
outlined in Table 4.6 and n-factored air tem perature upper boundary condition only were
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maintained while only the lower boundary condition was changed. As the pavement structure 
below  the depth o f 2.25 m is unknown, the pavement structure material o f the deepest layer 
was used (clayey silt), when extending the lower boundary condition from 2.25 m to 5 m. It can 
be observed in Figure 4.20 tha t the use o f the lowest therm istor approach results in simulated 
data m atching more closely to the measured data than the constant tem perature approach. 
Based on this result all fu rthe r calibrations fo r both the Highway 569 and Highway 527 study 
sites were done using the lowest therm istor approach as the lower boundary condition.
A nother facto r to  consider when examining the lower boundary condition is the 
potentia l impact from  the geothermal gradient which would provide heat flow  to  the pavement 
structure from  below. If the additional heat from  the geothermal gradient is not accounted fo r 
in the  m odel simulations the  models may indicate frost leaving the  subsurface after the 
measured data would indicate. The use o f the lowest therm istor method should capture the 
increased heat from  the geothermal gradient; however a comprehensive study o f the effects 
tha t the geotherm al gradient had on the lower boundary condition was not conducted.
In order to  use the lowest the rm istor approach as a lower boundary condition in a 
predictive model fo r the  Highway 569 study site, an average o f the  2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 
2008/2009 daily lowest therm istor tem perature values had to  be determined. This process had 
to  not only account fo r the daily tem perature differences between the three calibration periods 
but also represent the differences in thaw ing rate tha t were present from  year to  year. Figure 
4.21 indicates the daily lowest therm istor values fo r each o f the study periods individually and 
the average o f the tem perature values and thaw ing rate tha t is to  be used in the predictive 
models. It must be noted tha t the lowest therm istor (255 cm) fo r the 2007/2008 and 
2008/2009 seasons was displaying erroneous values which were not used in analysis. For this 
reason the 225 cm therm istor data were used to  develop the predictive lower therm istor 
boundary condition. The lowest therm is tor values tha t are used in the predictions fo r Highway 
569 are listed in Appendix D.
W ith  only one year o f data from  which to  develop the lowest therm istor values (for the 
the rm is to r at a depth o f 255cm) fo r predictions at the Highway 527 study, the prediction values
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w ill be the  same as the 2008/2009 Highway 527 values (Figure 4.22). The lowest therm istor 
values tha t are used in the predictions fo r Highway 527 are listed in Appendix E.
4.5.3 Upper Thermal Boundary Condition
Three d iffe ren t approaches were examined as potentia l upper boundary condition options. The 
firs t tw o  approaches utilize TEMP/W boundary condition input options, while the th ird  involves 
adjusting air tem perature values p rio r to  inputting them  in to  the therm al model.
The firs t approach (climate approach) utilizes the clim ate boundary condition input 
option  available in TEMP/W. This approach requires numerous variables including daily 
maximum and m inim um tem peratures, daily maximum and m inimum relative hum idity values, 
and average daily wind speed and precipitation data. Furthermore, three options fo r including 
the  am ount o f solar radiation applied to  the upper boundary are available. The firs t option is to  
estim ate the  amount o f net radiation in MJ/mVday. This is done by providing the la titude o f 
the  study site and allowing the TEMP/W program to  generate an amount o f radiation based the 
site location. The second option is to  directly input the net amount o f solar radiation recorded 
at the  site (if available) on a daily basis using the "User Net Radiation" option available in the 
clim ate boundary condition input menu. The amount o f net radiation is determ ined by 
measuring the amount o f incoming solar radiation and subtracting the amount o f radiation 
being em itted from  the earth. This option fu rthe r increases the  amount o f measured input data 
required but is the most accurate in representing the solar radiation conditions at the site. The 
th ird  option is to  input the potentia l amount o f evaporation and transpiration tha t would occur 
on a daily basis. From these values the  TEMP/W model w ill estimate the amount o f solar 
radiation required to  achieve the allotted amount o f evaporation and transpiration at the site. 
Considering all o f the variables tha t are accounted fo r using the climate input boundary 
condition it  has the potential to  be the most representative o f the actual conditions. However, 
collecting and compiling all the available data are d ifficu lt and tim e consuming. Further to  this, 
numerous inputs including wind speed, precipitation, evaporation and transpiration values at 
the  site are not currently measured and have to  be estimated, which results in a decrease in the 
accuracy o f the model in simulating measured results.
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The second approach (n-factor approach) requires the input o f average daily air 
tem pera ture  values. These air tem peratures are then m ultiplied by a modification factor in- 
factor) which accounts fo r the effects o f solar radiation and pavement surface conditions. They 
in effect provide estimates o f pavement surface temperatures from  corresponding air 
tem peratures. TEMP/W allows the creation o f a function that applies specified n-factors based 
on daily air temperatures. Following Andersland and Ladanyi (2004) when air tem peratures 
above 0°C an n-factor o f one or greater is applied, depending on the type o f surface material 
present at the site. When air tem peratures are below 0°C an n-factor o f less than one is 
applied, thereby increasing the tem peratures. An issue w ith this option is tha t the n-factor 
does not significantly affect tem peratures tha t are close to  0°C. For example, if  the air 
tem pera ture  in the  summer months is 30°C then applying an n-factor o f 1.5 would yield a 
surface tem pera ture  o f 45°C, whereas if  the air tem perature in the spring was 1°C, then the 
corresponding air tem perature would only be 1.5°C.
The th ird  approach (reference tem perature approach) involves manually increasing the 
measured air tem peratures by a weekly floating reference tem perature, fo r example as 
outlined by the Mn/DOT (2004) (Table 2.3). The modified air tem peratures can then be input 
in to  the  therm al model as the upper boundary condition. These increases in tem perature are 
intended to  account fo r the increased solar radiation during the spring thaw period. This 
approach has the potentia l to  be more effective than the n-factor approach in adjusting air 
tem peratures close to  0°C as air tem peratures slightly below 0°C w ill be adjusted to  represent 
pavement surface tem peratures tha t are likely above 0“C, which the n-factor approach could 
not accomplish.
A series o f simulations fo r the Highway 569 study site for the 2007/2008 season were 
conducted to  examine the accuracy o f simulating measured freezing and thawing results when 
each o f three upper boundary condition approaches is applied to  the model. For these 
simulations the baseline therm al properties listed in Table 4.6 were used and the measured 
lowest therm istor tem perature data were used as the lower boundary condition.
A comparison o f the n-factor approach and the climate approach (Figure 4.23) indicates 
tha t the  n-factor approach (applying an n-factor o f 2.3 fo r tem peratures above 0°C and 0.6 fo r
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tem peratures below 0°C) is more accurate at simulating the depth o f freezing, the in itia tion and 
rate o f thaw ing and the tim e o f complete subsurface thaw ing than the climate approach.
Figure 4.24 illustrates the changes in air tem perature resulting from the application o f the n- 
factor. For this reason it was decided tha t the n-factor approach is more accurate and easier to  
im plem ent than the climate approach fo r use as an upper boundary condition.
A second simulation was conducted to  compare the n-factor approach w ith the 
reference tem perature approach (Figure 4.25). The difference between the measured air 
tem peratures and the measured air tem peratures w ith  the addition o f the reference 
tem perature is shown in Figure 4.26. It can be seen tha t both upper boundary conditions are 
reasonably accurate in predicting the onset, rate and duration o f the thawing period. However, 
both options inaccurately simulate the upward m igration o f the frost fron t during the spring 
thaw  period. It can also be observed tha t the n-factor approach is slightly more accurate at 
determ ining the  duration o f thaw ing and equally as accurate as the reference tem perature 
approach in simulating the thaw ing and refreeze period prior to  the onset o f the general thaw  
(March 8, 2006 -  March 15, 2006).
The comparison o f the three upper boundary condition approaches in simulating the 
measured freezing and thaw ing trends at the Highway 569 study site, indicates tha t the n-factor 
approach is the most accurate. Because o f this, the TEMP/W model calibrations at both study 
sites were conducted using the  n-factor approach as the upper boundary condition.
4.5.4 Sensitivity Analysis of the Pavement Structure Material Properties
A sensitivity analysis was perform ed using the Highway 569 study site fo r the 2007/2008 study 
period to  examine the effects tha t systematic changes in the calculated therm al properties 
resulting from  increases and decreases in the subsurface moisture conditions have on the 
simulated frost and thaw depths. Two simulations using the TEMP/W program were conducted 
as part o f the sensitivity analysis. For both o f the simulations the lowest therm istor readings 
were used as the lower boundary condition (explained in Section 4.5.2) and n-factored air 
temperatures were used as the upper boundary conditions (explained in Section 4.5.3).
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The firs t analysis examined the effects o f increasing the degree o f saturation (S) from  
the baseline value o f 50% to  100% in all o f the pavement structure soil material layers, on the 
simulated frost and thaw  depths. Table 4.8 lists the pavement structure layer material and 
therm al properties tha t result from  the increase in the degree o f saturation. This model w ill be 
compared w ith  both the measured frost and thaw  depths as well as a TEMP/W model created 
using the baseline therm al properties in Table 4.6. This comparison will provide insight in to the 
model's response to  maximizing the subsurface moisture conditions.
In the second analysis, the degree o f saturation is reduced to  15% in all o f the pavement 
structure soil materials. This reduction to  15% simulates the residual degree o f saturation fo r 
unsaturated soils (Fredlund and Rahardio, 1993). Table 4.9 indicates the baseline and material 
and therm al properties o f the pavement structure material layers when the degree o f 
saturation is set at 15%. As w ith  the fu lly  saturated model, this model w ill be compared w ith 
the  measured frost and thaw  depths and a model constructed using the baseline therm al 
properties.
The model simulation conducted under fu lly saturated conditions indicates tha t an 
increase in subsurface moisture w ill have an impact on both the freezing fron t depth and the 
duration needed fo r full subsurface thaw ing (Figure 4.27). This increase in moisture and 
subsequent changes to  the material therm al properties increases the depth o f penetration o f 
the  frost fron t, thereby increasing the overall amount o f frost thickness w ith in the subsurface. 
The increased frost thickness substantially increases the  amount o f tim e required to  achieve full 
subsurface thawing. This is in good accordance w ith  TEMP/W (2007) which states:
"ad justing  the w a te r co n te n t a ffects  the leng th  o f  tim e  the tem perature  p ro file  "hovers" 
around  the freez ing  p o in t be fore i t  s ta rts  to  drop o f f  rap id ly  again. This length o f tim e is 
d irec tly  re la ted  to  the la te n t h e a t th a t is re leased so the m ore w a te r there is, the m ore  
la te n t heat, and  the longe r i t  takes to  be rem oved ."
The model created w ith  the degree o f saturation set at 15% for all pavement structure 
soil materials, indicates expedited frost removal from  the pavement structure when compared
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w ith  the baseline model created w ith  the degree o f saturation set at 50% (Figure 4.28). This 
m odel as w ith  the fully saturated model reacts as expected and is in accordance w ith the 
TEMP/W (2007) statement.
The depth o f frost and thaw  are strongly tied to  changes in the thermal properties and 
m oisture conditions o f the pavement structure materials as indicated in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. 
Determ ining m ore precise therm al properties fo r each site however, would require more data, 
extensive sample collection and laboratory testing. For this reason all o f the calibrations and 
predictions w ill be conducted using the baseline therm al properties outlined in Tables 4.6 and 
4.7.
4.5.4 TEMP/W Highway 569 Calibration
Calibrations fo r the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 seasons were conducted using the 
available lowest therm istor tem perature values as the bottom  boundary condition and the 
baseline therm al properties outlined in Table 4.6. For each season numerous simulations were 
conducted varying the n-factor fo r both the air tem peratures above and below 0°C.
For the 2005/2006 season the n-factor values o f 2.3 and 0.5 resulted in the closest 
match to  measured data (Figure 4.29). The in itia l frost depth estimation fo r the 2005/2006 
season is significantly deeper than the measured data indicates. This inaccurate frost depth 
estim ation is a result o f the TEMP/W program in terpo la ting between the tem peratures set at 
the top  and bottom  boundary conditions after the freezing season had already commenced. 
This in terpo la tion does not accurately represent the tem perature profile o f the pavement 
structure as a whole. Furthermore, subsequent frost depths are based on the in itia l conditions 
resulting in inaccurate frost depths throughout the entire freezing period.
As indicated in Section 4.5.3 the use o f an n-factor o f 2.3 fo r air temperatures above 0°C 
and 0.6 fo r air tem peratures below 0°C results in the closest f it  between the simulated and 
measured results fo r the 2007/2008 season. It can also been seen in Figure 4.30 tha t the use o f
2.3 and 0.6 n-factor values fo r tem peratures above and below 0°C, respectively, closely 
simulates the  thaw ing and refreeze period tha t occurs between April 3, 2008 and April 12,
2008.
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For the 2008/2009 season n-factor values o f 2.3 and 0.6 result in the closest f it  between 
simulated and measured results (Figure 4.31). The TEMP/W simulations for the 2008/2009 
season do not accurately match the periods o f thaw ing and refreezing tha t occur between 
March 23, 2009 and April 7, 2009 and the in itia tion o f thawing is overestimated by 5 days. 
These n-factor values, however, resulted in a simulation tha t most closely matched the overall 
thaw ing trend and gave the closest approximation to the tim e o f complete subsurface thaw ing. 
The simulations indicate tha t the complete subsurface thaw ing would occur well before the 
measured data suggest. It should be noted however, tha t the tem peratures o f the remaining 
frozen zone between the simulated complete thawing and measured complete thawing are 
only slightly below 0°C.
Predictions o f the 2009/2010 freeze/thaw  period w ill be conducted using the lowest 
the rm is to r values listed in Appendix D and the baseline therm al properties provided in Table 
4.6. Furtherm ore, the  average of the  n-factor values fo r the three calibration periods (2.3 fo r 
tem peratures above 0°C and 0.57 fo r tem peratures below 0°C) w ill be used as the upper 
boundary condition in the prediction.
4.5.5 TEMP/W Highway 527 Calibration
The same TEMP/W calibration procedure tha t was used fo r the Highway 569 study site was 
repeated fo r the Highway 527 study site, w ith  the exception tha t only 2008/2009 w in ter/spring  
season data are used. Numerous simulations o f the Highway 527 study site indicate tha t n- 
facto r values o f 2.3 fo r air tem peratures above 0“C and 0.8 fo r air tem peratures below 0°C 
provide the best match between simulated and measured data (Figure 4.32). As these values 
are the only ones available they w ill be used in the 2009/2010 predictions. The predictions at 
the  Highway 527 study site w ill be conducted using the lowest therm istor values listed in 
Appendix E and the baseline therm al properties indicated in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.1 Calculated Waterloo Reference Temperatures and Calibration Coefficients for the




November 0.03 -3.35 -4.93 -2.75
December -4.15 -1.30 -2.94 -2.79
January -2.21 0.79 -0.90 -0.77
February -2.79 -0.06 -2.15 -1.67
March -7.61 -2.05 -5.22 -4.96
April -4.45 -5.42 -2.53 -4.14
May -1.30 -3.68 8.58 1.20
f t .  1 m m - : . : . ! :
a -3.63 34.28 -31.39 -0.25
Freezing b -4.71 -5.80 -3.96 -4.82
Season c 5.14 -1.41 2.92 2.22
Coefficients d 0.19 1.93 31.74 11.29
(Eq. 2.24) e -0.01 -0.07 -0.98 -0.35
f -0.23 -0.85 -2.11 -1.06
g 791.31 53.12 -145.33 233.03
Thawing h -28.66 -7.43 -0.92 -12.34
Season i -0.14 4.60 0.14 1.53
Coefficients j -861.83 -1525.79 -1425.31 -1271
(Eq. 2.25) k 28.96 38.59 32.05 33.20
1 -5.66 -0.72 1.19 -1.73
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a -3.63 34.28 15.33
b -4.71 -5.80 -5.25
c 5.14 -1.41 1.86
d 0.19 1.93 1.06
e -0.01 -0.07 -0.04
f -0.23 -0.85 -0.54
g 990.00 80.00 540.00
Thawing h -28.66 -7.43 -18.04
Season i -0.14 4.60 2.23
Coefficients j -1175.00 -1610.00 -1385.00
(Eq. 2.25) k 28.96 38.59 33.78
1 -5.66 -0.72 -3.19
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(Eq. 2.25) k 36.64
1 -6.54
Daylo III 4/3 /09
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Table 4.4 Estimated Material Properties for the Highway 569 Study Site
Material Estimated Properties and Assumptions
Asphalt Surface Treatm ent 
(AST)
- AST has typical asphalt thermal and material properties
- Assumed to  hold no water in microfissures or cracks
Granular A
- Dry unit weight = 17 kN/m^
- Degree o f Saturation = 50%
- Specific Gravity = 2.65
Asphalt Concrete (AC) - Same assumptions as AST above
Silty-Fine Sand
- Dry unit weight = 17 kN/m^
- Degree o f Saturation = 50%
- Specific Gravity = 2.70
Sand and Gavel
- Dry unit weight = 20 kN/m^
- Degree o f Saturation = 50%
- Specific Gravity = 2.65
Silt - Same assumptions as silty fine sand above
Clayey Silt
- Dry unit weight = 18 kN/m^
- Degree o f Saturation = 50%
- Specific Gravity = 2.75
Table 4.5 Estimated Material Properties for the Highway 527 Study Site
Material ' ; Estimated Prôpbrtiés and Assumptions.'
Asphalt Surface Treatm ent 
(AST)
- AST has typical asphalt therm al and material properties
- Assumed to  hold no water in microfissures or cracks
Sand and Gravel Fill
- Dry un it weight = 17 kN/m^
- Degree o f Saturation = 50%
- Specific Gravity = 2.65
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Table 4.6 Baseline Thermal Properties Used at the Highway 569 Study Site
: . A S T - . 0 - 25mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 mYm^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.5 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.173 m /̂m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1955 kJ/(kg*°C)
1628 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductiyity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 kJ/{kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 106.2 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 kJ/{day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 mYm^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 kJ/(kg*°C)
1641 kJ/(kg*“C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 127 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 147.6 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.115 rvflm f
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1930 kJ/(kg*°C)
^FrozenVolumeM^^ 1731 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 106.2 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 kJ/(kg*°C)
1230 - 1690mm
kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 110.0 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.8 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.166 m /̂m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1999 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1689 kJ/(kg*°C)
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Table 4.7 Baseline Thermal Properties Used at the Highway 527 Study Site
AST 0 - 25mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 m /̂m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 kJ/(kq*°C)
2520 
25 - 255mm è
kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.5 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.173 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1955 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1628 kJ/(kg*“C)
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Table 4.8 Material and Thermal Properties with Baseline and Fully Saturated Conditions
(Highway 569 site)
Baseline 8 = 100%
AST 0 - 25mm 0 - 25mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 0 m/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
2520 ^ ^ kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 200.6 kJ/{day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.5 125.7 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.173 0.346 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1955 2679 kJ/(kq*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1628 1991 kJ/(kq*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 0 mYm®
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
2520 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
^250 fc f f i ir r iv * !
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 106.2 123.7 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 200.6 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 0.358 m^mf
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 2730 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1641 2016 kJ/(kg*°C)
Ü. 490^4
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 127 146.8 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 147.6 200.8 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.115 0.231 m^mf
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1930 2413 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1731 
1030- i  230mm
1972 kJ/(kg"C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 106.2 123.7 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 200.6 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 0.358 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 2730 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1641 2016 kJ/(kg*°C)
1230 - 1690mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 110.0 128.0 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.8 200.6 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.166 0.333 rn^lrnf
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1999 2696 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1689 2037 kJ/(kg*°C)
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Table 4.9 Material and Thermal Properties with Baseline Conditions and Degree of Saturation
= 15% (Highway 569 Site)
Baseline S = 15%
0 - 25mm 0-25mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*“C)
Water Content 0 0 m /̂m®
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
^ ^  2 5 2 0 ^ ^ 2520 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 70.6 kJ/(day*m*X)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.5 70.1 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.173 0.052 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1955 1448 kJ/(kg*°C)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1628 1375 kJ/(kg-C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 108 108 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0 0 m^m"
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 2520 2520 kJ/(kg*X)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity
^ ^  2 5 2 ^ ^ ^
106.2
^ — 2 5 2 0 ^ ^ kJ/(kg*“C)
69.2 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 69.5 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 0.054 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 1455 kJ/(kg*°C)
127
kJ/(kg*X)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 85.3 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 147.6 77.1 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.115 0.035 m /̂m®
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1930 1592 kJ/(kg*°C)
1731 1562 kJ/(kg*°C)
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 106.2 69.2 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.2 69.5 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.179 0.054 m^/m"
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1980 1455 kJ/(kg*X)
Frozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1641 1379 kJ/(kg*X)
1230 1690mm
Unfrozen Thermal Conductivity 110.0 72.1 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Frozen Thermal Conductivity 144.8 70.8 kJ/(day*m*°C)
Water Content 0.166 0.05 m^/m^
Unfrozen Volumetric Heat Capacity 1999 1512 kJ/(kg*X)
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Figure 4.1 Frost/Thaw Depths for Highway 569, 2005/2006 Season
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Corresponding CTI is 26.4 °C-days 




Figure 4.2 Corresponding Cumulative Thawing index (CTI) for Highway 569, 2005/2006 Season
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Corresponding CTI is 43.6 °C-days 
on April 2, 2009200
Figure 4.6 Corresponding Cumulative Thawing Index (CTI) for Highway 569, 2008/2009 Season
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Figure 4.9 FI and Tl values for Highway 569, 2005/2006 Season








Figure 4.10 W aterloo Frost and Thaw Estimation for Highway 569, 2005/2006 Season
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Figure 4.11 FI and Tl Values for Highway 569, 2007/2008 Season
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Figure 4.12 Waterloo Frost and Thaw Estimation for Highway 569, 2007/2008 Season
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Figure 4.15(a) 2008/2009 Waterloo Prediction of frost and thaw depths using 2005/2006 
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Figure 4.15(b) 2008/2009 Waterloo Prediction frost and thaw depths using 2007/2008 










Figure 4.15(c) 2008/2009 Waterloo Prediction of frost and thaw depths using Average 



















Figure 4.16 Waterloo Method Prediction for 2008/2009 at Highway 569 using Original and
2005/2006 Calibration Coefficients
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Figure 4.18 Waterloo Frost and Thaw Estimation for Highway 527, 2008/2009 Season
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Figure 4.19 Maximum and Minimum Temperature Values Recorded at Each Thermistor and 
their Use in Determination of the Constant Bottom Temperature Boundary 
Condition at the Highway 569 Study Site
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Figure 4.23 Examination of the N-factor and Climate Approach Upper Boundary Conditions for 





























Figure 4.24 Air and N-factored Air Temperatures at the Highway 569 Study Site (2007/2008)

















Figure 4.2S Examination of the N-factor and Reference Temperature Approach Upper 















































Figure 4.27 Sensitivity of the Thermal Model Under Fully Saturated Pavement Structure 














Figure 4.28 Sensitivity of the Thermal Model to Residual Degree of Saturation (15%) 
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Figure 4.32 TEMP/W Calibration of the Frost and Thaw Depth Simulations for Highway 527 for 
the 2008/2009 Season
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5.0 Pavement Deflection Data Collection and Analysis for Northern
Ontario Study Sites
5.1 Data Collection Procedures
Pavement stiffness testing was conducted using an LWD at both the Highway 569 and Highway 
527 study sites. This testing was conducted beginning at the start o f the freezing season, until 
the pavement stiffness exceeded the lim its o f the LWD and again at the onset o f the thaw ing 
season, un til deflections had reduced to  summer baseline deflection or surface deflection 
modulus measurements. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicate the dates when LWD testing was 
conducted at the Highway 569 and 527 locations, respectively.
A t both the  Highway 569 and 527 study sites 30 LWD test points were established 
fo llow ing  the procedures outlined in Appendix F, and shown in Figure 5.1. A t the Highway 569 
study site fifteen  o f the test points were located along the centerline o f the eastbound lane and 
fifteen  were located along the  centerline o f the westbound bound lane (Figure 5.2). A t the  
Highway 527 study site fifteen o f the LWD test points were located in the northbound lane 
while  the o ther fifteen  were located in the southbound lane (Figure 5.3).
Following the  LWD testing procedure outlined by Steinert et al. (2005), 6 drops o f the  
maximum weight (20 kg) from  the maximum drop height (approximately 850 mm) were used to  
generate the greatest force on the pavement surface (Figure 5.4). A bottom  plate d iam eter o f 
300 mm was used in all testing. In some cases additional geophones were connected to  the 
LWD to  measure deflections at specified distances from  the center o f the LWD, however, these 
results provided little  additional, useful data fo r the overall analysis o f the pavement stiffness 
and were therefore not used. The exclusion o f the additional geophone data is also in 
agreement w ith  the Steinert et al. (2005) LWD procedure.
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At each location the firs t drop was om itted from  analysis as it was used to  set the LWD. 
Subsequent drops were m onitored on a Personal Data Assistant (PDA) and any abnormal drops 
were om itted  and additional drops were conducted in order to  maintain the required 5 useable 
drops per test location. The drop statistics were collected in the PDA and at the cessation o f 
testing were transferred to a lap top com puter where fu rthe r analysis using the LWDmod 
software could be conducted.
Surface deflections were examined and the corresponding surface deflection moduli 
were calculated w ith  the LWDmod software. These data were compared w ith  measured frost 
and thaw  depths to  establish a correlation between pavement stiffness, measured as increases 
o r decreases in deflection and surface deflection modulus, and the frozen and thawed 
pavement structure conditions.
In addition, side-by-side testing o f the LWD w ith  a FWD was conducted at the Highway 
569 study site fo r 5 testing periods between March 17, 2008 and May 5, 2008 (Table 5.1). 
Analysis w ill be conducted to  assess the correspondence between LWD measured parameters 
and FWD measured parameters.
5.2 Pavement Stiffness Data Collected at Northern Ontario Low Volume Roads 
by the MTO and LU
As described in Section 5.1, LWD testing was carried out at the Highway 527 site during the 
2008 spring thaw ing period and the 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 w inter/spring seasons.
Lakehead University performed the LWD testing during 2008/2009 w inter/spring season at the 
Highway 527 study site, while the M in istry o f Transportation o f Ontario (MTO) conducted the 
spring 2008 and the 2009/2010 w in ter/spring  season testing. Furthermore, the MTO 
perform ed all o f the testing at the Highway 569 study site during the 2008/2009 season. 
Although the testing was perform ed by tw o  parties, the same testing procedures and guidelines 
were maintained at both locations during all testing events. These tests provided both freezing 
season and thaw ing season surface deflection measurements and surface modulus values at 
the test sites. The LWD data were form atted fo r analysis and compared w ith  the observed frost 
and thaw  depths at the ir respective sites. This comparison was conducted to  observe the
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effects tha t freezing and thaw ing o f the pavement structure have on pavement stiffness. Data 
collection guidelines and procedures are described in Section 5.1. The surface modulus results 
were determined by taking the average o f all the LWD surface modulus measurements from  all 
o f the testing locations described in Appendix F (i.e. the average o f 150 drops per study site per 
testing day).
5.2.1 Pavement Deflection Testing Comparison with Measured Frost and Thaw Depth 
for the Highway 569 Site
The results o f LWD testing at the Highway 569 study site during the spring o f 2008 (Figure 5.5) 
provide little  useable data during the thaw ing period, as the testing was conducted either 
before the in itia tion  o f the spring thaw  or after the pavement structure had fu lly  thawed (see 
Table 5.1 fo r Highway 569 testing dates). An examination o f the data does indicate, however, 
tha t the pavement stiffness was inexplicably reduced p rio r to  any thawing in the pavement 
structure. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 5.5 tha t an increase in surface modulus occurs 
a fter complete subsurface thawing, at some tim e between May 2, 2008 and May 15, 2008. This 
is in accordance w ith  Berg (2010) who noted tha t pavement stiffness would be restored 
approximately 7 days after complete subsurface thawing.
Only three sets o f LWD tests were perform ed at the Highway 569 study site during the 
spring thaw  period in 2009, lim iting the analysis fo r this tim e  period. Figure 5.6 does however 
provide evidence tha t the surface modulus o f the pavement structure was reduced a fte r the 
in itia tion o f thawing. The results o f this testing also indicate tha t the pavement stiffness began 
to  slightly recover prior to complete subsurface thawing.
5.2.2 Pavement Deflection Testing Comparison with Measured Frost and Thaw 
Depths for the Highway 527 Site
During the spring 2008 season the MTO performed a series o f fou r LWD tests at the Highway 
527 study site (see Table 5.2 fo r testing dates). Figure 5.7 indicates the surface modulus values 
from  the results o f these tests and the corresponding frost and thaw depths. It can be seen in
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Figure 5.7 tha t a fter the thawing depth at the Highway 527 study site exceeds 0.3 m, the 
pavement stiffness as represented by the surface modulus is reduced by more than half from .
LWD testing was carried out fo r five weeks at the Highway 527 study site during the
2008 freezing season beginning on October 24, 2008 and ending on December 10, 2008 (see 
Table 5.2 fo r Highway 527 testing dates). These test results are used to  assess changes in 
pavement stiffness as the pavement structure froze. Figure 5.8 shows the surface deflection 
modulus values obtained from  the LWD results and the corresponding frost depths. It can be 
seen in Figure 5.8 tha t fo r the three weeks o f testing prior to  the presence o f subsurface frost 
the measured pavement surface modulus was on average 261 MPa. Shortly after frost 
penetrated the subsurface (to a depth o f approximately 0.4 m) the measured pavement surface 
modulus, from  a test on November 21, 2008, increased to  8690 MPa, 33 times larger than the 
modulus values o f the previous test. Further to  this, an additional test was carried out on 
December 17, 2008. This test indicated tha t the pavement structure was too  s tiff fo r the small 
force exerted by the LWD to  create a surface deflection, therefore no pavement surface modus 
value could be calculated.
Further LWD testing was perform ed at both the Highway 527 site (Table 5.2) during the
2009 spring season. A comparison o f the frost and thaw depths w ith surface modulus values fo r 
the 2009 thaw ing season at the Highway 527 site are provided in Figure 5.9. As w ith  the values 
fo r the 2008 spring thaw period at Highway 527 (Figure 5.7), the 2009 spring thaw  surface 
modulus values are significantly reduced as a result o f pavement structure thawing. The 
surface modulus values prior to  the onset o f pavement structure thaw ing however, indicate an 
inexplicable increase from around 700 MPa to  1900 MPa. During the spring o f 2009 after this 
increase, the surface modulus values are reduced when the pavement structure thaws to  a 
depth o f 0.3 m (Figure 5.9) compared w ith  a 0.4 m thaw  depth in the spring o f 2008.
LWD testing was continued at the Highway 527 study site during the spring o f 2010. The 
results o f these tests indicate again tha t during the in itia l thaw ing period, the pavement surface 
modulus values are significantly reduced (Figure 5.10). For the 2010 spring thaw ing period, a 
thaw ing depth o f 0.2 m resulted in a significant surface deflection modulus reduction. Further
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to  this, the refreeze period between May 25, 2010 and May 29, 2010 appeared to  have no 
effect on the surface modulus.
5.2.3 LWD and FWD Comparison for Northeastern Ontario Study Sites
During the 2008 spring thaw ing season side-by-side testing o f the LWD and a FWD were 
conducted at the Highway 569, Highway 66 and Highway 624 low volume road test sites in 
northeastern Ontario. Pavement structure profile  in form ation for the Highway 66 and Highway 
624 study sites is provided in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
When examining the modulus values, research suggests tha t LWD composite modulus 
values should be m odified by a specified factor to  obtain corresponding FWD composite 
modulus values. This m odification factor is to  account fo r the smaller drop weights and 
variances in the testing procedures. Research by Steinert et. al (2005) found tha t when 
pavement layers are th in, as they are at the Highway 569 and Highway 624 study sites, a 
comparison o f composite modulus values indicates tha t a LWD modulus = 1.33 FWD modulus 
correlation provides the highest coefficient o f determ ination (R^) values (0.87). They also found 
tha t when pavement layers are thick, as is the case at the Highway 66 site, a LWD modulus = 
0.75 FWD modulus correlation gives the best R  ̂value (0.56) under these conditions. Steinert 
e t.a! (2005) concluded tha t "in general terms, correlation coefficients tended to  increase as 
pavement thickness decreased".
The LWDmod software requires the input o f estimated seed values (subgrade modulus 
and exponent on non-linearity) to  calculate the  composite modulus. This estimation o f these 
values reduces the accuracy o f the calculated composite modulus values. As a result o f the 
inaccuracy in determ ining representative composite modulus values from the LWD surface 
modulus values obtained from  the test results o f pavement surface modulus values determ ined 
w ith  the LWD w ill be compared w ith  composite modulus values determined from  FWD.
FWD composite modulus values were plotted against corresponding LWD surface 
modulus values obtained through side-by-side testing (Figure 5.11). The low coefficient o f 
determ ination (R^) o f 0.52 indicates tha t the data do not correspondence well. It is also 
apparent tha t data scatter becomes higher w ith  higher modulus values. For this reason, values
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w ith FWD composite modulus values greater than 4000 MPa and LWD surface modulus values 
greater than 2000 MPa were removed from  analysis (Figure 5.12). The removal o f the FWD 
composite modulus data is in accordance w ith  Steinert et al. (2005), who note tha t when 
composite modulus values exceed 4000 MPa correlation irregularities begin to appear and 
therefore these data should not be considered. When excluding data tha t have FWD 
composite modulus values greater than 4000 MPa and LWD surface modulus values greater 
than 2000 MPa (Figure 5.12), it can be seen tha t the value increases to  0.60 and the num ber 
o f outliers has been reduced. These findings reinforce the exclusion o f FWD composite 
modulus values above 4000 MPa and LWD surface modulus values greater than 2000 MPa to  
provide a be tte r statistical fit.
As m entioned previously, S teinert et al. (2005) indicate tha t as pavement thickness 
increases the correlation coefficient between LWD and FWD composite modulus values 
decreases. For this reason, the com parative results from  the Highway 569 and Highway 624 
study sites, each w ith  a pavement thickness o f 25 mm, were separated from data from  Highway 
66, where the  pavement thickness is 270 mm, to  observe if  th is same correlation exists 
between FWD composite modulus values and LWD surface modulus values. Figure 5.13 
indicates the FWD composite modulus and corresponding surface modulus results fo r the 
Highway 569 and Highway 624 data, w h ile  Figure 5.14 provides the Highway 66 comparison. It 
can be seen from  Figures 5.13 and 5.14 th a t based on the lim ited data collected at the three 
sites, the pavement thickness has little  e ffect on the correlation between the FWD composite 
modulus values and the corresponding LWD surface modulus as the R̂  value fo r the thicker 
pavement layer at Highway 66 (0.65) is the  same as the R̂  value fo r the th inner pavement layer 
at Highways 569 and 624 (0.65).
A good correlation between the LWD and FWD values would provide increased confidence in 
using the LWD to determine quantitative pavement structure properties such as elastic modulus values, 
during freezing and thawing periods. Based on the comparison of the FWD composite modulus values 
with the LWD surface modulus values however, little support is provided for using the LWD to predict 
FWD values, based on the low value in all of the comparisons.
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Table 5.1 LWD and FWD Testing Dates at the Highway 569 Study Site
Li^ht Wvijiiit Dcnectumeter (IA \ H) rulliiiy Weinht Denevtometvi (I'W I))
April 3, 2006 March P .  2008
December 6, 2007 Aprü 3 ,2008
March 17,2008 April 16,2008
April 3 ,2 0 0 8 M ay  2 ,2008
April 16, 2008 M ay 5 ,2008
M ay 2, 2008
M ay 15, 2008
M ay 27, 2008
March 17, 2009
April 2, 2009
M ay 6 ,2 0 0 9




Table 5.2 LWD Testing Dates at the Highway 527 Study Site
1 .!%ht \ \  iri<»ht Dcflcctomctcr' (1 AVI)) C’oiif* d  •
March 27,2008 March 4, 2010
A pril 9, 2008 March 11, 2010
April 21, 2008 March 17, 2010
June 3, 2008 March 24, 2010
October 24, 2008 March 30, 2010
October 31, 2008 A pril 8, 2010







A pril 9, 2009
A pril 16, 2009
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Table 5.3 Highway 66 Pavement Structure Profile
HighwaySe
. ■ • ;
Pavement Structure Material
0 - 270 mm Asphalt Concrete
270 - 430 mm Granular A
430 -1005 mm Silt Fine Sand
1005 - 1450 mm Silty Clay
1450 -1900  mm Silty Fine Sand
Table 5.4 Highway 624 Pavement Structure Profile
0 - 25 mm
' f  ïü i t  - 1 '
Asphalt Surface Treatment
25 - 305 mm Granular A
305 -1000  mm Sand and Gravel
1000 -1500  mm Clayey Silt
1500 - 2000 mm Clayey Silt /  Silty Clay
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LWD Testing Points 
#  #  #  #
3 m Interval





Figure 5.1 LWD Data Collection Site Schematic
Figure 5,2 Placement of the LWD Testing Points at the Highway 569 Study Site
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Figure 5.3 Placement of the LWD Testing Points at the Highway 527 Study Site









































Figure 5.5 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the Highway 



































Figure 5.6 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the Highway 













































Figure 5.7 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the Highway 








































Figure 5.8 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the Highway 


































Figure 5.9 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the Highway 








































Figure S.10 Surface Modulus and Observed Frost and Thaw Depths Versus Time at the 
Highway 527 Study Site, Thawing Season 2010
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Figure S.11 Comparison of All LWD Surface Modulus Values and FWD Composite Modulus 
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Figure S.12 Comparison of LWD Surface Modulus Values and FWD Composite Modulus Values 
(Excluding FWD Composite Modulus Values Greater than 4000 MPa and LWD 
Surface Modulus Values Greater than 2000 MPa) for Side-by-Side Testing at the 
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Figure 5.13 FWD Composite Modulus Values and Corresponding LWD Surface Modulus Values 
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Figure 5.14 FWD Composite Modulus Values and Corresponding LWD Surface Modulus Values 
at the Highway 66 Site, Spring 2008
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6.0 Predictions of SLR Methods for W inter/Spring 2009 /2010  and 
Comparison w ith Observed Conditions
6.1 Highway 569 Predictions
The Mn/DOT, the W aterloo and the TEMP/W methods fo r SLR application and removal were 
tested in a predictive manner fo r the 2009/2010 w inter/spring season at the Highway 569 study 
site. These predictions use the calibrated values fo r each method tha t were determ ined as 
described in Section 4 and outlined in Appendix G. The predictions from  these methods are 
compared w ith  observed conditions fo r 2009/2010 (Figure 6.1) obtained and in terpreted from  
therm istors installed at the site to  assess the ir accuracy in a predictive manner.
6.1.1 Highway 569 Mn/DOT Method Prediction
The Mn/DOT method was calibrated fo r the Highway 569 study site follow ing the procedures 
outlined in Section 4.3. From this calibration it was determined tha t a CTl in excess o f 40.1 °C- 
days would trigger the im plem entation o f SLRs at the Highway 569 site. It was also established 
tha t a duration o f 37 days after the im plem entation o f SLRs would be used to  trigger removal o f 
the SLRs.
The CTl fo r the 2009/2010 season was calculated using the average daily air 
tem peratures recorded at the site. In order to  avoid the lag period between SLR requirem ent 
and SLR im plem entation described in Section 2.4.1, a 5-day forecast from  New Liskeard,
Ontario, the closest m unicipality to  the site, was used to  forecast the CTl five days ahead 
(Figure 6.2). Once the forecasted CTl value exceeded 40.1 °C-days, notification o f the 
impending SLRs could be provided to  the transportation industry.
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As w ith  the calibration o f th is m ethod, the reference tem peratures listed in Table 2.5 
were subtracted from  the measured and forecasted air tem peratures to  calculate the CTl.
Figure 6.3 indicates the average daily air tem peratures and the average daily air temperatures 
adjusted by the reference tem peratures tha t were used in the CTl calculation fo r the beginning 
o f the 2009/2010 thawing season.
The CTl calculations began on February 22, 2010, which was identified as the start o f the 
thaw  period, based on average daily air tem peratures being below 0°C. Figure 6.4 shows tha t 
the CTl exceeded the threshold value o f 40.1 “C-days on March 13, 2010. Using the 37 day SLR 
placement duration developed by using the  average o f the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 
2008/2009 thaw ing durations which includes the additional 7 days required fo r pavement 
stiffness restoration, indicates tha t the SLRs should be removed on April 19, 2010.
6.1.2 Highway 569 Waterloo Method Prediction
For the  W aterloo method prediction fo r the Highway 569 study site, the average o f the 
2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 m onth ly reference tem peratures and calibration 
coefficients (Table 6.1) were used. As w ith  the Mn/DOT method average daily air tem peratures 
recorded at the site along w ith  the 5-day forecast from  New Liskeard, Ontario were used in the 
FI and Tl calculations.
As described in Section 4.4.1 adjustments a fte r day io to  the coefficients "g" and " j"  had 
to  be made. In order to  accomplish this, the W aterloo algorithm (Equation 2.24) was used w ith 
the freezing season coefficients (a through f  from  Table 6.1) until the FI and Tl values calculated 
using the 5-day forecast tem perature values indicate a change from  the freezing season to  the 
thaw ing season (day io) (Figure 6.5). A p lo t o f the estimated frost and thaw depth during the 
freezing season (using Equation 2.24 and the coefficients in Table 6.1) until day Iq indicates the 
in itia l depths fo r the frost and thaw  fo r the thaw ing season (Figure 6.6). The frost and thaw  
depths were then estimated using Equation 2.25 fo r day io w ith the calibration coefficients fo r 
the thaw ing season (g through I in Table 6.1) (Figure 6.7). Then, the coefficients "g" and "j" 
were adjusted to  match the depth o f the  frost and thaw  at the end o f the freezing season to  the 
depth o f the frost and thaw at the start o f the thaw ing season. Table 6.1 provides the adjusted
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calibration coefficients tha t were used in th is prediction. Adjustment o f "g" as described in 
Section 4.4.2 from  233 to  -264 and " j"  from  -1271 to  -1045 (Table 6.1) were found to  provide 
the closest match between the freezing and thaw ing season depth on day io- During this 
adjustm ent stage, any thaw ing depth estimated to  be above the pavement surface throughout 
the freezing season was constrained to  the top  o f the pavement surface.
Next, the  frost and thaw  depths during the thaw ing season were estimated using the 
average values fo r the  coefficients "h ", "I", "k", and "I" described in Section 4.4.2, and the 
adjusted coefficients "g" and " j"  (Table 6.1), until the model indicates complete subsurface 
thawing.
The W aterloo method 2009/2010 season prediction indicates tha t the thaw ing depth 
would exceed the 300 mm threshold described in Section 4.2 on April 14, 2010 indicated on 
Figure 6.8. As a result o f the late thaw ing in itia tion  date predicted by the W aterloo method, 
the tim e required to  reach fu ll subsurface thaw ing is no t estimated to  occur until far beyond 
w hat was observed at the study site.
6.1.3 Highway 569 TEMP/W Method Prediction
As w ith  the W aterloo method, the TEMP/W method was used to  predict the frost and thaw  
depths fo r the Highway 569 site fo r the 2009/2010 season. As outlined in Section 4.5 the 
predictive model was run using the baseline therm al properties listed in Table 4.6, the lowest 
therm istor values shown in Figure 4.23 as the lower boundary condition and an average o f the 
2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 calibration n-factor values (2.3 and 0.57 fo r 
tem peratures above and below 0“C, respectively) tha t were applied to  the average daily air 
tem peratures as the upper boundary condition.
The average daily air tem peratures tha t were input into the predictive model were 
collected in the same manner as fo r the Mn/DOT and W aterloo methods (i.e. daily averages 
were collected at the site and 5-day forecasts were provided from  New Liskeard, Ontario). The 
effect that the application o f the n-factor has on the average daily air tem peratures can be seen 
in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.10 shows tha t the estimated thaw  depth exceeds the 300 mm threshold depth 
on March 14, 2010, indicating the im plem entation o f SLRs. The model does indicate a 
significant refreeze period between March 20, 2010 and March 30, 2010. Following the 
procedures outlined in Section 4.2, once the thaw ing depth exceeds the 300 mm threshold and 
SLRs have been implemented, refreeze periods are not considered in the im plem entation and 
removal decision. It can also been seen in Figure 6.10 tha t the model predicts complete 
pavement structure thaw ing on April 4, 2010.
6.1.4 Comparison of the SLR Method Predictions with Observed Conditions for the 
Highway 569 Site
All three SLR method predictions were compared w ith frost and thaw  depths in terpreted from  
the  the rm is tor values at the Highway 569 test site (Figure 6.1). This comparison was perform ed 
to  assess each model's ability to  accurately determ ine when SLRs should be implemented and 
removed at the Highway 569 study site. It can be seen in Figure 6.1 tha t the observed thaw ing 
depth exceeds 300 mm on March 11, 2010 and tha t the frost has not completely le ft the 
pavement structure until April 21, 2010, at which tim e the pavement structure is fu lly  thawed.
Comparing the SLR im plem entation date o f March 13, 2010 predicted by the Mn/DOT 
method w ith  the observed conditions (300 mm depth exceeded on March 11, 2010) indicates 
tha t the Mn/DOT method accurately estimated the SLR im plem entation date fo r this site. 
Furtherm ore, the 37 day SLR placement duration used in the Mn/DOT prediction indicates 
removal o f SLRs on April 19, 2010. Comparing this date fo r SLR removal w ith  the observed date 
fo r complete subsurface thawing (April 21, 2010) plus the additional 7 days required fo r 
pavement stiffness restoration (April 28, 2010) indicates tha t the Mn/DOT method predicts 
removing the SLRs 9 days earlier.
When comparing the W aterloo method w ith the observed frost and thaw depths fo r the 
Highway 569 study site (Figure 6.11) it can be seen tha t this method significantly overestimates 
the tim e required fo r the pavement structure to  thaw  to  a depth o f 300 mm (April 14, 2010 fo r 
the W aterloo method compared to  March 11, 2010 fo r the observed). As a result o f the 
overestimated SLR implementation date, the date o f complete subsurface thaw ing was also
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overestimated. In addition to  this, the W aterloo method did not accurately represent the 
significant thaw ing event between March 25, 2010 and March 30, 2010 and the refreeze period 
indicated by the observed frost and thaw  depths.
Figure 6.11 indicates tha t the W aterloo method prediction o f the frost depth during the 
freezing season closely matches tha t o f the observed data. A fter the day io however, the 
accuracy o f the frost depth estimation is reduced.
Comparing the TEMP/W method w ith  the observed data (Figure 6.12) indicates tha t the 
model can accurately estimate the in itia tion  and rate o f thawing o f the pavement structure, 
resulting in a close match between the estimated SLR implementation date (March 14, 2010) 
and the  date obtained from  the observed data (March 11, 2010). The TEMP/W method also 
captures the refreeze period indicated by the observed data, however, the TEMP/W method 
indicates a shallower thaw ing depth than the observed data prior to  the refreeze period. 
Furthermore, the  TEMP/W method estimates tha t the pavement structure w ill be com pletely 
thawed on April 4, 2010,17 days sooner than the observed data indicate (April 21, 2010).
The TEMP/W m ethod can closely estimate the in itiation o f subsurface freezing, as well 
as the maximum depth o f frost (Figure 6.12) however, this method indicates earlier complete 
pavement structure thaw ing, than the observed data does.
6.2 Highway 527 Predictions
As w ith  the Highway 569 predictions, the  three SLR methods described in Section 4 were used 
in a predictive manner fo r the Highway 527 study site fo r the 2009/2010 season. The methods 
were then compared w ith  the observed frost and thaw  depths interpreted obtained from  the 
the rm is tor values (Figure 6.13) at the site to  assess the ir accuracy.
6.2.1 Highway 527 Mn/DOT Method Prediction
The Mn/DOT prediction fo r the Highway 527 study site required average daily air tem peratures 
fo r calculation o f the CTl. These values were obtained from the site. The 5-day forecast 
average daily air tem perature  values required to  avoid an implementation lag tim e were 
determ ined from  an average o f the values fo r Armstrong, Ontario and Thunder Bay, Ontario.
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The average o f Armstrong and Thunder Bay were used because the Highway 527 study site lies 
approxim ately halfway between the tw o  locations (Figure 6.14). Following the Mn/DOT 
method guideline, the weekly reference tem peratures provided in Table 2.5 were subtracted 
from  the average daily air tem peratures (Figure 6.15). From the beginning o f the 2009/2010 
thaw ing season, the CTl was calculated fo llow ing Equation 2.23. Once the CTl exceeded the 
threshold value o f 64.3 °C-days, SLRs were implemented.
Following this procedure the CTl was observed to  exceed 64.3 °C-days on March 14,
2010 (Figure 6.16). Using the 2008/2009 thaw ing duration plus an additional seven days 
required fo r pavement stiffness restoration, giving a duration o f 51 days, SLRs were predicted 
to  be removed on May 4, 2010.
6.2.2 Highway 527 Waterloo Method Prediction
The calibrated W aterloo method was used to  predict frost and thaw  depths fo r the Highway 
527 site. As w ith  the Mn/DOT method, the  average daily air temperatures were obtained from  
the site, w h ile  the 5-day forecasted tem peratures were obtained by taking an average o f the 
Arm strong and Thunder Bay, Ontario average daily air temperatures.
The average daily air tem peratures and the m onthly reference temperatures provided in 
Table 6.2 were input in to Equations 3.1 and 3.2 to  calculate the FI and Tl values fo r the freezing 
season. A p lo t o f the FI and Tl values (Figure 6.17) was constructed to  determine the date at 
which the freezing season changed to  the thaw ing season (day io)
Following the same procedures outlined fo r the adjustment o f variables “g" and " j"  
described in Section 4.4.2 and used fo r the Highway 569 site, it was found tha t adjusting 
variable "g" from  -255 to  -193 and " j"  from  -1572 to  -1240, resulted in the closest match 
between the freezing season frost and thaw  depths and the thawing season frost and thaw  
depths on day io- Using the adjusted coefficients listed in Table 6.2 the Waterloo method 
indicates in itia l thaw ing to  exceed the 300 mm threshold depth on March 13, 2010 (Figure 
6.18). It can also be seen in Figure 6.18 tha t full pavement structure thawing was estimated to  
occur on April 25, 2010
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6.2.3 Highway 527 TEMP/W Method Prediction
The predictive TEMP/W model was run using the baseline thermal properties listed in Table 4.7, 
the  lowest the rm istor tem perature values shown in Figure 4.22 as the lower boundary 
condition and n-factored average daily air tem peratures as the upper boundary condition. At 
the Highway 527 study site, n-factor values o f 2.3 fo r temperatures above 0°C and 0.8 fo r 
tem peratures below 0°C were used. Figure 6.19 indicates the changes in the average daily air 
tem peratures used in the 2009/2010 model when the n-factor modifications were applied. As 
w ith  the Mn/DOT and W aterloo methods, the average daily air temperatures were obtained 
from  the  site and any tem peratures used fo r a 5-day prediction were obtained by averaging the 
average daily a ir tem perature forecasts from  Armstrong and Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Figure 6.20 shows tha t the TEMP/W method predicts that the thaw ing depth exceeds 
the  300 mm thaw ing depth threshold on March 12, 2010. Further to  this, the TEMP/W method 
indicates tw o  periods o f refreezing, the firs t being between March 20 and March 23, 2010 and 
the  second being between March 26 and March 29, 2010.
An exam ination o f the operation o f the TEMP/W program is required to  assess when the 
pavement structure would be completely thawed at the Highway 527 study site fo r the 
2009/2010 prediction. The TEMP/W program computes the tem perature at any point w ith in  
the  pavement structure using the upper and lower boundary condition values as lim its. During 
the  2008/2009 calibration season the frost fron t progressed to  a depth below the 2.55 m 
the rm is to r on March 26, 2009, as indicated in Section 3.5.2. Examining the lowest the rm istor 
values used in the  Highway 527 prediction (Figure 4.22 and Appendix E) which are the values 
from  the 2008/2009 w in te r/spring  calibration season, it is evident tha t the lowest the rm istor 
values were below 0°C between March 26, 2009 and May 24, 2009. These values were then 
used as the lower boundary condition in the predictive model. As a result, the TEMP/W model 
w ill continue to  indicate the presence o f a 0°C isotherm at some depth between the pavement 
surface (w ith tem peratures above 0°C) and the lowest therm istor at a depth o f 2.55 m (w ith 
input tem peratures below 0°C) until May 24, 2010, the date when the lowest therm istor value 
exceeds 0°C. Due to  the use o f this boundary condition in the prediction, the Highway 527 
TEMP/W prediction (Figure 6.20) indicates an anomalous lower frost depth trend during the
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period o f pavement surface thawing. During the thaw ing season the frozen subsurface soils w ill 
typically thaw  from  the bottom  up due to the effects o f the geothermal gradient. For the 
2009/2010 prediction it is evident tha t during the pavement structure thawing, the lower frost 
fro n t continues to  m igrate deeper in to the pavement structure. This illustrates a problem w ith 
using the lowest the rm is to r tem peratures as a bottom  boundary condition in a TEMP/W 
predictive model.
6.2.4 Comparison of the SLR Method Predictions with Observed Conditions for the 
Highway 527 Site
All three o f the  SLR methods are compared w ith the observed frost and thaw depths 
in terpreted from  the  therm is tor data fo r the Highway 527 study site. Figure 6.13 shows tha t 
the  pavement structure thawing exceeds the 300 mm threshold depth on March 15, 2010. 
Furtherm ore, the observed data shows tha t the pavement structure is completely thawed on 
April 21, 2010.
The M n/DOT method predictions show tha t the CTl would exceed the 64.3 °C-day 
threshold on March 14, 2010. This date closely matches the March 15, 2010 date tha t the 
observed data indicate fo r SLR im plem entation. Furthermore, the SLR removal date o f May 4, 
2010, based on a 51 day SLR duration described in Section 6.2.1, is only 5 days later than the  
observed pavement structure complete thaw ing plus the additional 7 days required fo r 
pavement stiffness restoration (April 28, 2010).
The W aterloo method prediction fo r the frost and thaw depths for the 2009/2010 
season indicates tha t the thaw ing depth would exceed 300 mm on March 13, 2010 (Figure 
6.21). This date is in good accordance w ith  the observed data, which indicates tha t the thaw ing 
depth would reach 300 mm on March 15, 2010. The W aterloo method also captures the 
refreeze period between March 24, 2010 and March 30, 2010 however, it does not fully 
represent the  magnitude o f the refreeze indicated by the observed data. Figure 6.21 indicates 
tha t the W aterloo m ethod closely predicts both the freezing and thawing fron t penetration 
rates and durations o f the observed data, and as a result, closely predicts the date o f complete
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pavement structure thaw ing (April 25, 2010 compared with April 21, 2010 for the observed 
data).
Comparing the TEMP/W method prediction w ith the observed conditions indicates tha t 
the  thaw ing depth would exceed 300 mm on March 12, 2010, 3 days prior to  the observed date 
o f March 15, 2010 (Figure 6.22). The TEMP/W method gives tw o periods o f refreeze (April 21, 
2010 -  April 23, 2010 and April 26, 2010 -  April 30, 2010) compared to  only one refreeze period 
shown by the observed data. Figure 6.22 indicates tha t during the initial thawing period the 
TEMP/W m ethod closely represents the rate o f thawing. As a result o f the lowest therm istor 
boundary condition issues described in Section 6.2.3, however, this method does not accurately 
represent the frost fro n t m igration into the pavement structure or the tim e to complete 
subsurface thawing.
6.3 History Matching for the Measured 2009/2010 Frost and Thaw Depths at 
Highway 569 and Highway 527
The predictions using the W aterloo method fo r the Highway 569 study site and the TEMP/W 
m ethod at the  Highway 527 site fo r the 2009/2010 season were the most inaccurate. Further 
to  this, the Highway 527 site W aterloo method prediction using only one calibration year was 
more accurate in estimating the frost and thaw  depths than the Highway 569 site having three 
years o f calibration data. The predictive accuracy o f the Waterloo and TEMP/W methods are 
strongly associated w ith  the accuracy o f the input parameters and boundary conditions, 
respectively, as described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.5.5. History matching using measured 
2009/2010 season data from  both sites was conducted to  investigate the relationship between 
the use o f accurate inputs in these methods and developing accurate predictions.
Using the W aterloo method calibration methods described in Section 4.4 w ith the 
measured frost and thaw  depths observed at the Highway 569 site, a new set o f reference 
tem peratures and calibration coefficients tha t represent the conditions at the site during the 
2009/2010 season have been developed. Comparing the new set o f coefficients w ith the 
average set o f coefficients used in the predictions indicates significant differences (Table 6.3). 
When p lo tting  the estimated frost and thaw  depths using the history matched set o f
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coefficients and reference temperatures, along w ith the original predicted and measured frost 
and thaw  depths it can be seen that, as w ith the W aterloo method calibration seasons, using 
the  coefficients evaluated from  measured data provides a much better match between frost 
and thaw  depths and the observed conditions (Figure 6.23).
Even though use o f the W aterloo method gave good predictions fo r the application and 
removal o f SLRs fo r the Highway 527 study site fo r the 2009/2010 season, history matching 
using the measured frost and thaw  depths was conducted to  compare the history matched 
calibration coefficients w ith  those used fo r the prediction. Table 6.4 lists the reference 
tem peratures and calibration coefficients determ ined from history matching fo r the Highway 
527 study site. W hile Figure 6.24 shows a good match between the frost and thaw depths from  
history matching and those observed, a comparison o f the history matching and prediction 
calibration coefficients (Table 6.4) shows little  sim ilarity between the tw o sets o f values. Based 
on th is comparison and the inaccuracy o f the W aterloo method to predict the Highway 569 site 
conditions, it is very d ifficu lt to  develop a set o f coefficients fo r the Waterloo method tha t can 
be used fo r reliable predictions fo r SLR im plem entation, even when multiple calibration years 
o f data are available. Further research, particularly focusing on a method to  develop 
coefficients tha t give more reliable frost and thaw  depth predictions would need to  be 
conducted fo r the W aterloo method.
Use o f the 2008/2009 lower boundary condition in the Highway 527 2009/2010 
TEMP/W prediction resulted in a poor sim ulation o f the frost depth and trend during the 
thaw ing season. When the therm istor values measured at the site fo r the 2009/2010 season 
were used as the  lower boundary condition the  SLR removal date accuracy was greatly 
improved, indicating fu ll pavement structure thaw ing on April 25, 2010 instead o f May 24, 2010 
(Figure 6.25). Comparing these dates w ith  the date o f observed pavement structure thaw ing 
(April 21, 2010) indicates the im provem ent in prediction accuracy tha t can be made from  the 
use o f accurate and representative boundary conditions. It can also be seen in Figure 6.25 tha t 
adjustment o f the  lower boundary condition has little  effect on the thawing patterns near the 
surface o f the pavement structure.
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6.4 Summary and Assessment of SLR Methods
Comparing the prediction results o f all three SLR methods w ith observed frost and thaw depths 
indicates tha t the methods display varying levels o f predictive ability, however, all are lim ited to  
some degree. Table 6.5 provides a summary o f predictive accuracy o f the three methods 
tested.
The Mn/DOT method requires the least amount o f inputs and can be easily 
implemented. A t both the Highway 569 and 527 locations the Mn/DOT method closely 
predicted the date when SLRs should be applied compared w ith the date o f the observed 0.3 m 
thawing depth. The use o f the average SLR placement duration fo r the Mn/DOT method 
reasonably predicted the  removal o f SLRs at both the Highway 569 and 527 locations (9 days 
soon and 6 days late, respectively) (see Table 6.3). The use o f additional sites and additional 
study years to  obtain a more representative average thawing duration could improve the 
accuracy o f these predictions. In addition, the potentia l o f correlating weather condition 
indices from  the current season, such as frost depth or cumulative freezing index, w ith  
historical thaw ing durations correlated w ith  the  same historical indices should be investigated. 
This m ight provide a more reliable, accurate thaw ing duration than using an average duration 
value, as the experience w ith  the Highway 569 site prediction has indicated. A lim itation o f the 
Mn/DOT method is the inability o f the method to  predict the actual amount o f frozen 
pavement structure.
The W aterloo method prediction closely matched the observed frost and thaw  depths 
fo r the Highway 527 study site. The prediction o f frost and thaw depths however, was highly 
inaccurate fo r predicting SLR application and removal dates fo r the the Highway 569 site. This 
is a result o f the m ethod's reliance on accurate and representative calibration coefficients. 
Furthermore, this method requires an adjustm ent to  the "g" and "j" coefficients when 
transitioning from  the freezing to  the thaw ing season, making it more d ifficu lt to  implement. 
Further calibration using more study periods should be considered to  potentia lly increase the 
accuracy o f the calibration coefficients to  represent the conditions at the study sites and 
increase the overall accuracy o f the method.
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The TEMP/W model prediction closely matched the date when an observed thaw ing 
depth o f 0.3 m was reached at both the Highway 569 and Highway 527 study sites. Comparing 
the  Highway 569 prediction which used a three year average data set fo r the lower boundary 
condition w ith  the Highway 527 prediction which used only a one year data set fo r the lower 
boundary condition illustrates the reliance o f this method on the ability to  define 
representative boundary conditions. Further examination o f additional study periods at the 
Highway 527 study site to  obtain a more representative lower boundary condition should 
increase the predictive abilities o f the model at th is site. While this method requires the  most 
inputs, it has the ability  to  represent numerous pavement structure conditions and clim ate 
conditions, making it the  easiest o f the methods to  transfer to and represent m ultip le  sites.
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Table 6.1 Monthly Reference Temperatures and Adjusted Calibration Coefficients Used for
the 2009/2010 Waterloo Prediction for the Highway 569 Study Site
* ' ' ' %  












Freezing b -4.82 -4.82
Season c 2.22 2.22
Coefficients d 11.29 11.29
(Eq. 2.24) e -0.35 -0.35
f -1.06 -1.06
g 233 -264
Thawing h -12.34 -12.34
Season i -1.53 -1.53
Coefficients j -1271 -1045




Table 6.2 Monthly Reference Temperatures and Adjusted Calibration Coefficients Used for
the 2009/2010 Waterloo Method Prediction for the Highway 527 Study Site














Freezing b -5.52 -5.52
Season c 0.97 0.97
Coefficients d 1.15 1.15
(Eq. 2.24) e -0.04 -0.04
f -0.09 -0.09
g -255 -193
Thawing h 5.5 X 10'^^ 5.5 X 10'“
Season i 1.1 X 10'^^ 1 .1x10^^
Coefficients j -1572 -1240
(Eq. 2.25) k 36.64 36.64
1 -6.54 -6.54
^  jbibv Î6 vm 10/3/10 10/3/10
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Table 6.3 Average Prediction and History Matched Waterloo Method Coefficients used for the 
Highway 569 Study Site during the 2009/2010 Season





































r# 1 15/3/10 13/3/10
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Table 6.4 Average Prediction and History Matched Waterloo Method Coefficients used for the

















■W -: Adjusted Coefficients ' ; . ■
a -6.17 -8.59
Freezing b -5.52 -5.84
Season c 0.97 3.02
Coefficients d 1.15 -0.28
(Eq. 2.24) e -0.04 -0.02
f -0.09 -3.75
g -193 449
Thawing h 5.5 X 10'^^ -18.47
Season i 1.1x10'^^ -1.76
Coefficients j -1240 19.62
(Eq. 2.25) k 36.64 2.27
1 -6.54 -20.81
10/3/10 14/3/10
Table 6.5 Summary of SLR Method Prediction Results (2009/2010)
SLR





569 Mn/DOT March 13, 2010 No Unknown April 19, 2010
569 Waterloo April 14, 2010 Yes Unknown Unknown
569 TEMP/W March 14, 2010 Yes April 4, 2010 April 11, 2010
569 Observed March 11,2010 - April 21,2010 April 28, 2010
NNiNNNÊlNÊÊ
527 Mn/DOT March 14, 2010 No Unknown May 4, 2010
527 Waterloo March 13, 2010 Yes April 25, 2010 May 2, 2010
527 TEMP/W March 12, 2010 Yes May 24, 2010 May 31, 2010
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Figure 6.3 Air Temperature Modifications by the Mn/DOT Weekly Reference Temperatures 
used in 2009/2010 Mn/DOT Prediction for the Highway 569 Study Site
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Figure 6.4 Mn/DOT Method Cumulative Thawing Index (CTl) Calculation for the 2009/2010 
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Figure 6.5 Determination of Waterloo Method Day io for the 2009/2010 Prediction for the 


























Figure 6.6 Estimated Freezing Season Frost and Thaw Depth for the Waterloo Method during 
the 2009/2010 Season for the Highway 569 Study Site
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Figure 6.7 Estimated Thawing Season Frost and Thaw Depths on Day io using Unadjusted 
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Figure 6.8 Estimated Frost and Thaw Depths for the Highway 569 Study Site using the















n-factored Average Daily Air Temperatures
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Figure 6.9 Air and N-factored Air Temperatures for Highway S69 for the 2009/2010 TEMP/W 
Prediction
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Figure 6.11 Waterloo Prediction and Observed Conditions for the Highway 569 Study Site 
during 2009/2010
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Figure 6.1S Air Temperature Modifications by the Reference Temperatures used in 2009/2010 
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Figure 6.18 Estimated Frost and Thaw Depths for the Highway 527 Study Site using the 
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Figure 6.20 TEMP/W 2009/2010 Prediction for the Highway 527 Study Site
Waterloo Method
Waterloo thawing depth and 
observed thawing depth 
exceed 300 mm on March 13 
2010 and March 15, 2010, 
respectively
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Figure 6.2S TEM P/W  Method Prediction and History Matching Results for the Highway S27
Study Site (2009/2010)
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7.0 Development of the Lakehead University SLR Method
7.1 Overall Pavement Stiffness Assessment for Application in the Lakehead 
University SLR Method
A fte r examining the deflection and stiffness data collected by the MTO and LU (Section 5.2), it 
was concluded tha t there is a significant decrease in pavement stiffness at the Highway 527 and 
569 study sites when progressing from  frozen to  thawed conditions. The extent o f the thaw ing 
depth at the tim e o f pavement stiffness reduction ranges from  approximately 0.2 m to  0.6 m. 
These depths are in accordance w ith the values presented by Ovik et al. (2000). Therefore, 
based on these results the assumed threshold thaw ing depth o f 300 mm is acceptable. Further 
testing at these sites and additional sets on a more frequent basis would be required to  refine 
the threshold thaw ing depth. Furthermore, the results o f the LWD testing by the MTO and LU 
indicate tha t the pavement stiffness is typically recovered at some tim e after the pavement 
structure is com pletely thawed. Combining these findings w ith  the comments by Berg (2010) 
reinforces the inclusion o f 7 additional days after complete subsurface thawing as a criterion fo r 
the removal o f SLRs. This allows pavement stiffness to  be recovered. Furthermore, because 
the LWD results typically indicate a decrease in pavement stiffness during pavement structure 
thaw ing and a slight increase in pavement stiffness after complete pavement structure thaw ing, 
the LWD could be used to  aid in SLR im plem entation and removal.
When comparing LWD surface modulus values w ith  FWD composite modulus values, 
Steinert et al.'s (2005) recommendation tha t composite modulus values greater than 4000 MPa 
be excluded from  analysis along w ith  the removal o f LWD surface modulus values greater than 
2000 MPa, provide a closer correlation between the northern Ontario measured surface 
modulus values and the corresponding FWD composite modulus values. The correlation o f 
these values however remains low, w ith  the R̂  value only increasing from  0.52 to 0.60. Based
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on these results, fu rthe r testing and analysis is required to  increase confidence in the use o f the 
surface modulus values obtained from the LWD to  determ ine corresponding FWD composite 
modulus values. Research by Steinert et al. (2005) indicates a close correspondence between 
LWD and FWD composite modulus values. Determ ining the accurate seed values required to  
convert surface modulus values into composite modulus values using LWDmod may provided a 
bette r correlation between the LWD and FWD measurements at the northern Ontario study 
sites. Increasing the strength o f the correlation between the LWD and FWD values would 
increase the confidence in the use o f an LWD to  estimate quantitative pavement structure 
stiffness values. Determ ining specific stiffness values could allow fo r the development o f SLR 
triggering and removal threshold modulus values.
7.2 Lakehead University SLR Method
The Lakehead University (LU) SLR method was developed using the results o f the Mn/DOT, 
W aterloo and TEMP/W SLR method assessment (Section 6.3). In addition to  the assessment 
results, the LU method incorporates the pavement stiffness results (Section 5.2) into the SLR 
im plem entation and removal criteria.
The LU method was developed in a stepwise manner follow ing the method 
developm ent flow  chart depicted in Figure 1.2. The firs t step in the method development was 
to  assess three potentia l SLR methods tha t varied from  empirically based (Mn/DOT method) to  
semi-empirically based (W aterloo method) to  analytically based (TEMP/W method) w ith 
respect to  the  prediction accuracy o f the methods and the ease o f implementation o f each 
method.
The Mn/DOT method was calibrated to  trigger application o f SLRs w ith a threshold CTI 
value tha t corresponds to  a thaw ing fro n t depth o f 0.3 m at each site. This method only 
requires average daily air tem peratures and the use o f previously determ ined weekly reference 
tem peratures. The results o f this method provided in Section 6.3 indicate tha t this method w ill 
closely predict the im plem entation o f SLRs. The Mn/DOT method, however, did not give 
accurate removal dates, missing on average by approximately 7 days. Furthermore, this 
method does not provide an indication o f the location o f the frost and thaw fronts.
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The W aterloo method requires the greatest amount o f adjustments throughout the 
thaw ing season and as indicated in Section 6.3, is highly dependent on how well the calibration 
coefficients based on historical data represent a given site and a current thawing event. When 
based on lim ited data sets to  calibrate the W aterloo coefficients the accuracy o f the method in 
a predictive manner is diminished. As a result o f the lack o f representative calibration 
coefficients fo r fu ture predictions, the LU method w ill not use the W aterloo method.
The TEMP/W method requires the greatest am ount o f inputs, many o f which are 
estimated based on lim ited probehole in form ation and typical soil properties. The sensitivity 
analysis (Section 4.5.1.2) indicates tha t the accuracy o f the model is depends on material and 
therm al p roperty inputs. Furtherm ore, the TEMP/W predictions described in Section 6.2.4 
illustrate the  dependency o f the  m ethod on accurate boundary conditions. A benefit o f the 
TEMP/W m ethod, however, is its ability  to  represent numerous pavement structure profiles 
under numerous climatic conditions.
Based on the amount o f inputs required fo r each method and the performance o f each 
method during the predictive analysis, the Mn/DOT method provides the best combination o f 
SLR application and removal applications and the fewest number o f inputs required. For this 
reason the Lakehead University (LU) SLR method is based on the Mn/DOT method, as modified 
to  represent northern Ontario conditions. Future applications o f this method require only a 5- 
day forecast o f the average daily air tem peratures and the average daily air tem perature values 
provided by the RWIS stations as the only inputs. Further developmental work should include 
additional pavement deflection testing  and correlation w ith  thawing depths fo r additional sites 
to  refine the  threshold thaw ing depth, correlation o f the  CTI w ith the threshold thawing depth 
fo r additional sites, fu rthe r w ork to  be tte r refine prediction o f the thaw ing duration and the SLR 
removal date and a closer exam ination o f the  reference temperatures to  be used fo r northern 
Ontario conditions. In addition to  this, the TEMP/W program can be used as a too l to 
continuously refine the LU m ethod through analysis o f potential pavement structures and 
environmental conditions to  represent locations besides those tested and calibrated.
The analysis o f the LWD results provided in Section 7.1 indicates the use o f a 0.3 m 
thawing depth as the threshold value fo r triggering SLR application at the sites studied in this
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research, in addition, the LWD surface modulus results can be used to  identify the onset of 
pavement structure thaw ing due to  a reduction in the measured pavement stiffness during the 
thaw ing period. Furthermore, the  pavement stiffness results presented in Section 7.1 indicate 
a slight rebound o f the surface modulus w ith in  a maximum o f tw o weeks o f fu ll pavement 
structure thawing, therefore, the  LWD surface modulus values can be used to  aid in SLR 
removal decisions.
In summary, the LU m ethod can be implemented as follows (Figure 7.1):
1. Regions w ith in  the province o f Ontario w ill be established by grouping areas tha t share 
sim ilar climate conditions and geographical characteristics.
2. Average daily air tem peratures from  the RWIS stations and 5 day forecasts from  the 
closest locations o f in terest w ill be collected fo r input into the method. The average 
daily air tem peratures w ill be adjusted by reference temperatures. The set o f equations 
listed as Equation 2.23 w ill be used to  calculate the CTI. The values given in Table 2.5 
can be used until fu rthe r w ork is conducted to  refine these values fo r northern Ontario 
conditions.
3. The adjusted daily air tem peratures w ill be used to  calculate the CTI and the CTI w ill be 
compared w ith  a threshold or triggering value tha t represents the conditions in each o f 
the  established regions. This method w ill be used to  predict the date fo r which SLRs 
should be applied. Initia l calibration o f this model indicates tha t a CTI o f 40 “C-days fo r 
the  Highway 569 study site and 64 °C-days fo r the Highway 527 site results in a close 
match between predicted and observed SLR placement dates. SLRs w ill be removed 
when the  date corresponding to  the predicted thawing duration plus an additional 
seven days (required fo r pavement stiffness restoration) is reached. The average 
thaw ing duration plus 7 days has been found to  equal 37 days at the Highway 569 study 
site (Average o f the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 2009/2010 seasons) and 51 days at the 
Highway 527 study site (2008/2009 season).
4. LWD surface modulus data w ill be collected to  observe changes in pavement stiffness 
during the predicted spring thaw ing period; these data can be used to  refine the SLR 
application prediction. The surface modulus values can also be m onitored to  observe
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surface modulus increases which indicate pavement stiffness recovery; these values can 
aid in the re finem ent o f the SLR removal decision.
5. The TEMP/W program w ill be used to  assess variation in the climate condition at these 
tw o  study sites and others so tha t the threshold CTI, reference temperatures and the 
thaw ing duration used fo r SLR placement and removal can be further refined. The 
TEMP/W program can also be used to  simulate numerous pavement structures under 
varying clim ate conditions to  develop potential CTI values fo r locations outside o f the 
tw o  study sites.
6. Continuous re finem ent o f the method parameters on a yearly basis in response to  the 
observed frost and thaw  depth should be conducted. Further refinem ent o f the LU 
m ethod using TEMP/W simulations and other RWIS instrumented sites would assist 
w ith  developing CTI values th a t accurately represent the established regions.
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TEMP/W Simulations






Average daily air 
tem peratures obtained 
from  RWIS stations and 
5-day forecasts
The LU M ethod (collect 
forecasted air 
tem peratures, apply 
reference temperatures, 
calculate CTI values, 
predict SLR placement, 
thaw  duration, and SLR 
removal)
Figure 7.1 LU Method implementation Flow Chart
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Research Summary and Conclusions
The purpose o f this research was to  develop an effective SLR application and removal method 
tha t could be applied to  low volume roads in northern Ontario. The development o f the 
northern  O ntario  SLR method began w ith  a detailed review and assessment o f o ther SLR 
m ethods curren tly  being developed or used in Canada and the northern United States.
M any jurisd ictions throughout Canada and the northern United States currently use 
engineering judgm ent, prescheduled dates, visual observations, pavement deflection testing, 
and em pirica l methods alone or in combination, to  apply and remove SLRs. A lim itation to  the 
use o f engineering judgm ent, prescheduled dates and pavement deflection testing is the lag 
tim e  between the  need and the placement o f SLRs, where significant pavement structure 
damage can occur. This lag tim e is required to  notify the transportation industry o f impending 
SLRs (typ ica lly 3 -5  days).
Empirically based methods currently in use, such as the Mn/DOT method which uses a 
threshold  CTI to  trigger the application o f SLRs, require the least amount o f inputs and can 
easily be im plem ented. Furthermore, forecasted air temperatures can be used to  project the 
application o f SLRs in advance. This allows notice to  be provided to  the transportation industry 
o f im pending SLRs, thereby avoiding the lag tim e issue. Limitations to  the emprirical methods, 
however, include the inability  to  estimate pavement structure frost and thaw  fron t depths and 
account fo r site specific conditions such as pavement structure properties.
Semi-empirical methods have been developed to  predict the frost and thaw  depths 
w ith in  the  pavement structure. Using these predictions, SLRs can be placed during the 
estim ated period o f spring thawing. As w ith  the empirical methods, forecasted temperatures 
can be used in the  method to  predict the depth o f the frost and thaw fronts in advance.
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allow ing notifica tion o f impending SLRs to  the transportation industry. These methods are 
lim ited, however, in tha t they require a database o f reference temperatures and frost and thaw  
depth a lgorithm  coefficients in order to  be used in a predictive manner. These methods, as 
w ith  the empirical methods, do not d irectly account fo r site specific conditions such as the 
pavement structure properties.
Analytical/num erical based methods can easily be applied to  any pavement structure 
and clim ate condition fo r which an analysis can be conducted. As w ith  the o ther approaches, 
forecasted tem peratures can be used to  avoid the notification lag tim e. These methods 
however, require the greatest am ount o f inputs and require specific pavement structure 
in form ation  and defin ition o f representative boundary conditions.
From this detailed review and assessment three methods were selected fo r fu rthe r 
analysis and assessment. These methods cover a range from  empirically based methods to  
analytica l/ num erically based methods. The firs t method is an empirical method developed by 
the M n/DOT which utilizes air and reference temperatures to  calculate a CTI. Once the CTI 
exceeds a triggering value, SLRs are applied. SLR removal using this method is based on 
historical data and observed fie ld conditions. The second method examined is a semi-empirical 
method developed by the University o f W aterloo. This method uses air and reference 
tem peratures in the calculation o f FI and Tl values. Measured frost and thaw  depths are used 
in conjunction w ith  the FI and Tl values to  develop model calibration coefficients. The 
calibration coefficients and the FI and Tl values are input into an algorithm tha t estimates frost 
and thaw  depths, which are used to  determ ine SLR placement and removal. The th ird  SLR 
method uses therm al numerical modelling to  predict the frost and thaw depths which, as w ith  
the W aterloo method, can be used to  determ ine SLR implementation and removal dates. 
TEMP/W from  GEO-SLOPE International Ltd. was selected as the thermal numerical analysis 
code fo r use in this project.
Pavement deflection testing using an LWD was conducted at tw o  sites instrum ented by 
the MTO, one in northwestern Ontario (Highway 527) and one in northeastern Ontario 
(Highway 569). The purpose o f this testing was to  determ ine pavement stiffness response to
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changes in the observed frost and thaw  depths during the w inter/spring seasons. LWD surface 
modulus values were used to  assess the pavement stiffness fo r this testing.
The results o f the LWD testing at the onset o f the freezing season fo r the northwestern 
Ontario site show tha t the surface modulus values increased significantly, from  an average 
value o f 261 MPa for the three weeks before the presence o f subsurface frost, to  8690 MPa 
a fte r the frost had penetrated to  a depth o f approximately 0.4 m. Only one day o f testing at 
the northeastern Ontario site was conducted during the freezing season indicating a surface 
modulus o f 1743 MPa corresponding to  an observed frost depth o f 0.6 m.
LWD tests perform ed throughout the 2008, 2009 and 2010 thawing seasons at the 
northwestern Ontario site indicate tha t surface modulus values are significantly reduced when 
the  pavement structure has thawed to  depths o f about 0.4 m, 0.3 m and 0.2 m, respectively.
For this reason a thaw  depth o f 0.3 m is used in this project as the trigger value fo r SLR 
application. This 0.3 m triggering value is in accordance w ith  Ovik et al. (2000) who found tha t 
pavement deflections significantly increase when the pavement structure has thawed between 
300 mm and 600 mm. Further to  this, all o f the LWD test results at both the northwestern and 
northeastern locations during the spring seasons show slight increases in pavement stiffness fo r 
up to  tw o  weeks a fte r the pavement structure has completely thawed. This is in accordance 
w ith  (Berg, 2010) who noted tha t pavement stiffness would be restored approximately 7 days 
a fte r complete subsurface thawing. As a result o f these findings, SLR removal 7 days after 
complete pavement structure thaw ing is used fo r this project in the assessment o f the three 
SLR methods.
Side-by-side LWD/FWD tests were conducted during the 2008 spring season at three 
northeastern Ontario instrumented sites. The results o f these tests were analyzed to  observe 
any potentia l correlation between the tw o  devices. Using the LWDmod program to  convert 
surface modulus values into corresponding composite modulus values requires the estim ation 
o f unknown seed values (subsurface modulus and coefficient o f non-linearity values). For this 
reason LWD surface modulus values were correlated w ith FWD composite modulus values. The 
correlation between these values was found to be poor (R  ̂= 0.52). Following Steinert et al. 
(2005), FWD composite modulus values greater than 4000 MPa were removed from  analysis. In
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addition to  this, LWD surface modulus values greater than 2000 MPa were also removed from  
analysis. The removal o f these values only slightly increased the value to  0.60. As a result o f 
the poor correlation between the LWD and FWD testing, the LWD test results w ill only be used 
to  qualify changes in pavement stiffness during the spring thaw season and not provide a 
quantifiable num ber to  trigger the application o r removal o f SLRs.
Using the SLR application and removal criteria determined from  the pavement 
deflection testing and correlations w ith  pavement structure thawing depths, the three SLR 
methods were assessed through a program o f calibration and prediction using measured frost 
and thaw  depths at both the northeastern and northwestern Ontario sites. Each o f the 
methods used three w in ter/spring  seasons o f data (2005/2006, 2007/2008, 2008/2009) 
available fo r calibration at the northeastern Ontario site and one w inter/spring season o f data 
(2008/2009) available fo r calibration at the northwestern Ontario site.
For the  Mn/DOT method calibration fo r the northeastern study site, the CTI value tha t 
corresponded to  the  threshold thaw ing depth o f 0.3 m ranged from 26.4 °C-days to  50.3 °C- 
days over the three calibration seasons. At the northwestern site the CTI value fo r the 
threshold thaw ing depth was calculated to  be 64.3 °C-days. Based on a comparison o f these CTI 
values, the thaw ing fro n t depth at the northeastern study site appears to  be more sensitive to  
increases in air tem perature than the northwestern study site, as the pavement structure at 
tha t northeastern site thaws to  a depth o f 0.3 m, at least 14 °C-days sooner, than it does at the 
northwestern site.
Calibration o f the Mn/DOT method for SLR removal used the average pavement 
structure thaw ing duration. The observed frost and thaw  depths at the northeastern site 
indicated thaw ing durations o f 10, 24 and 55 days, fo r the 2005/2006, 2007/2008 and 
2008/2009 seasons, respectively. Significant fluctuations in the thawing duration (i.e. 45 days 
when comparing the 2005/2006 and 2007/2008) on a yearly basis lim it the ability o f this 
method to  accurately predict the SLR removal date.
During the calibration o f the W aterloo method, it was observed that the method was 
highly sensitive to  the algorithm calibration coefficients. The calibration coefficients were also 
found to be highly inconsistent on a yearly basis at the northeastern study site. This made it
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d ifficu lt to  determ ine calibration coefficients tha t could reliably represent the pavement 
structure freezing and thaw ing conditions at the study sites. During a prelim inary prediction o f 
the 2008/2009 season using the 2005/2006 and 2007/2008 calibration coefficients, it was 
discovered tha t significant adjustments had to  be made to  tw o coefficients ("g" and " j")  on day 
io to  match the estimated freezing season frost and thaw depths w ith  the estimated thaw ing 
season frost and thaw  depths.
Calibration o f TEMP/W fo r simulations o f pavement structure frost and thaw  depths at 
the  tw o  sites indicate tha t using n-factored air tem peratures as the upper boundary condition 
result in the best match between simulated and measured values, compared to  the  reference 
tem pera ture  and clim ate approaches. Furthermore, using the lowest therm istor values as the 
low er boundary condition fo r the model improved the match between simulated results and 
measured results when compared w ith  using a constant tem perature at a constant depth as the 
low er boundary condition.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted w ith  TEMP/W to  examine the effects tha t changes 
in the subsurface m oisture condition have on model simulations. The sensitivity analysis results 
indicate tha t the TEMP/W model is sensitive to  changes in the material and therm al properties 
tha t result from  changes in the subsurface moisture content. Increasing the degree o f 
saturation w ill increase the tim e tha t is required fo r the pavement structure to  fu lly  thaw. 
Conversely, reducing the degree o f saturation w ill reduce the thawing tim e required. The 
TEMP/W m ethod requires the most number o f inputs and an understanding o f the pavement 
structure profile, making it the most d ifficu lt o f the methods assessed to  implement.
Three calibrated SLR methods were assessed in a predictive manner fo r both the 
northeastern and northwestern Ontario sites fo r the 2009/2010 season. Using the calibrated 
Mn/DOT m ethod to  predict the SLR application and removal dates fo r the 2009/2010 season at 
the northeastern Ontario study site provided an accurate SLR application date (March 13, 2010) 
when compared to  the measured data (March 11, 2010). This method however, was less 
accurate when predicting the removal o f SLRs (April 19, 2010 fo r the prediction compared to  
April 28, 2010 fo r the observed).
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When the  Mn/DOT method was calibrated fo r the northwestern Ontario study site and 
used to  predict the  SLR application and removal dates fo r the 2009/2010 season, it was again 
accurate in predicting the SLR application date (March 14, 2010) compared w ith  the observed 
conditions (March 15, 2010). The northwestern site SLR removal date prediction was more 
accurate than the  northeastern Ontario site date, indicating SLR removal 6 days a fte r the 
observed conditions indicated (May 4, 2010 fo r the prediction compared to  April 28, 2010 fo r 
the  observed). The results o f these predictions show tha t use o f the Mn/DOT m ethod is quite 
accurate in predicting the SLR application date (w ith in 1 - 2  days). SLR removal was predicted 
to  be removed 9 days too  soon at the northeastern study site and 5 days late at the 
northwestern study site. The inaccuracy o f the SLR removal dates can be a ttribu ted  to  the  large 
differences in the  thaw ing duration on a yearly basis noted in the Mn/DOT m ethod calibrations. 
The use o f fu rthe r study sites and study seasons could increase the accuracy o f the average 
pavement structure thaw ing duration. In addition, the potential o f correlating weather 
condition indices from  the current season such as frost depth or cumulative freezing index, w ith  
historical thaw ing durations correlated w ith  the same historical indices should be investigated. 
This m ight provide a more reliable, accurate thaw ing duration than using an average duration 
value, as the experience w ith  the Highway 569 site prediction has indicated.
Using the  calibrated W aterloo method in a predictive manner fo r the 2009/2010 season 
at the northeastern Ontario study site indicated tha t the thaw ing depth would exceed 0.3 m on 
April 14, 2010, long after the date indicated by the observed conditions (March 11, 2010). As a 
result o f the inaccurate thaw ing depth prediction, the predicted tim e o f the complete 
pavement structure thaw ing at the Highway 569 site was also significantly offset.
When the calibrated W aterloo method was used to  predict the frost and thaw  depths at 
the  northwestern Ontario study site, the  accuracy was significantly better than at the 
northeastern Ontario site. The W aterloo method predicted tha t the thaw ing would exceed 0.3 
m on March 13, 2010, tw o  days sooner than indicated by the observed data (March 15, 2010). 
This method also closely predicted the date in which the pavement structure would be 
com pletely thawed (April 25, 2010) when compared to  the observed data (April 21, 2010).
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Furthermore, results o f the predicted frost and thaw depth correspond well w ith observed 
depths at all times throughout the freezing and thaw ing season.
Based on the results o f these predictions, the Waterloo method can be used to  
accurately predict the frost depths during the freezing season at both sites. During the thaw ing 
season, however, the average calibration coefficients do not accurately represent the 
conditions at the northeastern Ontario site. This results in significant errors in the W aterloo 
prediction. This research shows tha t it is very d ifficu lt to  develop a set o f coefficients fo r the 
W aterloo method tha t can be used fo r reliable predictions fo r SLR implementation, even when 
m ultip le  calibration years o f data are available. Further research, particularly focusing on a 
m ethod to  develop coefficients tha t gave more reliable frost and thaw  depth predictions would 
need to  be conducted fo r the W aterloo method.
For the northeastern study site, the calibrated TEMP/W method closely predicted the 
date tha t thaw ing exceeded 0.3 m (March 14, 2010) when compared to  the observed date 
(March 11, 2010) fo r the 2009/2010 prediction. However this method was inaccurate in 
predicting the date in which complete pavement structure thawing would occur (April 4, 2010 
fo r the  prediction compared to  April 21, 2010 fo r the observed).
For the northwestern Ontario study site, the TEMP/W method again provided a good 
prediction o f the 0.3 m thaw ing depth date (March 12, 2010 fo r the prediction compared w ith  
March 15, 2010 fo r the  observed). Using the lowest therm istor values from the 2008/2009 
season as the lower boundary condition fo r the  prediction however, resulted in significant 
inaccuracy o f the frost depth prediction, resulting in a much later date (May 24, 2010 fo r 
complete pavement structure thawing) when compared w ith the observed date (April 21, 
2010).
The results o f these TEMP/W predictions highlight the need fo r accurate boundary 
conditions. Based on both the calibration and predictive exercises it can be seen that the 
thaw ing depth during the spring is closely associated w ith the upper boundary condition, while  
the frost fro n t m igration is strongly tied to  both the upper and the lower boundary conditions. 
It is therefore necessary to  accurately define both boundary conditions to  maximize the 
accuracy o f the predictive model.
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History matching o f the 2009/2010 season data using the W aterloo method predictions 
fu rthe r indicates tha t the calibration coefficients are not consistent. The Highway 527 
calibration coefficients from  the 2008/2009 season show little  sim ilarity to the history matched 
calibration coefficients fo r the 2009/2010 season, even though both sets o f coefficients provide 
a good fit  to  the observed frost and thaw  depths. History matching o f the 2009/2010 season 
data using the TEMP/W method indicates tha t the use o f a representative lower boundary 
condition w ill result in a far bette r estimate o f the frost and thaw  depth w ith in the pavement 
structure.
The LU method fo r im plem entation o f SLRs in northern Ontario was developed based on 
the results o f the three SLR method calibrations and predictions and the LWD pavement 
deflection results. The results from  the LWD testing indicate tha t a thaw ing depth o f 
approximately 0.3 m results in a significant pavement stiffness reduction. For this reason a 
thaw ing depth o f 0.3 m is used as the trigger fo r SLR application fo r the LU method. The LWD 
results also indicate tha t there is a slight increase in pavement stiffness w ith in 2 weeks o f 
complete pavement structure thawing. As a result o f this, a date corresponding to  7 days after 
complete pavement structure thaw ing is used fo r SLR removal fo r the LU method.
The results o f the  SLR calibrations and predictions indicate tha t the use o f a CTI method, 
similar to  the one developed by the Mn/DOT, but calibrated to  represent northern Ontario 
conditions, results in the closest prediction o f observed frost and thaw  depths. The set o f 
equations listed as Equation 2.23 should be used to  calculate the CTI. Furthermore, the CTI- 
based LU method requires the least am ount o f inputs and is the easiest o f the methods 
assessed to  implement.
The CTI-based LU method, however, is site specific. To overcome this issue, m ultip le 
locations consisting o f various pavement structures and climate conditions in northern Ontario 
must be m onitored and SLR placement and removal dates correlated w ith CTI values and 
observed frost and thaw  depths. In addition, the TEMP/W program can be used to  simulate 
numerous pavement structures under varying climate conditions to  develop fu rther 
correlations o f SLR placement and removal dates w ith  threshold CTI values and simulated frost 
and thaw  depths.
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LWD pavement deflection results obtained from  fu ture  testing can be used to  aid in the 
refinem ent o f the SLR application threshold thaw ing depth and the SLR removal date through 
an examination o f pavement stiffness responses to  changes in observed frost and thaw  depths 
at the  instrumented sites in northern Ontario. The LWD results can be used to  fu rthe r develop 
CTI values tha t account fo r both threshold thawing depths and corresponding pavement 
stiffness and to  fu rthe r investigate the tim e required fo r restoration o f pavement structure 
stiffness after complete thawing.
In order fo r the LU SLR method to  be implemented across Ontario, specific regions w ill 
have to  be identified. For representative CTI values fo r application o f SLRs and thaw  
durations/rem oval dates to  be developed fo r a specific region, numerous factors w ill have to  be 
considered, including geographical characteristics and climate conditions.
8.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The fo llow ing are recommendations fo r fu rthe r research based on the work conducted in this 
thesis:
1. Perform a detailed and comprehensive geotechnical characterization o f the 
instrumented sites in northern Ontario and o f any fu ture  instrumented sites.
2. Utilize the data available from  all o f the instrum ented sites in northern Ontario to  
expand the LU SLR method to  accurately represent larger areas instead o f just the tw o  
study sites.
3. Develop regions throughout the province o f Ontario tha t have similar geographical 
characteristics and undergo sim ilar climate conditions. Develop CTI values and average 
thawing durations fo r each o f the regions so tha t SLRs can be applied and removed 
appropriately fo r each region. The issue o f climate change should also be considered in 
these activities.
4. Examine a more accurate approach in determ ining SLR removal. This may include 
examining freezing season patterns using a cumulative freezing index to  provide insight 
into the fo llow ing thawing season trends.
5. Conduct more tria l predictions in order to  fu rthe r assess and refine the LU SLR method
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6. Develop a more accurate method in dealing w ith  the lower boundary condition in the 
TEMP/W models at the instrum ented sites and develop a comprehensive method o f 
perform ing TEMP/W simulations fo r uninstrumented sites.
7. Continue to  correlate the LWD values w ith  both frost and thaw  depths and measured 
FWD values in order to  establish a quantifiable LWD surface modulus value fo r SLR 
application and removal. The SLR application and removal CTI values and LWD surface 
modulus values could then be compared.
8. Examine potentia l options fo r increasing the force applied to  the pavement surface 
when conducting deflection testing, perhaps through the development of an 
in term ediate ly weighted deflectom eter.
9. Use the pavement surface and air tem peratures recorded at the RWIS stations to  
develop northern Ontario weekly reference tem peratures tha t could be used in the LU 
m ethod. Compare these reference tem peratures w ith  those developed by the Mn/DOT 
to  observe the differences tha t result from  more northern climate conditions.
10. Examine the  effects th a t loading patterns including cyclic loading have on structurally 
weakened pavement structures e ither through the use o f stress-strain modelling or full 
scale testing.
11. Examine the  effect tha t the  inclusion o f road salts w ith in  the pavement structure has on 
the  soil freezing and thaw ing patterns.
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Appendix A -  Therm istor Removal Criteria
183
The rem oval o f the rm is to r readings from  the  data series w ill be conducted when one or more 
o f the  fo llo w in g  occurs;
1. No data are recorded from  the  the rm isto r.
2. Obvious errors exist (e.g. a subsurface the rm is to r reading o f 180°C).
3. An anomalous significant d ifference between one the rm is to r reading and the shallower 
and deeper the rm istor readings exists (4°C or greater) on the  same day.
Exam ple
Therm isto r Depth Tem perature M easurement Date
45 cm -2°C January 5, 2008
60 cm +9°C January 5, 2008
75 cm -1.5°C January 5, 2008
•  60 cm the rm is to r reading w ould be removed
4. If the rm is to r reading trends do not correspond to  air tem pera ture  trends (e.g.
consistent air tem perature  trends well above 0°C w ith  the rm is to r reading trends at the 
the rm is to rs  near the pavement surface indicating a fu rthe r decrease in tem peratures 
be low  0°C)
5. U nfounded and illogical jum ps between the rm is to r readings above 0°C and the rm is tor 
readings below 0°C
Example
T herm isto r Depth Tem perature M easurement Date
90 cm -0.5“C January 5, 2008
105 cm 1.9°C January 5, 2008
135 cm 3.rc January 5, 2008
165 cm -0.6°C January 5, 2008
195 cm 3.3'C January 5, 2008
•  165 cm the rm is to r reading w ould be removed
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Appendix B -  Frost and Thaw Depth Determination Excel Macros
(Courtesy Baiz et al., 2007)
185
Function LowerFrostFringe(ThresholdTemp, TOI, 102, T03, T04,105,106,107,108, T09, TIO, T i l ,  T12, 
T13)









010 = 165 
O i l =195
012 = 225
013 = 255
If T13 < ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = 013
Elself T12 < ThresholdTemp And T13 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((013 - 012) /  (T13 - T12)) * (ThresholdTemp - T12) + 012 
Elself T i l  < ThresholdTemp And T12 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((012 - O il)  /  (T12 - T il) )  * (ThresholdTemp - T i l )  + O il 
Elself TIO < ThresholdTemp And T i l  > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ( (O il - 010) /  ( T i l  - TIO)) * (ThresholdTemp - TIO) + 010 
Elself T09 < ThresholdTemp And TIO > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((010 - 009) /  (TIO - T09)) * (ThresholdTemp - T09) + 009 
Elself T08 < ThresholdTemp And T09 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((009 - 008) /  (T09 - T08)) * (ThresholdTemp - T08) + 008 
Elself T07 < ThresholdTemp And T08 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((DOB - 007) /  (T08 - T07)) * (ThresholdTemp - T07) + 007 
Elself T06 < ThresholdTemp And T07 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((007 - 006) /  (T07 - T06)) * (ThresholdTemp - T06) + 006 
Elself T05 < ThresholdTemp And T06 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((006 - 005) /  (T06 - T05)) * (ThresholdTemp - T05) + 005 
Elself T04 < ThresholdTemp And T05 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((005 - 004) /  (T05 - T04)) * (ThresholdTemp - T04) + 004 
Elself T03 < ThresholdTemp And T04 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((004 - 003) /  (T04 - T03)) * (ThresholdTemp - T03) + 003 
Elself T02 < ThresholdTemp And T03 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((003 - 002) /  (T03 - T02)) * (ThresholdTemp - T02) + 002 
Elself TOI < ThresholdTemp And T02 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((002 - 001) /  (T02 - TOI)) * (ThresholdTemp - TOI) + 001 
End If
LowerFrostFringe = -Oepth 
End Function
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If TOI < ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = 0
Elself T02 < ThresholdTemp And TOI > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((002 - 001) /  (T02 - TOI)) * (ThresholdTemp - TOI) + 001 
Elself T03 < ThresholdTemp And T02 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((003 - 002) /  (T03 - T02)) * (ThresholdTemp - T02) + 002 
Elself T04 < ThresholdTemp And T03 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((004 - 003) /  (T04 - T03)) * (ThresholdTemp - T03) + 003 
Elself T05 < ThresholdTemp And T04 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((005 - 004) /  (T05 - T04)) * (ThresholdTemp - T04) + 004 
Elself T06 < ThresholdTemp And T05 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((006 - 005) /  (T06 - T05)) * (ThresholdTemp - T05) + 005 
Elself T07 < ThresholdTemp And T06 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((007 - 006) /  (T07 - T06)) * (ThresholdTemp - T06) + 006 
Elself T08 < ThresholdTemp And T07 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((008 - 007) /  (T08 - T07)) * (ThresholdTemp - T07) + 007 
Elself T09 < ThresholdTemp And T08 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ((009 - 008) /  (T09 - T08)) * (ThresholdTemp - T08) + DOS 
Elself TIO < ThresholdTemp And T09 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((010 - 009) /  (TIO - T09)) * (ThresholdTemp - T09) + 009 
Elself T i l  < ThresholdTemp And TIO > ThresholdTemp Then 
Oepth = ( (D ll - 010) /  (T i l  - TIO)) * (ThresholdTemp - TIO) + OlO 
Elself T12 < ThresholdTemp And T i l  > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((012 - O il)  /  (T12 - T il) )  * (ThresholdTemp - T i l )  + O il 
Elself T13 < ThresholdTemp And T12 > ThresholdTemp Then 
Depth = ((013 - 012) /  (T13 - T12)) * (ThresholdTemp - T12) + 012 
Else 
Oepth = 0 
End If
UpperFrostFringe = -Oepth 
End Function
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Appendix C -  Granular A Specifications
(OPSS, 2004)
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G ranular A - A  set o f requirements fo r dense graded aggregates intended fo r use as granular 
base w ith in  the  pavement structure, granular shouldering, and backfill
G ranular A may be produced by crushing one or more of the follow ing:
1. Quarried bedrock
2. Naturally formed deposits o f sand, gravel and cobbles
3. RAP up to  30% by mass
4. RCM
5. A ir cooled blasé-furnace slag o r nickel slag
6. Glass or ceramic material up to  15% by mass combined
Table t
Physleal Property Re< îremenfs














































LSjSIS 25 30 30 35 30 NKA
Pla^citv IcKter LS-7B4 0 0 a 0 0 0
Peroent crushed, 
mmàmim
LSJ6D7 100 50 50 NfA m N/A
2  or more 
crashed taces. % 
minimum




lS-*2f MIA 30 30 (Note 5) 30 N/A
Notes:
1, Grartular A . B Type 1. or M may contain up to 15% by mass of crushed glass and ceramic material cornbihed.
2. Graniuiaf A. B Type 1. M , and S sha* not corttain more than IX t jy  mass of deMerious m afeiat eranubtrO, 
Gramdar B Type II. and BSM shal not contain more than B. t % by mass of «lood. Pétrographie cdassîficaban of 
rack type need not be reported This requirement Is onfy to be reported when such materiial is present.
3- Test required tor malerrâfe norto of the Frerrch a id  M atewa Risers only. For materials nrth. greater than 5.0%  
passing the 75 jon sieee. the amount: c# mica passing the 150 pm sieve and retained on toe 75 pm sieve, shad 
nbt exceed 10% cfthem aterW in toal sieve fraction unless eitoer testing according to tS -709 delsrmaies 
permeability vWues to be sweater than 1,0 *  15T* cm/s or field experSence show satisfactory pertormmtce. Prior 
data demomstratetg comgdianoe with this requirement yidl be acceptable pmvided such toslâng has been done 
withsn toe past five years and that field petfcemanoe etf these matetiate has been isatffitoctory.
4. The coarse aggregate: MicroGeval abrasion loss test: requiremenils will be wamred Sf the material has more than 
:BD% passing toe 4.75 mm sieve.
5. Granular B Type 1 may contain up to 35% asphalt coated patoides. Granular S Type H shal n<  ̂contam RAP or 
asoha# coated omducts
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T a b le z








Sieve a A s
B
(H o te l) M
T î ^ l  
(Note 21
Type II
15Û imn M/A N/A MIA 160 N(A HfA MG
1CB nan N * N/A N/A 100 N * NfA
37.5 mm mo Nm NIA NIA NIA Ni* NfA
28.5 mm 85 -im im 160 90-100 56-100 NIA 50-100
18.0 mm 80-85 85-100
(87-1001
00-100 NA NIA 100 NfA
13Z mm 80-80 85-80
(75-85*)
75-100 NfA N/A 75-85 NfA
8.5 mm 50-70 50-73
(60-83*1
O M S NIA MIA 55-80 NfA
4,75 mm 29-45 35-55
(40-86*)
40-60 20-100 20-55 35-55 20-100
1.18 mm 0-15 1540 2040 10-100 lOuSJ 1540 10-100
aiO  Jim M/A 5-22 11-25 2-65 6-22 5-22 5-65
150 pm N/A m N% M/A N/A NfA 2.0-65.0
75 pm 6-50 2JJ-B.0
(2.0-10.0” )








t  Where Granular B is used for granular k a d i#  for pipe sutx&ans, 100% of the materW shall pass the 37.5 mm 
sieve.
2. Where RAP is included in Granular 8  Type 1.100% of toe RAP shWI pass the 75 mm sieve. Con<fiSons in Nrrte 1 
supersede tois requirement
• Wtece toe aggragjie is obtained from ê« ar-ftocM  taast tenace^ag SBuree.
”  Vtflsere toe aggregate is otafaiined from a rpiany w  an afr-cooied Islast furnace s li^  or nidkel slag source.
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November 14, 2009 11.20
November 15, 2009 11.10
November 16, 2009 11.05
November 17, 2009 10.95
November 18, 2009 10.85
November 19, 2009 10.75
November 20, 2009 10.65
November 21, 2009 10.55
November 22, 2009 10.45
November 23, 2009 10.35
November 24, 2009 10.25
November 25, 2009 10.10
November 26, 2009 10.00
November 27, 2009 9.83
November 28, 2009 9.73
November 29, 2009 9.63
November 30, 2009 9.48
December 1, 2009 9.35
December 2, 2009 9.25
December 3, 2009 9.13
December 4, 2009 9.00
December 5, 2009 8.88
December 6, 2009 8.75
December 7, 2009 8.70
December 8, 2009 8.60
December 9, 2009 8.52
December 10, 2009 8.48
December 11, 2009 8.35
December 12, 2009 8.28
December 13, 2009 8.18
December 14, 2009 8.08
December 15, 2009 8.00
December 16, 2009 7.90
December 17, 2009 7.73
December 18, 2009 7.60
■ y T:'. Date -
T^mp
(X)
December 19, 2009 7.53
December 20, 2009 7.40
December 21, 2009 7.33
December 22, 2009 7.25
December 23, 2009 7.10
December 24, 2009 6.95
December 25, 2009 6.80
December 26, 2009 6.65
December 27, 2009 6.45
December 28, 2009 6.55
December 29, 2009 6.40
December 30, 2009 6.23
December 31, 2009 6.15
January 1, 2010 6.05
January 2, 2010 6.00
January 3, 2010 5.97
January 4, 2010 5.83
January 5, 2010 5.75
January 6, 2010 5.68
January 7, 2010 5.58
January 8, 2010 5.50
January 9, 2010 5.45
January 10,2010 5.38
January 11, 2010 5.28
January 12, 2010 5.20
January 13, 2010 5.13
January 14, 2010 5.05
January 15, 2010 4.90
January 16, 2010 4.80
January 17, 2010 4.70
January 18, 2010 4.63
January 19, 2010 4.53
January 20, 2010 4.45
January 21, 2010 4.38
January 22, 2010 4.30
Dàter 1 {%) 1
January 23,2010 4.23
January 24, 2010 4.18
January 25, 2010 4.10
January 26, 2010 4.00
January 27,2010 3.95
January 28, 2010 3.88
January 29, 2010 3.80
January 30, 2010 3.73
January 31, 2010 3.65
February 1, 2010 3.58
February 2, 2010 3.50
February 3, 2010 3.43
February 4, 2010 3.35
February 5, 2010 3.30
February 6, 2010 3.20
February 7, 2010 3.15
February 8, 2010 3.10
February 9, 2010 3.00
February 10, 2010 2.95
February 11, 2010 2.90
February 12, 2010 2.80
February 13, 2010 2.78
February 14, 2010 2.70
February 15, 2010 2.65
February 16, 2010 2.60
February 17, 2010 2.53
February 18, 2010 2.50
February 19, 2010 2.45
February 20, 2010 2.40
February 21, 2010 2.38
February 22, 2010 2.30
February 23, 2010 2.30
February 24, 2010 2.25
February 25, 2010 2.20
February 26, 2010 2.20
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Date
Tejnp
February 27, 2010 2.15
February 28, 2010 2.10
March 1, 2010 2.10
March 2, 2010 2.05
March 3, 2010 2.00
March 4, 2010 2.00
March 5, 2010 2.00
March 6, 2010 1.90
March 7, 2010 1.90
March 8, 2010 1.90
March 9, 2010 1.80
March 10, 2010 1.80
March 11, 2010 1.80
March 12, 2010 1.70
March 13, 2010 1.70
March 14, 2010 1.70
March 15, 2010 1.70
March 16, 2010 1.60
March 17, 2010 1.60
March 18, 2010 1.60
March 19, 2010 1.60
March 20, 2010 1.60
March 21, 2010 1.50
March 22, 2010 1.50
March 23, 2010 1.50
March 24, 2010 1.50
March 25, 2010 1.50
March 26, 2010 1.50
March 27, 2010 1.50
March 28, 2010 1.50
March 29, 2010 1.40
March 30, 2010 1.40
March 31, 2010 1.40
April 1, 2010 1.40
April 2, 2010 1.40
April 3, 2010 1.40
April 4, 2010 1.40
April 5, 2010 1.40
April 6, 2010 1.40
April 7, 2010 1.40
Î  f  TemJj 
*  '  Ùate 1 (̂ C) 1
April 8, 2010 1.40
April 9, 2010 1.40
Apr 110, 2010 1.40
Apr 111, 2010 1.30
Apr 112, 2010 1.30
Apr 113, 2010 1.30
Apr 1 14, 2010 1.30
Apr 115, 2010 1.30
Apr 116, 2010 1.30
Apr 117, 2010 1.30
Apr 118, 2010 1.30
Apr 119, 2010 1.30
Apr I 20, 2010 1.30
Apr 1 21, 2010 1.30
Apr 122,2010 1.30
Apr 123,2010 1.30
Apr 1 24, 2010 1.30
Apr 1 25, 2010 1.30
Apr 1 26, 2010 1.30
Apr 127,2010 1.35
Apr 1 28, 2010 1.40
Apr 1 29, 2010 1.40
Apr 1 30, 2010 1.40
May 1, 2010 1.40
May 2, 2010 1.40
May 3, 2010 1.40
May 4, 2010 1.40
May 5, 2010 1.40
May 6, 2010 1.40
May 7, 2010 1.40
May 8, 2010 1.40
May 9,2010 1.40
May 10, 2010 1.40
May 11, 2010 1.40
May 12, 2010 1.40
May 13, 2010 1.40
May 14, 2010 1.40
May 15, 2010 1.40
May 16, 2010 1.40
May 17, 2010 1.40
.. . '-l-i ' If-'-
. $;.;^Date • .
Temp
May 18, 2010 1.40
May 19, 2010 1.40
May 20, 2010 1.40
May 21, 2010 1.40
May 22, 2010 1.40
May 23, 2010 1.41
May 24, 2010 1.40
May 25, 2010 1.41
May 26, 2010 1.42
May 27, 2010 1.43
May 28, 2010 1.44
May 29, 2010 1.45
May 30, 2010 1.49
May 31, 2010 1.50
June 1, 2010 1.53
June 2, 2010 1.57
June 3, 2010 1.62
June 4, 2010 1.66
June 5, 2010 1.71
June 6, 2010 1.77
June 7, 2010 1.82
June 8, 2010 1.88
June 9, 2010 1.93
June 10, 2010 1.97
June 11, 2010 2.06
June 12, 2010 2.13
June 13, 2010 2.19
June 14, 2010 2.27
June 15, 2010 2.35
June 16, 2010 2.48
June 17, 2010 2.60
June 18, 2010 2.69
June 19, 2010 2.82
June 20, 2010 2.92
June 21, 2010 3.06
June 22, 2010 3.19
June 23,2010 3.33
June 24, 2010 3.49
June 25, 2010 3.67
June 26, 2010 3.84
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Date
June 27, 2010 4.05
June 28, 2010 4.26
June 29, 2010 4.46
June 30, 2010 4.69
July 1, 2010 4.89
July 2, 2010 5.12
July 3, 2010 5.32
July 4, 2010 5.53
July 5, 2010 5.72
July 6, 2010 5.92
July 7, 2010 6.09
July 8, 2010 6.29
July 9, 2010 6.49
July 10, 2010 6.67
July 11, 2010 6.83
July 12, 2010 7.02
July 13, 2010 7.18
July 14, 2010 7.36
July 15, 2010 7.54
July 16, 2010 7.73
July 17, 2010 7.87
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&  ' -  1T #
Date ® . 1
October 1, 2009 10.34 November 7, 2009 8.48 December 14,2009 5.32
October 2, 2009 10.31 November 8, 2009 8.42 December 15, 2009 5.23
October 3, 2009 10.29 November 9, 2009 8.36 December 16, 2009 5.14
October 4, 2009 10.27 November 10, 2009 8.30 December 17, 2009 5.00
October 5, 2009 10.23 November 11, 2009 8.23 December 18, 2009 4.91
October 6, 2009 10.20 November 12, 2009 8.16 December 19, 2009 4.83
October 7, 2009 10.15 November 13, 2009 8.08 December 20, 2009 4.71
October 8, 2009 10.11 November 14, 2009 8.03 December 21, 2009 4.58
October 9, 2009 10.07 November 15, 2009 7.97 December 22,2009 4.50
October 10, 2009 10.03 November 16, 2009 7.92 December 23, 2009 4.37
October 11, 2009 9.98 November 17, 2009 7.85 December 24, 2009 4.26
October 12, 2009 9.91 November 18, 2009 7.78 December 25, 2009 4.18
October 13, 2009 9.84 November 19, 2009 7.69 December 26, 2009 4.05
October 14, 2009 9.82 November 20, 2009 7.62 December 27,2009 3.93
October 15, 2009 9.77 November 21, 2009 7.55 December 28, 2009 3.85
October 16, 2009 9.73 November 22, 2009 7.48 December 29, 2009 3.78
October 17, 2009 9.67 November 23, 2009 7.35 December 30, 2009 3.72
October 18, 2009 9.63 November 24, 2009 7.25 December 31, 2009 3.64
October 19, 2009 9.57 November 25, 2009 7.17 January 1, 2010 3.53
October 20, 2009 9.54 November 26, 2009 7.08 January 2, 2010 3.43
October 21, 2009 9.50 November 27, 2009 6.98 January 3, 2010 3.38
October 22, 2009 9.45 November 28, 2009 6.87 January 4, 2010 3.28
October 23, 2009 9.39 November 29, 2009 6.77 January 5, 2010 3.22
October 24, 2009 9.35 November 30, 2009 6.67 January 6,2010 3.15
October 25, 2009 9.30 December 1, 2009 6.58 January 7,2010 3.05
October 26, 2009 9.25 December 2, 2009 6.48 January 8, 2010 2.98
October 27, 2009 9.21 December 3, 2009 6.36 January 9, 2010 2.92
October 28, 2009 9.16 December 4, 2009 6.29 January 10, 2010 2.84
October 29, 2009 9.11 December 5, 2009 6.19 January 11, 2010 2.76
October 30, 2009 9.01 December 6, 2009 6.09 January 12, 2010 2.70
October 31, 2009 8.94 December 7, 2009 6.02 January 13,2010 2.67
November 1, 2009 8.91 December 8, 2009 5.90 January 14, 2010 2.62
November 2, 2009 8.84 December 9, 2009 5.81 January 15, 2010 2.55
November 3, 2009 8.76 December 10, 2009 5.73 January 16, 2010 2.48
November 4, 2009 8.66 December 11, 2009 5.62 January 17,2010 2.38
November 5, 2009 8.59 December 12, 2009 5.54 January 18, 2010 2.31
November 6, 2009 8.54 December 13, 2009 5.41 January 19,2010 2.25
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January 20, 2010 2.16
January 21, 2010 2.08
January 22, 2010 2.01
January 23, 2010 1.98
January 24, 2010 1.95
January 25, 2010 1.89
January 26, 2010 1.83
January 27, 2010 1.77
January 28, 2010 1.70
January 29, 2010 1.64
January 30, 2010 1.63
January 31, 2010 1.56
February 1, 2010 1.51
February 2, 2010 1.49
February 3, 2010 1.46
February 4, 2010 1.43
February 5, 2010 1.36
February 6, 2010 1.30
February 7, 2010 1.25
February 8, 2010 1.23
February 9, 2010 1.19
February 10, 2010 1.16
February 11, 2010 1.13
February 12, 2010 1.11
February 13, 2010 1.08
February 14, 2010 1.05
February 15, 2010 1.02
February 16, 2010 1.00
February 17, 2010 0.97
February 18, 2010 0.94
February 19, 2010 0.92
February 20, 2010 0.89
February 21, 2010 0.86
February 22, 2010 0.84
February 23, 2010 0.81
February 24, 2010 0.78
February 25, 2010 0.75
February 26, 2010 0.73
February 27, 2010 0.70
February 28, 2010 0.67
March 1, 2010 0.65
March 2, 2010 0.62
March 3, 2010 0.59
March 4, 2010 0.57
March 5, 2010 0.54
March 6, 2010 0.51
March 7, 2010 0.48
March 8, 2010 0.46
March 9, 2010 0.43
March 10, 2010 0.40
March 11, 2010 0.38
March 12, 2010 0.35
March 13, 2010 0.32
March 14, 2010 0.29
March 15, 2010 0.27
March 16, 2010 0.24
March 17, 2010 0.21
March 18, 2010 0.19
March 19, 2010 0.16
March 20, 2010 0.13
March 21, 2010 0.11
March 22, 2010 0.08
March 23, 2010 0.05
March 24, 2010 0.02
March 25, 2010 0.00
March 26, 2010 -0.03
March 27, 2010 -0.06
March 28, 2010 -0.08
March 29, 2010 -0.11
March 30, 2010 -0.14
March 31, 2010 -0.16
Apr 1 1, 2010 -0.17
Apr 12,2010 -0.18
Apr 1 3, 2010 -0.18
Apr 14, 2010 -0.19
Apr 15,2010 -0.18
Apr 1 6, 2010 -0.19
Apr 17, 2010 -0.19
Apr 18,2010 -0.20
Apr 1 9, 2010 -0.20
*
April 10, 2010 -0.20
April 11, 2010 -0.20
April 12, 2010 -0.21
April 13, 2010 -0.22
April 14, 2010 -0.23
April 15, 2010 -0.23
April 16, 2010 -0.24
April 17, 2010 -0.24
April 18, 2010 -0.19
April 19, 2010 -0.17
April 20, 2010 -0.16
April 21, 2010 -0.15
April 22, 2010 -0.16
April 23, 2010 -0.16
April 24, 2010 -0.16
April 25, 2010 -0.16
April 26, 2010 -0.16
April 27, 2010 -0.15
April 28, 2010 -0.14
April 29, 2010 -0.14
April 30, 2010 -0.13
May 1, 2010 -0.12
May 2, 2010 -0.12
May 3, 2010 -0.14
May 4, 2010 -0.17
May 5,2010 -0.20
May 6, 2010 -0.21
May 7, 2010 -0.22
May 8, 2010 -0.20
May 9, 2010 -0.18
May 10, 2010 -0.21
May 11, 2010 -0.22
May 12, 2010 -0.23
May 13, 2010 -0.23
May 14, 2010 -0.22
May 15, 2010 -0.21
May 16, 2010 -0.19
May 17, 2010 -0.20
May 18, 2010 -0.21
May 19, 2010 -0.18
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May 20, 2010 -0.17
May 21, 2010 -0.17
May 22, 2010 -0.12
May 23, 2010 -0.08
May 24, 2010 -0.02
May 25, 2010 0.06
May 26, 2010 0.15
May 27, 2010 0.22
May 28, 2010 0.30
May 29, 2010 0.41
May 30, 2010 0.54
May 31, 2010 0.65
June 1, 2010 0.79
June 2, 2010 0.93
June 3, 2010 1.12
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Appendix F -  LWD Testing Guideline
199
SLA Testing Procedures
The following are the exact coordinates of the test site on Highway 527;
N  49.35982= W  089.37746=
• Upon arriving to the site there should be noticeable paint markings on the road surface as well
as RWIS equipment station nearby. The following is a schematic o f a typical site.
0  O  0  O  0  O  0 O O O O O O O O  MidLtow
mm Centreliae
5 to 10 m . 3 m ii)k rv« l
O O O O O O O O  O O O  O  O  O  O  O
Legend: Q  Tes» Point Q  Borchole/Corehole | g  MTO Instrumentation (Typieal)
On the first day of testing, please bring a can of paint to refresh the paint marks if  required. 
Using your traffic control, close one of the lanes to begin testing. Traffic control should comply 
with OTM book 7. A  TL-20A lane closure w ill be required.
Assemble the LWD using the 20kg assembly and a height close to the maximum height to 
maximize the load. It is not crucial to maintain the same height for each test but it is desirable. 
Each test spot requires 6 drops of the 20kg weight before moving to the next spot. When 
moving to the next spot, change the location number on the software, LWD 3031.
Once spots 1-15 are completed, move the lane closure to the other lane and test spots 16-30.
I f  additional geophones are used, they are to be place in the direction of vehicle traffic.
The attached LWD data field sheet should be filled out during each test. Pictures and 
documentation of the quality of the road surface should also be made.
I f  it begins to snow, shovelling the snow away from the test spots w ill be required.
As instructed in the manual, when analyzing the data using LWDmod, the first drop at each 
location is to be deleted as well as any other drops with defected graphs.
Testing is to be performed once a week from the week of Oct.20/08 to the week of Dec. 1/08. Testing 
resume for the thaw season and is again required once a week from the week of Mar. 30/09 to the week 
of May 18/09.
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Appendix G -  SLR Method Prediction Criteria
201
Mn/DOT
•  A ir tem peratures w ill be obtained using 5 day forecast provided at 
theweathernetwork.com
o Northwestern section o f the province w ill be represented by air tem perature
forecasts averaged (50/50) fo r Thunder Bay and Armstrong, Ontario, 
o Northeastern section o f the province w ill be represented by air tem perature
forecasts provided fo r New Liskeard, Ontario.
•  The Freezing Index (FI), the Thawing Index (Tl) and the Cumulative Thawing Index (CTI) 
w ill be calculated daily, using the forecasted temperatures
•  SLRs w ill be im plem ented when the forecasted CTI exceeds the calibrated threshold CTI 
fo r at least 3 consecutive days
o Northwestern Threshold CTI = 64.3°C-days
o Northeastern Threshold CTI = 40.1°C-days
•  SLRs w ill be removed at specified durations after the im plem entation o f SLRs which 
corresponds to  the calibrated length o f the thaw ing season plus an additional week.
o Northwestern SLR Duration = 51 days
o Northeastern SLR Duration = 37 days
Waterloo
•  A ir tem peratures w ill be obtained using 5 day forecast provided at 
theweathernetwork.com
o Northwestern section o f the province w ill be represented by air tem perature
forecasts averaged (50/50) fo r Thunder Bay and Armstrong, Ontario, 
o Northeastern section o f the province w ill be represented by air tem perature
forecasts provided fo r New Liskeard, Ontario.
•  The fo llow ing calibrated m onth ly reference tem peratures w ill be used to  convert air 
tem peratures in to corresponding surface temperatures
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Northeastern Northwestern
Tref Oct. 1 to  Oct. 27 -6.9
Tref Oct. 28 to  Nov. 27 -2.74
Tref Nov. 28 to  Dec. 27 -2.78
Tref Dec. 28 to  Jan. 27 -0.77
Tref Jan. 28 to  Feb. 27 -1.67
Tref Feb. 28 to  Mar. 27 -4.96
Tref Mar. 28 to  April 27 -4.13
Tre f April 28 to  May 27 3.6
Tref Oct. 1 to  Oct. 27 -6.90
Tref Oct. 27 to  Nov. 27 -4.20
Tref Nov. 27 to  Dec. 27 -4.73
Tref Dec. 27 to  Jan. 27 1.14
Tref Jan. 27 to  Feb. 27 1.37
Tref Feb. 27 to  Mar. 27 -3.67
Tref Mar. 27 to  April 27 -3.67
Tref April 27 to  May 27 -3.00
•  M odel freezing and thawing coefficients w ill be determined using the average values 
determ ined in calibrations
Northeastern
• a = -0.25 • g = 233
• b = -4.82 • h = -12.34
•  0 = 2.22 • i = -1.53
•  d = 11.29 • j = -1271
•  e = -0.35 • k = 33.2
•  f  = -1.06 • l = -1.73
Northwestern
a = -6.17 • g = -255
b = -5.52 • h = 5.46E-11
c = 0.97 • h = 1.05E-11
d = 1.15 • j = -1572
e = -0.04 • k = 36.64
f = -0.09 • 1 = -6.54
•  Day io w ill be predicted by calculating the Thawing Index (Tl) using the 5 day forecast. At 
th is po in t coefficients "g" and " j"  w ill be adjusted to  match freezing season data.
•  SLRs w ill be implemented when the in itia l thawing depth exceeds 300 mm and remains 
below 300 mm fo r 3 successive predicted days.
•  SLRs w ill be removed one week a fte r complete subsurface thaw ing has been predicted 
using the 5 day forecast.
TEMP/W
•  M ateria l properties w ill remain the same as in the calibration methods.
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upper boundary conditions w ill use the 5 day forecast provided at 
theweathernetwork.com
o Northwestern section o f the  province w ill be represented by air tem perature 
forecasts averaged (50/50) fo r Thunder Bay and Armstrong, Ontario, 
o Northeastern section o f the province w ill be represented by air tem perature 
forecasts provided fo r New Liskeard, Ontario.
Two models w ill be constructed using the tem perature modification function approach. 
The n-factor values fo r each region are as follows; 
o Northwestern m odification functions
■ Freezing = 2.3
■ Thawing = 0.8
o Northeastern m odification functions
■ Freezing = 2.3
■ Thawing = 0.57
The bottom  boundary condition w ill be determ ined through a combination o f average 
freezing and thaw ing trends, depths and durations. See file  "Bottom  Boundary 
Condition Predictions.xls" fo r the bottom  boundary condition tem peratures used.
SLRs w ill be implemented when the in itia l thaw ing depth exceeds 300 mm and remains 
below 300 mm fo r 3 successive predicted days.
SLRs w ill be removed one week a fte r complete subsurface thaw ing has been predicted 
using the 5 day forecast.
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